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Chicago Musical College
FELIX BOROWSKI, President

CARL D. KINSEY, Manager

The Leading and Largest Conservatory of Music and Dramatic Art in America

AUGUST 1924

Piano
Classes for Artist Students; I nterpretation;
Material; History and Appreciation; Ob-

Strength of Faculty—Breadth of Instruction
Columbia School of Music—

FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 15
Faculty of More than 100 Teachers, including the following Noted Artists:

PIANO

VOCAL

MAURICE ARONSON
MOISSAYE BOGUSLAWSKI
EDWARD COLLINS
HARRY DETWEILER
MAX KRAMM
ALEXANDER RAAB
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
C. GORDON WEDERTZ

BELLE FORBES CUTTER
EDOUARD DU FRESNE
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN
DR. FERY LULEK
GRAHAM REED
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
BURTON THATCHER
ISAAC VAN GROVE

JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano)
MAURICE ARONSON (Piano)
MAX FISCHEL (Violin)
HAROLD B. MARYOTT (Vocal)
LESTER LUTHER (Expression and Dramatic Art)

MAX FISCHEL
MAURICE GOLDBLATT
RAY HUNTINGTON
RUDOLPH REINERS
LEON SAMETINI

HAROLD B. MARYOTT

CLARENCE EDDY
HOWARD NEUMILLER
HELEN W. ROSS
C. GORDON WEDERTZ

MOTION PICTURE ORGAN
CHARLES H. DEMOREST

DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION

FELIX BOROWSKI
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
LAURA D. HARRIS
PAULINE HOUCK
BURTON THATCHER (Vocal)

LEON SAMETINI (Violin)

SCHOOL OF OPERA
EDOARDO SACERDOTE
ISAAC VAN GROVE

CONCERT, CHAUTAUQUA AND LYCEUM
ELENA DE MARCO

All Orchestral Instruments Taught

Opera Scholarships.

*^

59 th YEAR

OF THE TOTAL
VALUE OF $20,000

request.
ison & Hamlin Grand Piano, presented for competition
ipetition
_
the Graduation
and Senior Diploma Classes by the Cable
„ „
and Healy. Grand Piai.„
p;“— f"' competition in the Vocal Department.
srg&£
, t,nn
world-renowned by
musicians*nd
as judges and with Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Frederick Stock,
—1_.
ie r *«aa
of $300 each; 15 of $100; 15 of $50 in the classes: also Diamond, Gold and Silver Mede
dedals. Dormitory Accommodations.

Ly°n

TEACHING, CHAUTAUQUA, LYCEUM, CONCERT
AND ORGAN POSITIONS GUARANTEED

60 EAST VAN BUREN STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

This Old School Offers Unexcelled Instruction in

Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin, Normal Training, Public School Music

Voice
Community Singing; Chorus Singing;
Lectures and Recitals.

Violin
Advanced Work for Orchestra and Pro¬
fessional Players; Practice Lessons for

LESTER LUTHER

FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES
Conductor.

Harmony - Elementary and Advanced;
Melodic Constitution; Analysis of Form;
Composition; Keyboard Harmony Impro-

Sight Singing; Concert Work; Oratorio;

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

HARMONY, COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON AND FUGUE
REPERTOIRE-INTERPRETATION CLASSES

24th Year Opens September 8, 1924

Theory

(AlphabeticallyArranged)

TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATE COURSES

VIOLIN

Normal Training
(For Those Preparing to Teach)
Normal Lectures; Interpretation; Key¬
board Harmony; Child Training; ImproChildrens Classes; Teaching Material;
Recitals and Lectures.

' 1 ’0 the advanced student, an announce1 ment concerning Columbia School of
Music is always a source of keenest interest.
To the beginner who may be unfamiliar with
this distinguished school, its bulletins are of

12 Additional Reasons Why You Should Choose Columbia
This school believes that, in addition to
closest instruction in his specialty, the musician should have a cultural background of
knowledge concerning the whole of the musical world. The true musician must have
more than the ability to play or sing.
To this end, 12 distinct, FREE advantages
are offered every student.
These include

| SEND

Public School Music
Methods; Harmony and Ear Training;
Sight Singing; Orchestra Conducting;
High School Bands; Child Voice and Song
Literature; Choral Conducting; Pageantry;
Choral Singing; History of Music and
Practice Teaching; Applied Music Psychol¬
ogy; History of Education; English Critic
Teaching; Practice Supervising; Counterpoint; Analysis of Form. Composition.

great significance. To both, this school offers
the personal, intensive, truly interested instruction of a large and able Faculty. Study
music as this school teaches it in the nation’s
cultural and musical center.

FOR

NEW

Courses in the History of Music, Correlated
Arts, Orchestra Training, Stage Deportment,
Children’s Class Work, Model Practice School,
Interpretation and Chorus Singing, also personal experience in Public Recitals, Public
Appearances and Private Recitals. Lastly,
our Service Bureau is at every student’s call
to assist in finding suitable employment.

80-PAGE

ILLUSTRATED

MUSIC

Knest Conservatory in the West
Offers to earnest students courses of study based
.
educational principles. Renowned faculty of 80
!
n?odern
concerts and recitals.
Diplomas and^egS
°rchestra>
Teachers ceruScates. Desirable Wrdtag.ccomodation,.

Fall Term Opens Sept. 8, 1924
UNRIVALED FREE ADVANTAGES
Singing Archibald C. Jackson, *

WHAT THE VOCAL STUDENT
SHOULD KNOW
By Nicholas Douty
price> $1.09
An introduction to the art of singing, with
daily exercises for .II voices selected from the
worts of the great masters of singing. This book
tellyn an interesting manner the important prin¬
ciples that will guide the vocal student aright.
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Moreh

:;cC:r^s;A-w-D^jess!e

Bi^Ear'oW- MorSt- WaI“r Braun, E. N
. Mrs. Raymond Brown, Raymond Dulitz,
Wm. H. Engel. *

L!AYorkDMAU!dema'“P08t Gr
ml Training for Plan
Public School Music and Drawing—Miss Her
mine Lorch, Bertha Schaffer
School of Expression—Miss Lilly Adela Darlir
ig, Mrs. Ethlyn Briggs Mam
Dancing—Mrs. Ethlyn Briggs Mann.
Examinations Free. For Catalog
and Other Information, Address
——JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, 5035 Woodward Ave Rn FTt^WCmse"-'1>«’v
" Box 7~Detroit, Mich.

(fincinnati
BERTHA BAUR, Dii

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

|

CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director
Chicago, Ill.

51st Year

CONSERVATORY of

Oleane Doty, Alle
Doc.; Wi
Ethel Li -tell, Alma Glock ,
Organ—Francis L. Yc
dema, Mus.Doc., Franc
Aldrich.
Cello—Jules L. Klein
Harp—Ruth Clynick^ Theory, Harmony,

BOOK

Columbia School of Music
501 South Wabash Avenue

DETROIT
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Invite
„„ ^NCINNA-n, OHIO

FALPARAISO
LUHIYERSITYVALPARAISO, INDIANA

AN ACCREDITED PROFESSIONAL COLLEGE

|Y<
YCEUM

| Fifty-second year opens
£
September 29, 1924

Art Unparalleled
Opportunity

School of Music
The University School of Music offers courses
in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ. Theory and Public
School Music. Students may attend the Music
School and also take the regular work at the
University.

Low Cost of Living
Under University su

b rily low!
ilable
catalog.
Detailed ’figures are
Economy,Known for Democracy
sity is governed Dy a Doard of trustees—all
influential men, eager for the students’ welfare. It
is not operated for profit.
Valparaiso is beautifully situated , forty-four
miles from Chicago. Campus of 50 ; icres and 16
buildings; large gymnasium; athleti<
acres; all sports; many student activi
Addn is Presiden
Box 6, University Hall, Valparaiso, Indiana

OBSERVATORY
%
( INCORPORATED)

A SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART
Courses in all branches—Master Faculty including Elias Day, President and Director, and 40 others of
A thorough education is offered in
irtificates. Our school graduates t
professional class

FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 8, 1924
Dormitories and studios in pur own beautiful building in the heart of the new art center, two blocks
from Lake Michigan, North Side. Write for illustrated free catalog.
JEANNE HOWARD, Box E, 1160 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.

Catalogs and Descriptive Folder;
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., PHILA., PA.

MacPhail
School Music

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music

NEAPOLIS-M INNESOTA
Piano. Violin
Voice. Organ
Dramatic Art
Public School
Music
Diploma and
Degree Courses

Courses for training supervisors and teachers of public school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate valid in most states of the union.
Total living expenses need not exceed six dollars per week. Tuition and fees exceptionally low.
Write for Catalog
Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Milwaukee - Downer College

LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY

A Standard College for Women
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Offers a full four-year course leading to B.S. in Arts
with major in Music. Two-year diploma courses in¬
cluding Teacher’s Course in Public School Music.
Piano Organ. Violin. Voice Training and Theory of
Music. For catalog address Registrar. Milwaukee, Wis.

Theory. Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees awarded.
Dormitories. Free Catalog.
CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean

Appleton, Winonsin

PERCY FULLINWIDER
VIOLINIST
Head of Violin Department
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY
APPLETON, WIS.
MASTER TEACHER
Unman
Write for
Jid8 LASAllE AVtBAlf
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Single Copies 25 Cents

VOL. XLII, No. 8

39th Session Commences September 11, 1924
Offers superior courses in all branches of music and dramatic art, including Master School. Diplomas,
Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates granted by authority State of Illinois. Thorough preparation for concert,
opera and teaching positions. Many special features, recitals, concerts with full orchestra, lectures, etc.
Excellent Dormitories Offer Accommodations

at

Moderate Rates

UNSURPASSED FACULTY OF ONE HUNDRED ARTIST-INSTRUCTORS
cAmong
PIANO—Heniot Levy, Allen Spencer, Silvio
Scionti,Henry Purmort Eames, Louise Robyn,
Kurt Wanieck, Earl Blair, May Doelling.
VOICE—Karleton Hackett, E. Warren, K.
Howe, Charles La Berge, Elaine De Sellem.
VIOLIN—Jacques Gordon, Herbert Butler,
Adolf Weidig, Hans Muenzer, Walter
Aschenbrenner.

these might be mentioned

MUSICAL THEORY, COMPOSITIONAdolf Weidig, Arthur O. Andersen, John
Palmer, Leo Sowerby.
VIOLONCELLO—Robert Ambrosius.
and many others.

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC-0. E. Robinson.
HARP— Enrico Tramonti, Clara L. Thurston.
DRAMATIC ART, PUBLIC READING—
A. Louise Suess, Louise K. Willhour.
DANCING-Louise Willhour.
THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL-Frank
Van Dusen.

GUEST INSTRUCTORS, 1924—Delia Valeri, Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler, George H. Gartlan.

Free Advantages:

Admission to Teachers’ Normal Training School; Students’ Orchestra; Vocal Sight Reading. Admission tc
Conservatory Recitals; Lectures; Musical Bureau for securing positions.

THIRTY FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
EXAMINATIONS FROM SEPT. 5 TO SEPT. 9. (APPLY FOR EXAMINATION BLANK.)
Lyceum and Chautauqua engagements secured
Examinations Free

Catalog mailed free on application

-

Moderate Tuition Rates

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY, 571 KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President.

Karleton Hackett, Adolf Weidig, Heniot Levy, Associate Directors

THE NEW SUCCESS MUSIC METHOD

SoKes the problem of the young beginner. Simple, compact, interesting. Outfit small in bulk but
great in efhaeney. Twenty attractive appliances. Taught individually or in classes. Full directions for
forty lessons after which you can proceed by yourself. Special introductory price.

HAPPY PUPILS PROGRESS RAPIDLY
KATHARINE BURROWES, D. 246 Highland Ave., H. P., Detroit, Mich.

Minneapolis School of Music
Bachelor of Music Degree, Diploma, and Certifi”
s1'.1"™no. Voice, Viohn Organ. Public School
Music Methods and Music Kindergarten Methods.
Bulletin sent free upon
LOWELL L. TOWNSEN
irector.

ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART
WILLIAM H. PONTIUS. Director
60-62 Eleventh St., So., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI

ERNEST R. KROEGER

WANTED

(Director, Kroeger School of Music)
after a year’s vacation in Europe, will
me his classes in piano playing,
and composition,
SEPTEMBER 15. 1924.
Students
wishing to enter Mr. Kroeger’s classes
lor the coming season, please address

Cellist, Cornetist, Flutist and Clarinetist
for dining room orchestra Brenau College.
Young women who desire a college educa¬
tion or to specialize in music, can earn
about one half, in some instances more,
of their expenses by filling these positions.
Apply to

kroeger school of music
Musical Art.Building
St. Louis

H. J. PEARCE, Pres.
BRENAU COLLEGE
Gainesville, Georgia

School and College
Announcements
In This Issue

Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams
Annual Summer Classes for
Teachers of Piano
21st SEASON—1924
North Carolina

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere.
Students may enter at any time. Send for
Catalog.
GEO. F. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

ESTABLISHED 1857

PEABODY “SSf
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

One of the oldest and most noted Music School, in America.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Where the Etude Stands on Jazz
The Etude has no illusions on Jazz. We hold a very
definite and distinct opinion of the origin, the position and the
future of Jazz.
The Etude reflects action in the music world.
It is a
mirror of contemporary musical educational effort. We, there¬
fore, do most emphatically not endorse Jazz, merely by
discussing it.
Jazz, like much of the thematic material glorified by the
great masters of the past, has come largely from the humblest
origin.
In its original form it has no place in musical education
and deserves none.
It will have to be transmogrified many
times hefore it can present its credentials for the Walhalla of
music.
In musical education Jazz has been ah accursed annoyance
to teachers for years. Possibly the teachers are, themselves,
somewhat to blame for this. Young people demand interesting,
inspiriting music. Many of the Jazz pieces they have played
are infinitely more difficult to execute than the sober music
their teachers have given them. If the teacher had recognized
the wholesome appetite of youth for fun and had given interest¬
ing, sprightly music instead of preaching against the evils of
Jazz, the nuisance might have been averted.
As it is, the young pupil who attempts to play much of
the “raw” jazz of the day wastes time with common, cheap,
trite tunes badly arranged.
The pupil plays carelessly and
“sloppily.” These traits, once rooted, are very difficult to pull
out. This is the chief evil of Jazz in musical education.
On the other hand, the melodic and rhythmic inventive skill
of many of the composers of Jazz, such men as Berlin, Confrey,
Gershwin and Cohan, is extraordinary. Passing through the
skilled hands of such orchestral leaders of high-class Jazz
orchestras conducted by Paul Whiteman, Isham Jones, War¬
ing and others, the effects have been such that serious musi¬
cians such as John Alden Carpenter, Percy Grainger and Leo¬
pold Stokowski, have predicted that Jazz will have an immense
influence upon musical composition, not only of America, but
also of the world.
Because’ The Etude knows that its very large audience of
wideawake readers desires to keep informed upon all sides of
leading musical questions, it presents in this midsummer issue
the most important opinions upon the subject yet published.
We have thus taken up the “Jazzmania” and dismiss it with this
issue.
But who knows, the weeds of Jazz may be Burbanked
into orchestral symphonies by leading American composers in
another decade?
We do desire, however, to call our readers’ attention to
the remarkable improvement that has come in the manufacture
of wind instruments of all kinds and to the opportunities which
are presented for teaching these instruments. Jazz called the
attention of the public to many of these instruments, but their
higher possibilities are unlimited, and thousands of students
are now studying wind instruments who only a few years ago
would never have thought of them.

Hats Off!
We want to emulate, in one detail at least, another editor
of a musical periodical whom we can never hope to even imitate
in other ways. When Robert Schumann first encountered the
works of Chopin he wrote a laudatory editorial headed, “Hats
off, gentlemen! A genius!” We have never seen Shura Cher¬
kassky, the little eleven-year-old pianoforte virtuoso of Russian
birth who has lived in America awhile. We have merely heard

the excellent talking machine records of his playing that are
now upon the market. They indicate maturity, taste, technic,
touch and style that come only with real genius.
One of his
recent records is that of one of his own compositions entitled
Prelude Pathetique. If this child can do this at eleven, what
may he do when he reaches manhood.
Certainly Mozart or
Mendelssohn never gave any more sensational demonstrations
of musical talent. We strongly advise our teacher friends to
hear some of these astonishing records—perhaps to keep them
in their studios to incite their own pupils to higher efforts.

What Self-Help Really Means
The only thing that really counts in great achievement
is what you do yourself with your own talents.
This applies to the student who attends a university or a
conservatory as well as to the one who, never having had such
advantages, manages to reach up to the zenith over the kinds
of things that the world calls insurmountable obstacles.
Mussorgsky never went to a conservatory. Elgar never
went to a conservatory. Wagner never went to a conservatory.
Thousands and thousands of students who had the most
thorough kind of conservatory training have never even ap¬
proached the accomplishments of these masters.
The conservatory and the university are time-saving, sys¬
tematic means of securing the right ground-work. They offer
the same advantages to all who desire to attend. Fortunate is
the student who can have these advantages. He will begin his
career with a more thorough understanding and better digital
preparation. There, however, the whole process stops; and the
“graduate” of a conservatory must realize that he stands a
glorious chance of joining the ranks of the failures of the
world unless he employs that thing which is the one key to
larger success-—self-help.
Self-help is the thing which will enable you to stand out
among men as an individual—not as a cog.
Most students get into a state of academic petrifaction.
They are like stone statues waiting for some educational
Pygmalion to bring them to life.
They never make a move
until some one tells them to move. Then, they want to have
every step directed. They never accept anything until some
teacher or leader brings it to them. They never dream of doing
any original thinking for themselves.
When they do move
they need someone to prod them and lash them ahead like slaves.
Slaves indeed they are, slaves of convention and their own lack
of initiative.
The Etude presented in the July issue a “Self-Help
Course” by means of which any understanding student needing
such a course can unquestionably advance very remarkably
during two months’ intensive work. It requires merely the deter:
mination to do the work, and do it well. The expense of
the purchase of a little sheet music and a few records will at
the most amount to only a few dollars. How many will have
the initiative and application to take advantage of this plan
instead of deploring the lack of money to go to some Summer
School? Of course the average student would do more at a
Summer School with fine teachers in person, a systematic course,
and the inspiration of fellow students.
On the other hand,
there will be some eager, earnest students, with the self-help
spirit of Wagner, Mussorgsky and Elgar, who will take this
course and fit it into their own needs, and at the end of two
months they will have accomplished more than many of those
who had the superior advantages of the Summer School.
After all, your own success depends about ninety per cent
upon YOU.

THE ETUDE

What Musical Chance Does Your Race Give You?
Is it written in the stars that you are to be a great pianist?
Rudolt Breihaupt, eminent European specialist in piano tech¬
nic, thinks that race is the determining factor. In the July
issue we reprinted his article which appeared in Die Musik some
time ago. This was simply the opinion of a highly intelligent
man who has evidently done some little looking about in
anthropology. The article was very interesting, and Etude
readers found profit and fun in reading it. We agree with
Breithaupt only in part. We believe that a good poet is made
as well as born. We believe that the whole matter of racial
descent and heredity is so involved that in music as in other
things it is a matter of individualism and environment as much
as race. To read Breithaupt’s article it would appear that
unless one possesses a share of Slavic, Latin or Jewish blood you
are unlikely to become a fine pianist. This is out of alignment
with the tenets of modern anthropology, which does not admit
these divisions but sets apart the European races into the three
general classes: Nordic, the long-headed, blue-eyed blondes
that have literally conquered the world; the Alpines, the roundheaded plodders of middle Europe, sometimes Slavs, sometimes
Germans, often French and even Italian; the Mediterraneans,
the intense brunette people in the south. We do agree with
Breithaupt in his conclusion that the cross breed often produces
the finest results. This gives us hope for the musical future of
America, with its many cross breeds but with a main trunk
which for centuries will remain Anglo-Saxon in spirit, culture
and power.

What One Man Did
When you look at a great electric locomotive tearing
across the country at a terrific speed you rarely think of the
source of the power, the giant dynamos miles and miles away.
One of the greatest human dynamos of the past one hun¬
dred years shut down in March.
This was Orison Swett Marden—all honor to his name!
Marden did not stop his life work until he had stored his
force in many powerful books which have had a world-wide
circulation.
Marden climbed to his own
urged upon others. No mountain
He failed miserably at one time.
Marden smded confidently, found
back splendidly.

success by the methods he
was too great to stop him.
The world laughed at him.
out his mistakes, and came

to continue through these columns some of the force and power
that he generated in the world.
Requiescat in Pace.

What Do You Want to Know?
For forty years The Etude has been the means of com¬
municating expert information upon musical problems to its
readers.
It is our ambition to make The Etude as genuinely
helpful as possible. In fact, it not infrequently happens that
The Etude gives through articles expert information that
would cost the individual reader a great many times the price
of annual subscription to secure in person.
You have helped us immensely in the past by telling us
through thousands of letters what you want to know.
Often we have to tax our editorial imagination to endeavor
to divine what you really do want to know.
Why not send us some titles for articles upon subjects
about which you desire expert information.
If these titles are those in which we believe a great num¬
ber of the readers may be interested, we will gladly employ
experts to write articles upon them.
Please send us a few of the titles of articles that you
would like to see in The Etude. We are running The Etude
for your personal assistance, not to gratify our own whims or
theories.
Just sit down to-day and write a letter to the editor, mark¬
ing it “Etude Title Suggestions,” and we will be very grateful
to you. Incidentally, you may be helping a great many other
Etude readers.

A Word From the White House
“It would be exceedingly difficult to overestimate the im¬
portant part that teachers take in the development of the life of
the nation. They exercise their art not on the materials of this
world, which pass away, but upon the human soul, where it will
remain through all eternity. It is the teacher that makes the
school, that sets its standards, and determines its success or
failure.
.
.
.
It is not too much to say that the need
of civilization is the need of teachers. The contribution which
they make to human welfare is beyond estimation.”
—Calvin Coolidge.

Marden’s books on self-help won him the highest praise
from many of the greatest men of his time. His books were
translated into many tongues and were as popular in Japan as
in America.

All photographs are likenesses—more or less.
Some
photographs are very poor likenesses. Some people photograph

Years ago the editor of the Etude was a contributor
to Marden s magazine, Success. Through correspondence he
learned that one of Marden’s secrets was that purely material
success was really failure; but that success which contributed
to the betterment of man was the only kind really worth work¬
ing for.

The ..me i. true to a certain ertent of the phonoor.pl,
Some vo,ce„ record except,onally well; other, are L e/Jhe.
The musical art of the performer, the nuances the r-b u
the mood, the character, the phr.si„g’,

S°le,y by comparison can we estimate the value to the
state of the work of a man like Marden. Luther Burbank took
ordinary vegetables and flowers and made them magnificent.
Marden took the souls and talents and ambitions of men and
women and increased their forces a thousandfold, enabling them
to achieve things which they hardly dreamed were within their
power
Without depreciating the great achievements of the
wizard of Santa Rosa, we have an idea that Marden did some¬
thing of very much greater significance for the men and women
ot his time.
What Marden accomplished is hard to express in any form
of power units. Thousands of prominent men the world over
would gladly testify to the great help and inspiration they
received from the strong, commonsense optimism of his inspir¬
ing mind. Indirectly he added enormously to the wealth and
happiness of the world.
We humbly and gratefully lay this little wreath of editorial
laurel upon the memory of a great man. May we be permitted

served.

This has become a significant fact to great artists

who permit their performances to be recorded
piano records it is possible, by means of

With H,! 1
f 1
P ayer

cutting, to change .P roll so tL^ZlZlfr fc'T ^
ideal interpretation. Very often artists do th1
pla^er s
fully. With the phonograph, however £
IT* SUCCeSSunchanged.
1
Ver’ the record must stand

Where Is Jazz Leading America?
Opinions of Famous Men and Women in and out of Music
GEORGE ADE
American Humorist and Satirist
The cruder form of “jazz,” a collection of squeals
and squawks and wails against a concealed back-struc¬
ture of melody, became unbearable to me soon after I
began to hear it. Good syncopation is legitimate and
probably enjoyed to the limit by many people who are
slow to admit the fact It has been evolved naturally from
negro songs and dance tunes and is the characteristic
American music, if We have such a thing. For a long
time I applauded syncopation and frowned on “jazz” but
now I am free to admit that some of our arrangers and
directors have been so clever in producing harmony while
flirting with discord that I am almost converted to certain
kinds of “jazz.”
It can be a dreadful disturbance to the atmosphere when
perpetrated by a cluster of small-town blacksmiths and
sheet metal workers but it becomes inspiriting and almost
uplifting under the magical treatment of Paul Whiteman,
and some of his confreres. If the Paul Whiteman boys
play “jazz” then I am in favor of that particular variety
of “jazz” but, at the same time, I suggest that every rag¬
time artist should be compelled to take an examination
and secure a license before he is permitted to fool with
a saxophone.
MRS. H. H. A BEACH
Renowned American Composer-Pianist
In reply to your letter asking my opinion of jazz and
its influence on the country, I can only say that my
knowledge of it is very limited and I do not feel com¬
petent to pronounce judgment on it. Working as hard
as I do in my own way, either in concert-playing or

composition, I have few opportunities to attend theaters
or concerts, to my great regret. When such rare pleas¬
ures come my way I naturally choose something that
will give me the greatest possible uplift in a few hours, or
even minutes; something that will inspire and strenghten
me, not only in music but also help me to face life and
its problems in a sweeter and braver spirit. From the
little that I have heard of jazz, I should hardly class it
among such influences for good. If it is merely a question
of interesting new rhythms, accompanied by weird har¬
monies and suggested by lilting melodies, no one could
appreciate the charm of such combinations more fully
than I, provided that the work is good throughout. Taken,
however, in association with some of the modern dancing
and the sentiment of the verses on which many of the
“jazz” songs are founded, it would be difficult to find a
combination more vulgar or debasing. After all, per¬
haps, it may be like many other things in life; that,
used in moderation can do no harm or may even do
positive good, used to excess their influence may be only
pernicious to the last degree. The future will determine
the exact place in music, to be occupied by jazz, whether
it is merely a joke or a force that can be utilized in a
legitimate way for the glory of art.
Shall we be content to flavor our food with pepper, or is
our future diet to consist entirely of Tabasco sauce?
FELIX BOROWSKI
Well-Known Composer and Educator
I do not see anything particularly pernicious in “Jazz.”
It would seem that the disapproval which has been be¬
stowed upon it has been the result of the dancing which
has accompanied jazz rather than the music itself. Evil
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communications corrupt good music; and in its own spe¬
cial department jazz is often as “good” as a waltz by
Strauss. For, after all, the highest office of really fine
dance music is the incitement to dance. That the bizarre
movements which pass for dancing now-a-days are more
suggestive of suggestiveness than anything else is, of
course, deplorable; but jazz is only indirectly to blame
for such conditions. I find in this form of music some¬
thing peculiarly American—our restlessness, for instance.
Whether jazz could or should be used in what are gen¬
erally considered serious compositions depends largely
upon the composition and upon the person who writes
it. Tschaikowsky, Borodin, Glazounow and others used
Russian dances in their symphonies and chamber music;
there is no reason why an American composer should
not employ his own dances—if only he does it well.
CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMANNoted American Composer
Candidly, I think too much importance has been placed
upon this question of Jazz; too much worry has been
given it. It is as silly to stir oneself up over the matter
of jazz as it is to get into a fever heat over modern
Christianity and Fundamentalism. Attacking jazz can
do no good. Championing jazz only makes one ridiculous.
I feel the best way .to meet this problem is to meet it
with the open mind. By that I do not think it is neces¬
sary to do any straddling.
Simply recognize the fact that jazz is an exotic ex¬
pression of our present national life. The very fact
of its form changing every year shows its impermanence.
Its very rhythms and its fantastic effects, which are not
without cleverness (because a good musician is usually
called in to orchestrate the rather crude piano scores)
somehow reflect the restless energy that pulses through
the “spirit of the day,” a restlessness that has become
most patent since the World War. Jazz makes a more
popular appeal at this moment than it would make at
a more quiescent period of history. It is the craving
for excitement on the part of those who can understand
only the more popular forms of music, in other words,
those who fancy the savage in music because it brings
them a “kick,”
It is true, indeed, that there are many who never get
beyond the appreciation of jazz, but I am inclined to
think that there are thousands who grow tired of the
ever-recurring agitated forms and soon search for music
with a deeper significance. Jazz is not peace-bringing;
jazz is not spiritual, nor is jazz very uplifting. Its
very lack of thoughtfulness (save in the rhythmic pat¬
terns it employs) and a lack of repose, make it ex otic.
Yet, do not let us overlook the fact that many classic
tunes which have been pilfered bodily or even in a frag. mentary manner and treated jazzily, have led to the
understanding and appreciation of the original versions
on the part of the most ardent jazzites. I have seen
this to be true in cases under my consideration. The
fact that the quality of jazz has improved greatly the
past few years and that well-trained musicians are able
to listen and smile and enjoy the cleverest of it, leads
me to feel that we have nothing to be afraid of, and
that the problem will take care of itself through natural
evolution. Let us accept any “color effects” it has brought
us and leave the pathological and psychological aspects
to be worked out through the aforesaid evolution, which
has ever and shall ever, find new expressions and forms in
each succeeding day and generation.
JOHN ALDEN CARPENTER
Distinguished American Composer
Replying to yours of the 2nd, I am afraid that I shall
not have time to do justice to the theme; but I should
like to be allowed to go on record as deprecating the
tendency to drag social problems into a discussion of
contemporary popular American music.
All music that has significance must necessarily be the
product of its time; and, whether we believe that the
world of to-day is headed toward Heaven or Elsewhere,
there is no profit in any attempt to induce the creative
musician to alter his spontaneous mode of expression in
order that he may thus affect the contemporary social
conditions. Nor shall we make any better progress by
attempting to legislate contemporary American music
out of popularity by resolution of clubs or civic bodies.
I am convinced that our contemporary popular music
(please note that I avoid labeling it “jazz”) is by far
the most spontaneous, the most personal, the most char¬
acteristic, and, by virtue of these qualities, the most
important musical expression that America has achieved.

I am strongly inclined to believe that the musical
historian of the year two thousand will find the birth¬
day of American music and that of Irving Berlin to have
been the same.
DR FRANK DAMROSCH
Director of the Institute of Musical Art
Jazz is to real music what the caricature is to the por¬
trait. The caricature may be clever, but it aims at distor¬
tion of line and feature in order to make its point; sim¬
ilarly, jazz may be clever but its effects are made by
exaggeration, distortion and vulgarisms.
If jazz originated in the dance rhythms of the negro,
it was at least interesting as the self-expression of a
primitive race. When'jazz was adopted by the “highly
civilized” white race, it tended to degenerate it towards
primitivity.
When a savage distorts his features and pints his
face so as to produce startling effects, we smile at his
childishness; but when a civilized man imitates him, not
as a joke but in all seriousness, we turn away in disgust.
Attempts have been made to “elevate” jazz by stealing
phrases from the classic composers and vulgarizing them
by the rhythms and devices used in jazz. This is not only
an outrage on beautiful music, but also a confession of
poverty, of inability to compose music of any value on the
part of the jazz writers.
We are living in a state of unrest, of social evolution,
of transition from a condition of established order to a
new objective as yet but dimly visualized. This is reflected
in the jazz fad. We can only hope that sanity and the
love of the beautiful will help to set the world right again
and that music will resume its proper mission of beauti¬
fying life instead of burlesquing it.
FRANZ DRDLA
Violinist and Composer of the Famous Souvenir
(Drdla, the well-known Checo-SloVak composer and violin¬
ist has recently toured America as a star artist in the Keith
circuit. Naturally he heard a great deal of Jazz. Since he
has appeared repeatedly In Europe; wit
with many of greatest
musicians of his time, including Johannc s Brahms, his opinions upon Jazz given to the Etude at this time are most
interesting. Mr. Drdla is best known as the composer of
the immensely popular Souvenir. He ha 5 just taken out his
first papers as an American citizen).
Every time and every age has its characteristic music
precisely as it has its characteristic dress. In the Days
of the Madrigal, the very character of the words and the
text reflect the architecture and the attire of the times.
Jazz is the characteristic folk music of modernity and
because America^ is the most modern country of the
world. It is, however, an expression of the times and it
is not surprising that Jazz should rapidly circulate around
the globe like the American dollar.
Folk music of this type (if you want to call the arti¬
ficialities of Jazz folk music) seems to spring into exis¬
tence after times of great deprivation such as those that
accompany great wars. The Waltz, for instance, seemed
to spring into international currency just after the French
Revolution, as a kind of irrepressible expression of joy
and liberty from restriction. Later on came the polka;
then, after the Franco Prussian War, seemed to be an
outburst of the hilarious can can in Paris. The world
was putting aside its tragedy for a spree.
At the end of the great war, American ragtime simply
went wild and that was Jazz. Like many things it proved
very infectious and soon the whole world was inoculated.
European nations should not condemn American Jazz as
long as its perpetrators seem to enjoy it even more at
times that the .native Americans.
Much of the Jazz I have heard seems to be in two-four
rhythm. It rarely appears in the three-four rhythm. This
in itself, with some of the very monotonous background
rhythmic figures, makes Jazz very boring at times. It
lacks variety in rhythm and metre although it tries to
make up for this by introducing all sorts of instrumental
color from every imaginable instrument that can be
scraped, plucked, blown or pounded.
ARTHUR FOOTE
Famous American Composer
I have unluckily no acquaintance with “Jazz” in its
finer and more refined form. It does seem a thing that
easily turns in the direction of commonness and that
can have a bad influence in music. The Ampico and other
instruments that reproduce music by means of mechanism,
I am sure do lead their hearers to better appreciation
of good music—in fact constitute a very important part
of such influences. It seems doubtful if “Jazz” can be
counted on for anything of the sort. The truth may be
that it is becoming increasingly difficult to find melodies

. u
that are fresh (not to say new), that this
interest in “Jazz" means exploration of new and striking
AtrrwM—odd. but after centuries of musical
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Learning to Memorize
A Pianoforte Lesson

HENRY F. GILBERT

By F. CORDER

Distinguished American Composer
a Etude inquiry, suggests
[Mr. Gilbert, in'
in response t
in. article he wrote for
the following quotation

Professor of Composition, Royal Academy of Music, London, England

“Concerning Jazz" :
“Is Jazz a new kind of music? Has it anything to
contribute to the art? I find that almost all pieces of
so-called Jazz music, when stripped of their instrumen¬
tation (i. e., the instruments upon which they are played:
saxophones, muted trombones, etc.), have almost nothing
new to offer in the way of strictly musical interest. And
this is so, even when we consider jazz from a strictly
‘popular’ standpoint.
“The amount of purely musical value, and the amount
of differentiation of this music from other *popular’
music, can be noted by playing a piece of jazz music
on the piano. It a true that for several years the rhyth¬
mic element in popular music has been growing more in¬
sistent and nervous, and it may have reached its cul¬
mination ia jazz. I rather think it has. So, as far as
simple rhythmic forcefulness and iteration are con¬
cerned, jazz can claim the proud distinction of being
the ‘worst yet.’ Technically speaking, however, it must
be granted that the popular music of to-day is far richer
in contrapuntal devices, in harmony, and in figuration
than popular music formerly, in which the intcreM rested
alone in the melody.
“Another point by which jazz may be distingulahi‘,1 frnm
the popnlar music of the olden time—say ten yours ago
—is the large number of cat-calls, elarinet-cimars. suu-ars,
glides, trombone-glissandos. and agonizing saxophone con¬
tortions which occur in It. But these things are largely
rendered possible by the instruments upon whirl) jazz
music is played. Take away these instruments am! you
take away the jazz quality almost entirely, in fuel this
jazz quality, far from residing in the music itself, is almost
wholly a matter of tone-color, anil this tone-color is given
to it by the instruments—unusual instruments—ami not
only unusual Instruments but also unusnl combinations of
instruments. For instance who ever thought of writing for
a combination of saxophones, banjos, ami muted trombones
before? Yet in this, and similar combinations, lies . of
the jazz effect in my opinion. Take many a piece of
classical music—like some of Grieg's pieces. Dvorak's
Slavonic Dances, or even some of Mozart's or Booth
n's
compositions—and let a good jazz arranger arrange them
for the usual jazz orchestra, with all its freak combi¬
nations of instruments—and let the arranger not hinge
the original music more than is ordinarily done in r in¬
scribing a piano piece for an ordinary orchestra—and
I would bet ten to one that it would be received h Unmajority as a new and authentic piece of jazz music.
In the unusual instruments—their unusual combina¬
tion—the manner of playing them—the grotesque and
burlesque effects which are obtained; in all this lies,
for me, the interest in the phenomenon of jazz—nof in
the music. A great deal of my interest in it is purely
humorous. By means of these above listed grotesque
effects jazz ‘takes off’ or ‘makes fun of certain wellknown phrases or legitimate methods of procedure in
the respectable and established art of music. Jazz rings
true in its Americanism in that it insists on laughing
and making fun of even the most serious and beautiful
things. It is a kind of musical rowdy, and occupies the
same relation to the Art of Music that ‘Burlesque’ (on
the stage) does to the ‘Legitimate Drama.’ It can
certainly be very funny, and I for one, and I believe
many more, have thoroughly appreciated the wit and
skill of certain ‘take-offs.’ A little musical nonsense
now and then is relished by the best of musicians. One
night at Ziegfeld’s midnight frolic—but the mere recol¬
lection of the way the saxophone caricatured a colora-
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(A pupil comes for her first lesson with the new
teacher and sidles into the room in the usual awkward
jasmon.)
T. Miss A—, is it not? Well, what are you going to
play me?
P. Oh, I haven’t brought my music; I thought(pauses.)
T. Never mind; play me anything you can remember;
it doesn’t matter what.
P. Oh, I can’t remember anything; I never could
memorize.
T. Have you ever tried?
p. Oh, no; but I’m sure I couldn’t. It’s no use trying.
T. How can you be sure if you never tried? I heard
you recite a long poem the other day. You remembered
that perfectly.
P. Oh, poetry is quite a different thing; anybody can
remember poetry.
T. Well, what is the difference? I should have thought
it harder. You have no fingers, to help you.
P. Oh, well; one knows what it is about at all ?
T. And don’t you know what your music is about?
Don’t you know anything about music?
P. Oh, no. (Vaguely.) I’m very fond of music.
T. I should have thought you would find it rather a
dull business if you don’t understand it. But never mind,
we will try to improve, won’t we?
P. (Evasively.) Oh, hadn’t I better get my music?
T. It will perhaps save time if we try this. (Opens a
volume at random, as it would seem.) Suppose you try
to play-.
P. (Alarmed.) Oh, I can’t read. (Sees the title.)
Oh! Beethoven’s “Moonlight Sonata!” I know that!
T. Yes, I Sherlock-Holmesed that. (Mentally quotes,
"You know my methods, Watson”)
P. (Not in the least comprehending.) Oh!—(timidly.)
Shqll I-?
if. Yes, please. You won’t mind if I stop you unexpectedly i
(Pupil plays the opening measures of the first move¬
ment. Just at the last group in the fourth measure the
Teacher grasps her right hand and prevents her playing
the, last two notes.)
f. Oh! What did I-?
T. You didn’t, but you were just going to. What
note was your middle finger about to play ?
P. Oh! (Stares at the copy.) Why, B.
T. Yes. Would that have been right?
P. Oh, wouldn’t it?
T. What key is this piece in?
P. Oh, four sharps.
T. E major or C sharp minor?
P. (Turns over leaf and looks at last bass note.) Oh,
C sharp minor.
T. Yes, but was it necessary to look at the ending to
tell that?
P. Oh, why—that’s the way I was taught.
T. Quite right as far as it goes; but if you do not
know until it is all over whether you were in E major
or C sharp minor, you will probably have played plenty
of wrong notes. Now, listen 1 (Plays the fourth measure,
as pupil was doing, with B natural.)
P. Oh, that sounds wrong 1
T. Yes, you notice it when I play it; but why do you
fail to notice it when you play it yourself?
P. Oh, because I was careless, I suppose.
T. No, I don't think that was the reason. In the key
of C sharp minor what is the note next below the key¬
note?
P. (Looking at the keyboard.) Oh—er—C natural.
T. (Groans inwardly.) B sharp. (Has great diffi¬
culty in not adding, ‘‘You noodle”) Have you never
learned the names of the notes?
P. Oh, yes. I remember; I learned my Rudiments, but
I have forgotten them.
T. I have no doubt of it. One only remembers what
one wants to remember. Now, listen again, and play
this. (Shuts up book and plays.)

P. (Plays it quite correctly.)
T. So you perceive that you can memorize.
P. Oh, just that little bit, that is nothing.
T. But clearly, if you can memorize one measure you
can memorize a whole piece. (Reopens the volume.)
Now, if you don’t mind we will try again.
P. (Plays the four measures again, with her eyes in¬
tently fixed upon the copy. On coming to the fourth
measure she plays B natural.) Oh, I believe I played B
natural. I am so sorry.
T. Are you sure that you played B natural? Did you
hear it?
P. Oh, I am not sure. Didn’t I ?
T. You did, but doesn’t it strike you as strange that
you didn’t hear what you played?
P. Oh, I am afraid I often don’t.
T. But why?
P. Oh, I don’t know. Inattention, I suppose.
T. You cannot think you were inattentive; you were
staring hard at the copy all the time. Tell me, to which
of our senses does music address itself ?
P. Oh, to the ear, of course.
T. And I suppose you are not aware that it is ex¬
tremely difficult to use any two of our five senses at once.
P. (Astonished.) Oh! Is it?
T. This is proved by the fact that when you had no
copy 'before you you played that note quite correctly, but
when you were intent upon looking at the page you could
only see and not hear, as you admitted; consequently your
finger made the mistake which I am sure it has made
ever since you first played the piece.
P. Oh, surely not?
T. And what makes me think that is so ?
P. Oh, because the accidental isn’t marked in, you
mean. I wish they would call it C natural, and have done
T. That would do no good; you would only transfer
the difficulty from one note to another. Of course you
would make the piece much easier to read if you marked
in the it to the B yourself, but don’t you perceive that
music is not intended to be read afresh every time it is
played, but learned by heart?
P. Oh, I thought I knew that movement by heart. I’ve
played it often enough.
T. You may read it all the days of your life, without
knowing a single note of it. What about the sound of it?
You admit, yourself, that you don’t hear what you play.
Why not give yourself a chance and dispense with having
to gaze at the copy in that agonized way?
P. Oh, indeed, I couldn’t memorize three whole pages,
not if I tried for weeks.
T. You have shown that you can memorize one measure
and, if one, then, as I say, why not sixty? Besides, what
you take to be three pages is really nothing of the kind.
If. you took sufficient interest in music to find out how it
is made, how and why certain portions have to be re¬
peated, what the pattern of the accompaniment is, and so
on, you would find memorizing both easy and delightful.
At present, not knowing these, memorizing will have to be
mechanical, but you cannot have played any music with¬
out noticing plenty of repetitions. That helps.
P. Oh, yes! But, I really couldn’t.
T. Well, let us struggle along, then. (Pupil plays,
with more or less success, down to the end of the first
page. As the Teacher does not turn over she stops dead
in the middle of an arpeggio.) Couldn’t you finish that
passage unless I turned over?
P. Oh, no! But I generally have someone to turn
over when I play.
T. And if that person is also unable to use her eye
and ear together and makes a mess of it—?
P. Oh, then I have to stop and do it myself.
T. Which gives you away to the audience. Don’t you
see here the advantage which memory would give you?
P. Oh, yes; but it’s of no use; you don’t know.
T. But they told me you were quite a clever girl.
P. (Simpering.) Oh, perhaps in other things I am
not so bad, but I have no musical memory; never had.
T. (Driven to his last resource.) But you can’t think
how silly you look, staring at the music with your mouth
open and your eyes ready to drop out under the strain.
P. (Horrified.) Oh I You don’t really mean that?
T. (Rubbing it in, maliciously.) It does seem a pity,

doesn’t it, when one is really intelligent and—and inter¬
esting, to sit there looking like an id— (checks him¬
self) well, like nothing earthly, and all for what?
You can hardly read at all, you say, so all the staring
in the world won’t even help you to play the right notes,
much less render the music. It is pure habit; pernicious
habit, that prevents you from hearing and thinking.
Won’t you try to substitute for it a different habit; the
habit of playing by ear, so that you will at least always
be able to hear mistakes. And then you will look your
normal self.
A girl ought to look her best when playing the piano.
Remember what the poet says:
“Sweet maid, be clever; let who will be good.
What though the finger fail, the music halt.
Letting ‘I dare not’ wait upon ‘I would.’
Look nice, the audience then will find no fault.”
P. (Earnestly.) Oh, indeed—indeed I will try. But
how shall I begin?
T. The same way as you learn your poetry. Not try¬
ing to learn it all at once, but taking a few measures
at a time, noticing where there comes a partial or com¬
plete stop—this is where your knowledge of Rudiments
would help you if you hadn’t forgotten it.
P. Oh, I’fl learn it again. I will, indeed. I must, I
will learn to memorize.
T. It is, as I say, a habit; consequently you will find
it easier and easier as you proceed. It cannot be so very
difficult if even little children manage to do it. Besides,
when did you ever see a pianist of any pretensions at all,
play with her music?
P. Oh, I know, of course. Will it do if I bring you
that movement really memorized by next week?
T. Well, try, at any rate. And so “here endeth the
first lesson!”
P. (Shocked.) Ohl
A week later. Pupil comes tit with a smiling and con¬
fident air.
T. Well; so you have succeeded in memorizing those
three pages?
P. (Innocently.) Oh, how did you know?
T. I hope the result will prove as satisfying as you
think it will.
(Pupil sits down and cndcaz'ors to play the first move¬
ment of the “Moonlight Sonata.” Beginning quite cor¬
rectly she gradually increases the pace, until after about
four lines it gets so fast that she stumbles and comes to
grief.)
P. (Vexed.) Oh, bother! And indeed I played it
through without a mistake just before you came.
T. Well, what caused the break-down then?
P. Oh, I suppose I wasn’t thinking.
T. That I can’t say; but you were not listening. Surely
you didn't want to scurry along like that. Funny sort of
moonlight, what?
P. Oh, did I hurry? My fingers ran away with me.
T. As they always will do if you allow them. Surely
it is for you to set the pace and make the music. Fingers
have no sense; they only want to hustle along and get
through. So long as you listen you simply can’t help
playing nicely; cease using your ears and there is no
music any longer, only noise.
(Pupil tries again, and after several attempts succeeds.)
Now because you have learned that easy movement you
must not suppose that you can always play it. Whenever
you fail to control your fingers, whenever you allow
them to play automatically, all the mistakes you have
ever made will creep back and you will play like a pig
instead of a little Christian. Listen, listen, listen, all
the time.
P. Oh, there is something I want to ask you, pro¬
fessor. I still find it so difficult, memorizing; how can
I learn more quickly?
T. Well, I can tell you one simple trick which is more
helpful than you would believe. Place the copy on the
top of the piano so that you have to rise from your seat
every time your memory fails you. The trouble of doing
this is so vexatious that you put your utmost constraint
upon your mental powers, with excellent results.
P. Oh, what a good idea 1
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Where Is Jazz Leading America?
(Continued from page 518)
the invention thereby of new and unheard-of effects;
I consider to be the most distinctive feature of the phe¬
nomenon called jazz. While this is not a specifically
musical distinction, it is, considering the worldwide
success of this music, and the remarkable quality of
some of these ‘effects’ pregnant with suggestion for
the serious American composer.”
JOHN LUTHER LONG
Eminent Author Dramatist
The uncompromising radical is always wrong—espec¬
ially in matters of art—and most especially in an art
which must be delicately adjusted to our times, environ¬
ment, and emotions. However, the radical justifies his
existence by usually “starting something” which saner
intelligences fashion into something else—less radical,
more beautiful, yet still novel, and characteristic of the
times and manners of now—in a more approachable man¬
ner than static music. This seems to be precisely what
is taking place in the Jazz of now—as witness such dis¬
tinguished prophets of the new order as Dr. Stokowski,
John Philip Sousa, and Paul Whiteman. In fact the
process seems to be one of evolution and then revolution.
For, we have had always some form of “Jazz.” (The type¬
writer can only recall at the moment a certain jazzy
lullaby whose name it does not mention because it has
forgotten it, but which it still whistles sometimes—
stealthily—when the neighbors are all surely asleep.)
So that if I happen to be correct (as I sometimes am)
the present overweening Jazz has been envolved out of
such inchoate jazzeries as I have (not) mentioned ten¬
tatively and, being found artistically imperfect, is now
being revolved back to the happy middle which is always
sound. One thing is certain: The world loves and will
practice Joy; and in Jazz there is Joy! Whether we shall
have it in its most unfettered, ribald form, the African
Ho-Down, or in the sophisticated form of that same
medium, chastened by humor, tragedy, tenderness or
beauty is the issue now trying.
VINCENT LOPEZ
Mr. Lopez is at the head of the famous orchestra at
the Hotel Pennsylvania in New York. The reported
action of French authorities in prohibiting Jazz, and there¬
by making it impossible for certain American players to
perform in Paris, has incited Mr. Lopez to wire urgent
messages to Secretary of State Hughes, and to Senator
Copeland, suggesting that as a reciprocal measure America
cut short its hospitality to non-American musicians.
‘ I have been for a long time making a study both of
the word ‘jazz’ and of the kind of music which it repreThe origin of the colloquial word jazz
in mystery. The story of its beginning that it _ .. _
quently told and most generally believed among musicians
has to do with a corruption of the name ‘Charles.’ In
Vicksburg, Miss., during the period when rag-time was
at the height of its popularity and ‘blues’ were gaining
favor, there was a colored drummer of rather unique
ability named ‘Chas. Washington.’ As is a very common
custom in certain parts of the South he was called ‘Chaz.’
‘Chaz.’ could not read music, but he had a gift for ‘faking1
and a marvelous sense of syncopated rhythm. It was a
practice to repeat the trio or chorus of popular numbers,
and because of the catchiness of ‘Chaz’s’ drumming he
was called on to do his best on the repeats. At the end
of the first chorus the leader would say:
“Now, Chaz I”
“From this small beginning it soon became a wide¬
spread habit to distinguish any form of exaggerated syn¬
copation as ‘Chaz.’ It was immensely popular from the
start, for it had appeal to the physical emotions unobtain¬
able from any other sort of music. ‘Chaz’ himself had
learned the effectiveness of this manner of drumming
through following the lead of country fiddlers in their
spirited playing of ‘Natchez Under the Hill,’ ‘Arkansaw
Traveler,’ ‘Cotton-Eye’d Joe,’ and the numerous other sim¬
ilar tunes so dear to the hearts of quadrille dancers.
“In my endeavors to place _ _=
in music that we can ‘jazz,’ I found i process of ellmination very convenient. There are many movements m rne
greatest symphonies that are syncopated ; vet bv no stretch
of the imagination can we call them ‘jazz’ Thp weird
music of the North American Indians, based on sing song
melodies with tom-tom accompaniment, is Mzarre
enough;; but it is not
m ‘Jazz.’ The Oriental whine of “hi
musette, as used for the. dances
_ of
__ the
v„c whirling Dervishes?
cannot be called ‘jazz.’ The languid airs of Hawaiian
origin are not in that category. A Strauss waltz, a Sousa
march, the gayest tune of a Gilbert and Sullivan light
bolero, none of”these are jazz ;’aandIyettany°OTa'all9of'them
to< be unaccented.
4
"The whole universe is founded on order and rhythm,

on regularity and steady tempo. The music of the spheres
rushing through space is undoubtedly in strict time; the
seasons change on schedule; all astronomical calculations are
possible because of the methodical regularity of recurrent
events. It is entirely contrary to natural laws to syucopate, and only man does it. The music student has diffi¬
culty in acquiring this faculty, for he feels that it is
inherently wrong. No wild animal gives a long-drawn cry
but that it is in time. When a baby does not cry rhythmi¬
cally a doctor or a mother immediately realizes that some¬
thing is seriously the matter with the child. When

“At the very beginning ‘jazz’ meant ‘without music’ or
‘contrary to music,’ but a great change has taken place in
it. The ‘jazz’ of war times has very definitely departed,
although leaving its indelible mark on music as a whole,
it fitted a hysterical period when the times were out of
joint and a frenzied world sought surcease from mental
agony in a mad outbreak of physical gymnastics. There
was a time not long ago when anything odd and fantasti¬
cal in music was labeled ‘jazz.’ The musicians became af¬
fected with the glamor of syncopation. The different in¬
strumentalists began to imitate the antics of the drum¬
mer. It became a clamor, an uproar. The clarinet whined
and whistled; the trombone guffawed grotesquely; the
trumpets buzzed and fluttered; the pianist gyrated.
It developed into a contest to attract individual at¬
tention. The violinist caught the germ and debased his
instrument through the most flagrant musical indecencies.
We had orchestras a bunch of acrobatic maniacs to whom
music was entirely secondary and mummery was the word.
The cowbell reigned supreme. And that was ‘jazz.’
It is certainly a misdemeanor to call my orchestra,'or
any other good dance organization, a ‘jazz band,’ if taken
in the sense of what a ‘jazz band’ used to be. Present
day dance music is as different from ‘jazz’ as day from
night. Yet the word remains with us; and we do stress
syncopation, but we do it musically. It is now com¬
bined with the finest arrangements money can buy, the
richest chords and modulations that gifted musical minds
can conceive and the total elimination of all instruments
ana effects not of proven musical worth.
Ragtime music was the direct forerunner of ‘jazz.’
It was so nicely adapted to a simplified form of dancing
that it had an almost universal appeal. It was merely
syncopation without any particular emphasis. As the
emphasis was added it became ‘jazz.’ It is, therefore,
sufficiently explicit, so far as the music is concerned, to
define ‘jazz’ as emphasized syncopation; bu+ there is an¬
other phase of it that includes the dancing in combination
with emphasized syncopation.
“Because there seems to be something animal-like in
the emotional effects of ‘jazz,’ we have turned to animal
movements to get a name for it. We have had the Turkey
trot, the elephant glide’ the ‘camel walk’ and countless
other designations; but at last and apparently accepted
permanently the ‘fox trot.’ Perfection of lithesome, grace¬
ful bodily action in faultless rhythm can hardly be better
pictured than by the harmonious movement of a fox as he
trots. _ There is an almost imperceptible hesitation as each
foot is placed, a perfect timing that is exact balance
and the very acme of equilibrium. The name fits both the
dance and the music.”
WILL EARHART
Director of Music, Pittsburgh, Pa.

I rather welcome the opportunity to express myself
on the subject of “Jazz” although nobody believes what
anybody else says about it. I don’t like “Jazz” and
don’t approve of it. My reason for not liking it is that it
does not come pleasingly to my ears. Mozart said some¬
where—I think in a letter to his father—something to
the effect that even in the most terrible situations in
opera, music should never cease to be
- pleasing w U1C
willing to concede a place for rough sounds
m opera Albertchs cry is drama if it isn’t musicbut when music is standing for nothing but sounds and
patterns of sounds, I prefer the sounds to be pleasing
rather than exciting.

epileptic fit certainly loosen,
ful, energetic. A n
a^large^amount* of energy; but it ^ludicrously fog®8
thinking to appraise such energy as strength. Energy
no value except as it is well controlled and
purposefully directed Jazz certainly proves that Americans
possess nervous energy. It dues not P™rethat they are
enfe with it We have made the mistake before of assum¬
ing that fussy, uncontrolled energy meant strength, and
we are making it again now.
“Jazz” is defended sometimes because, in its later
manifestations, well trained musicians have put some
real interest of musical thought and design into it.
Such bright spots of the kind that I have noticed are
merely intermittent. They usually appear as oases with
a desert of drivel before and another following. Their
effect, to me, is that of a voo-doo dancer suddenly shout¬
ing out some witty epigram and then relapsing to his
primitive nature.
Perhaps everything must be judged by the company it
keeps—and attracts. Bach fugues, Beethoven sym¬
phonies, works by Debussy and Ravel are heard in certain
places and received by .a certain clientele gathered there.
They seem to be appropriate to the places in which they
are heard, and to the people who gather to hear them.
So does “Jazz.”

By ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD, Mus. Doc. .
You Will Play All Trills With Greater Interest After Reading This Instructive Article
The Trill, or Shake, is defined as “A rapid repetition
of the Principal (written) Note and the Upper Aux¬
iliary (note above) Note, and is denoted by the sign tr.
placed above the note to be trilled, and followed by a
wavy line to indicate the duration of the ornament.
When followed by an accented note the trill generally
ends with a turn.
(a) Over a short note the wavy line is omitted and
the trill consists of a turn.
(b) Or it may be merely a triplet.
(c) A trill most always ends on the principal note
and must.occupy the full time of the latter.

Famous Composer—Conductor
“Jazz, like the poor, are ever with us.
I heard a gentlemen remark, "Jazz i
i \cellent
tonic but a poor dominant.”
It is unfoitunate that the newness of the term has
not allowed lexicographers time to define it properly.
My Standard Dictionary gives forth, “Jazz : Ragtime
music in discordant tones or the notes for it.”
This is a most misleading meaning and far from the
truth and is as much out of place as defining a s\ tnphony
when murdered by an inadequate and poor orchestra,
“as a combination of sounds largely abhorrent to the ear.”
Jazz can be as simple in construction and as innocent
of discord as a happy child’s musings, or can he of a
tonal quality as complex as the most futuristic compo¬
sition. Many jazz pieces suffer through ridiculous
performances, owing to the desire of a performer wishing
to create a laugh by any means possible. Sometimes it
has as little to do with the composition as the blast of
a trombone, or the shrieking of a clarinet in “Traumerei”
has to do with the beauties of that composition; it sim¬
ply makes it vulgar through no fault of its own lazz,
as far as my observation goes, is simply another word
°r J,
,,
has a C0UntcrP°int in the written drama
of hokum although that word has not been honored
IT a 3a me °f <;xp,anat'on or definition in either my
standard or my slang dictionary.
There is no reason, with its exhilarating rhvtlim, its
accenwTnWtleS; Why ’* Sh°uId not becomc
of the
manv mel H-rml
comP°sition- It lends itself to as
many melodic changes as any other musical form. Forms
the min?’'; 3'
3 time when the saraband and
fox^rot alb,CUPled a Center °f the sta«e’
‘°-day the
‘‘mu ’ i
)3ZZ’ d°eS’ and like ‘ho little maiden :A^d 7 nWaS g°°d She was ver*. very good
And when she was bad she was horrid.”

More About The

Jazz Problem

d0ilTgine that The Etude has
the DrnhT
We are merely discussing
thuepr°*'le™ because it has become a vital
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date” enternr,’
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The Story of the Trill, or Shake
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An ornament which has been described by the late Dr.
Hugo Riemann (1849-1919) as “the chief and most fre¬
quent” of all musical embellishments, may reasonably be
expected to have a somewhat interesting history. In this
respect at least the records of musical progress and nota¬
tion do not altogether disappoint us. Indeed the early
history of this ornament is bound up with that of the
establishment of the opera and the oratorio. One of the
most distinguished names associated with the former was
that of Giulio Caccini, circa 1558-1599, a Roman in the
service of the Grand Duke of Tuscany. To Caccini, in
conjunction with Jacopo Peri (1561-1633), we owe the
composition of the first operas,—Dafne, in 1594; and
Euridice, in 1600. Although properly remembered to¬
day by his operatic enterprises or discoveries, in his own
day Caccini was equally great as a singer. He was a
pupil of the celebrated Scipione della Palla, who is reput¬
ed to have been the author of a treatise on the Italian
method or manner of vocal production at that period.
This treatise was quoted by John Playford (1623-1686),
the renowned Restoration publisher, theorist and com¬
poser, in the latter’s celebrated work entitled “Introduc¬
tion to the Skill of Music,” first published in London in
1655.
Playford states that della Palla’s method of
producing a trill was by beating or shaking with the
fingers on the throat “in singing a plain song of six notes
up and six down.” Concerning this Mr. Franklin Taylor
(1843-1919), the recently deceased English pianist,
pedagog, editor, and didactic writer, says: “It seems
clear that the original intention of a trill was to produce
a trembling effect.” In this case it would be more or
less synonymous with the modern tremolo, and we shall
not be much amiss in concluding that with this crude
and immature form of trill Caccini must have been more
or less familiar. It is also fairly probable that he both
sang and wrote the grace he had first learned from his
master della Palla. Almost equally certain it is that he
handed on the invention or innovation to his daughter,
Francesca, who was one of the most celebrated female
singers of that time of musical renaissance. Still more
certain it is that Caccini was one of the first to use the
word trillo to indicate this ornament. In his “Nuove’
Musiche,” published in Florence in 1601, he alludes to
the trillo as indicating a pulsation or rapid repetition of
a single sound sung upon a single vowel,—an effect
which in modern musical parlance would be described
as the “Vibrato.” But an ornament closely resembling
the modern trill Caccini describes under the name of
Gruppo, a term which is used to-day to indicate “a turn¬
like group of four notes.” This Gruppo or Groppo of
Caccini is really what is described by later English the¬
orists as a Beat, that is to say, a trill performed not by
an alternation of the written note and the next degree
above (or upper auxiliary), but by the alternation of a
given note and that a semitone below.
The Trill an Evolution
But in common with all other inventions and improve¬
ments of an artistic character, the trill was more of an
evolution than a creation. As a natural consequence of
this there is more than one claimant for the credit of
its introduction into musical theory and practice. Several
historians are of opinion that the originator of the orna¬

ment was Emilio del Cavalieri, “a Roman gentleman of
good family,” who flourished from about 1550 to 1600.
Cavalieri, as is well known, was a member of the socalled Florentine Academy, an association of Italian
musicans and litterati who met regularly at the house of
Count Bardi, at Florence, during the latter part of the
16th century. Their primary object was to restore the
glories of the old Greek drama, or to produce new works
along similar lines. In this direction, largely owing to
the paucity of ancient records, their efforts were a de¬
cided failure; but they finally succeeded in establishing
the homophonic form of musical composition,—the idea
of an independent melody with a chordal accompaniment,
—and thus prepared the way for the establishment of
the recitative and the oratorio by Carissimi (1604-1674),
and the opera by Monteverdi (1567-1643), in the earlier
years of the century immediately following.
In this “goodly fellowship” of the Florentine Acad¬
emy were found Peri and Caccini, already mentioned,
also Rinuccini, the poet, the librettist of the early operas;
Vincenzo Galileo, the father of the astronomer, and last,
but not least, Cavalieri, who will be remembered as one
of the reputed inventors of figured bass and the com¬
poser of the first oratorio—a kind of allegory set to
music with stage scenery and action and known in musi¬
cal history as “La Rappresentazione dell’ Anima e del
Corpo” (The Exhibition, or Representation, of the Mind
and the Body), which was produced in 1600. One of his
biographers says that Cavalieri was “among the earliest
employers of vocal ornaments.” But tMe same writer
admits that the trillo used by Cavalieri instead of being
a rapid oscillation between two tones or semitones was,
in all probability, a certain vibratory production of the
voice, probably considered an elegance in early times, but
now more fitly estimated as a fault common among bad
singers, and known as the tremolo.
The Florentine Masters
From the foregoing it is now fairly evident that to
whomsoever, if to any particular personage, the so-called
invention of the trill is to be attributed, the first men
to systematically use it and to definitely describe it were
the founders of the “musica nuova,” the members of the
world-famed Florentine Academy; also that it is to Italy,
the land of song, that we are indebted for the origin of
this most beautiful and important ornament, one of the
very few of the ancient graces which have survived. At
first essentially a vocal ornament, it was not long before
its fame and practice spread to other lands. As might
be expected, the trill, being a concomitant of the newlydeveloped opera, would accompany the introduction of
that musical innovation into different countries. Ac¬
cordingly we hear of its first use in France being placed
to the credit of Robert Cambert (1628-1677), “the orig¬
inator of French opera,” to the performance or perpe¬
tration of which he was prompted by the Abbe Perrin,
who, having heard Peri and Caccini’s “Euridice” at
Florence, in 1600, suggested to Cambert the composition
of similar works, Perrin himself. supplying the libretti.
The subsequent success of these efforts is a matter of
history, as is also the story of the fall of Cambert and
of his coadjutor, owing to the intrigues of Jean Baptiste
Lulli, the departure of Cambert to England, his entry
into the service of Charles II as “Master of the king’s
Music,” and his death in London in 1677. Perhaps Cam¬
bert did something to popularize the trill in England, but
as a matter of fact it was already there in executive
reality if not in actual name. For while it is true that
no mention is made of the ornament in the works of
Thomas Morley or any other writer of Elizabethan or
Jacobean times, the early English virginal music, ac¬
cording to Henry Davey, abounded in ornaments many
of which closely resembled the modem trill.
But the employment of this grace as a keyboard em¬
bellishment was largely due, in France, to Jacques
Chambonieres, Harpsichordist to Louis XIX, and the
third of a race of distinguished keyboard executants and
court organists. The use made of the trill by this cele¬
brated artist is illustrated in his two volumes of harpsi¬
chord music published in Paris, in 1670. How the trill
became popular in Germany is doubtful. It may have
been conveyed from Italy by the composer of the first
German opera and of the first Passion music, Heinrich
Schiitz (1585-1672), the pupil of that great Venetian,

Giovanni Gabrieli. More probably, however, the credit
is largely due to Georg Muffat (1645-1704), sometime
organist of Strasburg Cathedral, a German musician of
Scotch extraction, who studied for six years in Paris
and there acquired some knowledge of the French graces
of that period. But at any rate it is perfectly well proven
that the trill as an embellishment of keyboard execu¬
tion was well known to, and practiced by, the North
German organists such as Reinken and Buxtehude—the
men who preceded Bach and exercised so great an influ¬
ence upon him.
The Trill in England
Turning our attention once more to England we note
that more than a century after the publication of Playford’s “Introduction,” in 1769, to be exact, there appeared
in London a work by one John Arnold (1715-1792) —
“Philo Musicae,” as he loved to call himself—entitled,
“The Compleat Psalmodist or the Organist’s, Parish
Clerk’s and Psalm Singer’s Companion.” To this work,
which consisted of psalm tunes, anthems, and some crude
settings of the Canticles, Arnold wrote a prefatory
epitome of the rudiments of vocal music, in the course of
which he says, speaking of ornaments, “The first and
most principal Grace, necessary to be learned, is the
Trill or Shake; that is, to move or shake your Voice
distinctly on one Syllable the Distance of either a whole
Tone or a Semitone, always beginning with the Note or
half Note above.” We quote this passage to show that
England of that day, in common with her Continental
neighbors, was commencing her trills upon the upper
auxiliary rather than upon the principal note. Nearly
half a century later, Dr. Thomas Busby (1755-1838), a
pupil of Batishill, and a noted English theorist, compiled
a Grammar of Music in which he describes an open
trill as a trill having its upper auxiliary a whole tone
above the principal note; A close trill, one with the upper
auxiliary a semitone above; a turned trill as one ending
with a turn in the modern manner; and he also speaks
of the prolonged and the passing trills, all of which
names deserve more respect and permanent use than they
have ever received or are ever likely to receive in these
giddy-paced times. Meanwhile, other English theorists
—such as Dr. Callcott (1766-1821), the celebrated glee
composer, in his “Musical Grammar” (1817)-—were de¬
scribing as a beat “the trill without the turn, and made
generally at the distance of the Semitone below.” Last
of all we have Dr. W. A. Barrett (1834-1891), who, in
his “Chorister’s Guide,” and now entirely out of print,
says, “A beat is like the trill only the motions are less
rapid, and the alternate note is below the note over
which the sign ^ is placed. It is rarely used in vocal
music, and is sometimes thus indicated:—

With reference to the history of the interpretation of
the trill it only remains for us to say that while, in preclassical times, the trill usually commenced upon the
upper auxiliary—unless for melodic reasons, or because
it was preceded by another note on the next degree
above—at the beginning of and immediately preceding
the nineteenth century this method of execution was
gradually changed. The nature of the innovation is best
described in the words of Johann Nepomuk Hummel
(1778-1837), perhaps the greatest pianist of his time,
who, in his Pianoforte School, of 1827, laid down the
rule that “in general every trill should begin with the
note itself, over which it stands, and not with the sub¬
sidiary note above, unless the contrary be expressly indi¬
cated.” Of course to this rule there were and are many
exceptions which we cannot discuss here and now, as
we are writing on the history of the trill rather than
upon its mastery.
Concerning the sign for the trill, that too has varied
during the centuries. Denoted at first by the Trillo and
Gruppo or Groppo, of Caccini and Cavalieri, in the
earlier harpsichord music its use or introduction was
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indicated by a cross (+) placed over or under the note
to be ornamented. Later on it became known by a sign
similar to that used for the double mordent, as in “a”

be
M'

/tjw or

<X>
MY

d
IMY

e
or 'VWV

Then a hook from above or below indicated a trill pre¬
ceded by a direct or inverted turn, see “d” and “e” above.
A hook at the end denoted that the trill was to end with
either a direct or an inverted turn in accordance with the
turning of the hook up or down. Other indications of
turned trills were as at “b” and “c” above. The use of
the abbreviation tr.—of course an abbreviation of the
Italian trilltH-is at once logical and elegant, while the
undulating line is an invaluable indication of the dura¬
tion of the embellishment.
Such then, in brief, is the history of this most popular
and useful ornament. Perhaps not so graceful as the
turn; its employment in modern music is much more
frequent, while its practice, says Mr. Ernest Fowles, in
his “Studies in Musical Graces,” is “in the highest degree
beneficial, its complete command being often synonymous
with high technical attainments.” That this can be said
of an ornament now more than three centuries old,
speaks volumes for its vitality. What the future devel¬
opments of the trill may be we cannot pretend to fore¬
tell.

Making Exercises Interesting
By Dr. Annie W. Patterson, B.A
After the daily drill of the Scales—which, it is as¬
sumed, all serious instrumentalists realize as essential to
the well-being of the fingers—the Exercise or Study
needs special attention. Doubtless this mechanical side
of the executive artist’s preparation occupied a more
prominent place in his customary round of practice some
years ago than it does today. Now, the tendency is in
the opposite direction. The idea is to “get there” as
quickly as possible, and with the least possible exertion;
so any of the preliminaries that can be cut out are lightheartedly omitted on the plea that only what is actually
needful may occupy the student years. Be this as it may,
and precious time, no doubt, is to be saved whenever
feasible, yet that part of one’s study which goes to per¬
fect technic and to build up style must always deserve
the musician’s careful attention. No skimping of the
details that lead to success are confessed by leading
virtuosi. Invariably these bear witness to hard work and
plenty of it, believing certainly that Genius is the faculty
for taking infinite pains.
We do not, however, hear so much in these days of
“speed at any cost” of the long series of Czerny and
Clementi, and similar etudes, over which it was the fate
of our parents and grandparents to toil and often weep.
More modern nourishment for weak digitals and wrists
have, it is certain, taken their place, and the “Hundred
and One” and “Etude de la Velocity”—excellent in their
way—are now considered old-fashioned by a great many
“modern” professors. Yet there was much of interest
and even beauty in these, for those who had ears to hear.
Nowadays, nevertheless, it is more usual to base tests
of skill on the “educational” piece of all kinds, whether
this comes under the heading of classicality or ultra¬
modernism. There is much to be said in favor of this
procedure. The question really is: How correctly and
effectively do we make use of these means to an end?
It is not enough to play through even to the point of
note or time perfection. The inner meaning of the re¬
quired drill should be made clear to the pupil. Thus,
if a particular item can be used to illustrate such points
as finger staccato, “loose” wrist, or the correct manipu¬
lation of chords, either as a whole or in arpeggio, these
matters should be pointed out and lucidly explained by
the teacher during the lesson. Some preceptors have a
happy knack in choosing just those selections for a
student’s practice that will strengthen some individual
weakness, such as “dirty” or “sloppy” playing, weak at¬
tack, deficiencies in tone and time senses, and so forth.
Such a tutor is well worth the fee he may charge. He
has the psychological as well as the pedagogic instinct,
which is so useful to the budding mind, no matter what
be the nature of the task which is set before it.
We might easily quote many examples of “pieces”
which lend themselves to “exercise" work, and this—from
the fact that they may also serve as means of future
display—should be full of interest to ambitious scholars.
The Classics, however, furnish abundant instances of
these, and one has only to think of J. S. Bach’s clavier

work, the various movements of the sonatas of Beet¬
hoven. the tone-pictures of Schumann, and even the much
neglected shorter pieces of Schubert and Mendelssohn,
to have an extensive educational program ready made.
Chopin, Liszt, Grieg and the moderns—to the last degree
of Modernity or Sonority—may supplement the list at
discretion. If, from such a plethora of riches, one takes
any selection, a good working advice is that—for “study
purposes—the two hands should always be taken sepa¬
rately. The advantage of this is two-fold. _ It helps in
developing the particular phase of technic required,
and it also immensely adds to the ultimate clear grasp,
and wholly familiar acquaintance which the tyro will
have with the work in question. It is, in short, the per¬
fecting of the whole by the completion of its component
parts.

Legato—Plus Ears
By Ruth L. Barnett
If there is one defect more glaring than any other in
the playing of pianoforte students it is their indifferent
performance of legato passages. Too many rest upon the
supposition that whatever is not consciously made staccato
is legato, and the teacher’s admonition to play more
smoothly or to connect the notes is of no avail since most
pupils are not absolutely sure whether they are playing
legato or not.
It is a point that should be emphasized during the very
first lessons. Many teachers • feel that correct notes, time
and fingering are all they can demand from a beginner.
No child old enough to sit at the piano for a music lesson
is unable to grasp the meaning of legato and to detect a
break in the smoothness of a simple phrase, after ten
minutes of careful listening. And right here begins the
cultivation of the musician’s most helpful habit, that of
listening to his pvm playing.
It is possible to secure a perfect legato by the mechani¬
cal process of releasing one key exactly as another is put
down; but fingers, however well trained, are faulty at
times; and, unless the ear is taught to warn them, their
faults may become very noticeable. The more one is
concerned with watching finger motions, the less will he
listen to the sounds he is producing.
Get at the root of the trouble. Send your pupil away
from the piano. Explain to him that by legato playing is
meant that each note must sing without ceasing until
another is sounded; yet the tones must not overlap, but fit
together exactly.' Then play a few notes very slowly,
with one noticeable break in the smoothness See if your
pupil can detect the flaw. Try several times until he can
tell instantly when your playing is not perfectly legato.
When he can do this an occasional suggestion from you
will be sufficient.

Looking Ahead to ETUDE Features
The Etude looks forward with genuine
pleasure to a number of features which

Is the Triangle a Musical Instrument?
By Francesco Berger
Tc the triangle a musical instrument? The correct
answer to this question is a serious matter.
Tf the triangle is a musical instrument, it has as much
right to a place in o«r orchestra as the flute, the violin, or
he trumpet; and its inclusion in their scores by many d.singuished composers proves that they have thought t
worthy of such distinction. On the other hand, if ,t is
not a musical instrument, it must have crept m under
false pretences, and in spite of those composers, out it
should henceforth go,-out into the limbo of forgotten
things, with a few symphonies, a concerto or two and
not a little pianoforte music that you and I wot of.
The question hinges upon what constitutes a musical
instrument, and what is merely a sound emitt.ng article.
Probably the difference between Sound and Music could
be explained by scientists as depending upon “vibrations,”
and other learned expressions. But we are not here
seeking for scientific information—we are simply con-

Distant Church Bells
Poets and novelists with vivid imaginations often rave
about “the music” of distant church bells. I maintain
that if these bells emit only one sound, there is precious
little “music” in them. What these romantic people detect
as musical can only be caused by variety. Two brlls pro¬
ducing one identical sound do not produce music;
though two bells, producing sounds that differ from one
another, will produce a first step towards it.
The first step (though a crude one) towards Music is
created when any one sound we add some other. The
human ear then travels from sound of a certain pitch to
sound of a different one, realizes the distance, small or
great, that separates the two, and recognizes a first step
in music. Mere repetition of the same sound, even with
the addition of varied rhythms, will not yield ‘ Music.”
Anyone living within ear-shot of a bell, whether of
church, or school, or factory, will endorse this from
his own painful experience. It is the absence of diversity
of sound which debars jangling glasses, rumbling wheels,
clanging bells, or howling babies from being admitted
as “musical.”
According to this theory, the triangle being incapable
of producing more than one sound, cannot be considered
a musical instrument. But if you happen t have a
brother or friend who plays it in an orchestra, pray do
not tell him I say so, for he might not be pleased. Under
reversed conditions I don’t think I should be.
In the scores of some of our best composers we occa¬
sionally find excellent use made of the triangle's peculiar
tone-quality. A sudden transition, say in an Overture,
from heavy to light music, from fortissimo to pianissimo,
from pesante to leggiero affords the judicious master of
instrumentation a fitting opportunity for its introduction,
and it must be addmitted that a sprinkle of it in an entire
movement gives the same piquancy that ginger gives to
a pudding, or the shallot gives to a stewed steak. Some¬
thing, therefore, must be conceded in its favor.

we know are sure to delight our readers
by giving the kind of information and in¬
struction which may prove priceless to them
in their life work.

Among these will be a

series of analytical printed lessons by fa¬
mous pianists including Katharine Goodson
and others.

These lessons have proved in¬

valuable to thousands in enabling them to
play great masterpieces more artistically.
Similar “lessons” have been sold individu¬
ally in various editions at rates far above
the subscription price for The Etude for a
year.

Another notable feature of our com¬

ing season will be a series of very practical
and interesting articles by the great pianist
Mark Hambourg.

In the October issue of

The Etude there will be an excellent confer¬
ence with Mme. Marcella Sembrich, reveal¬
ing

some

most

interesting

points in Voice Culture.

educational

Albert Spalding,

most famous of American violinists, has
just completed a fine article upon violin
transcriptions
shortly.

which

will

be

published

As the modern composer is no longer satisfied with the
pair of timpani that sufficed for his predecessors, but
demands three or even four, so some futurist in the next
generation may require three or four triangles, and will,
of course, want them of different pitch. This will have
to be met by making triangles of different sizes, and will
“ce us t0 triangolinas and triangoloni. And we
shall have to admit the justice of his demand. For he
will point to the three oboi here, and the three clarinets
there, and the tuba everywhere, and will cry, “If they,
3 "ot ” The millennium of the triangle will have
«... , ‘ Aft?r all> in comparison with other items of
kitchen funnture” which the concert-goer of today has
to submit to, ,t is but a harmless thing.
Stal1°m
somelv
*

-fS0 ! Purchased, at a second-hand bookaJb°°k °n instrumentation. It was hand' a"? was in excellent state of preservation,

due?o t 1 S,tltle‘Page Was missinS. so that I have no
nor Marx n p °T PUblisher‘
certainly is not Berlioz,
had been welM^0 kt'4C^dly enouSh’ the only pages that
devoted” tn^th *““1 by its original owner were those
the following 1‘ r'ang^‘ And its Paragraphs contained
1 consider sufficientiy amusing
Tinkle soft, TrianguLAAR,
f5arkthe rhythm, bar by bar;
Like the ray from distant star
send out thy tintinnabular jar.
From The Monthly Musical Record (London.)
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What is Jazz Doing to American Music ?
A Conference Secured Expressly for THE ETUDE with
The Millionaire Emperor of Super-Jazz

PAUL WHITEMAN
[Editor’s note;
Paul Whiteman was born in Denver, Colorado,
where his father, Wilberforce James Whiteman, has been the superin¬
tendent of music of the Public Schools for over half a century.
The
elder Whiteman is said to have inaugurated the first orchestra of size in
any American public school. He also conducted several amateur orches¬
tras and employed orchestras in large choral concerts which he presented.
His son was thus brought up in an atmosphere of music.
Because
“There seems to come a time in the career of every
man who does any thinking whatever about his future
when he realizes that he must do something very radical
or he will never advance one inch beyond his present
position. He must pull up his tent posts and move on
to other and newer fields in order to succeed. That
was the condition in which I found myself in San
Francisco in the year 1915. I realized that I had
worked and studied very hard all my life. I realized
that I had played' in large symphony orchestras for
years; that I knew the classical literature of the orches¬
tra from the viola desk; that I was working from
morn to night in the orchestra, in the quartet and
also in a hotel orchestra, and that all I was getting for
this experience and this hard labor was $125 a week.
There was no future ahead and I was ambitious.
“Just then jazz was commencing to draw the attention
of the American people. At that time jazz was so out¬
rageous that most musicians were nauseated at the
very thought. Jazz meant then any group of nonde¬
script instruments, aided and abetted by a strong-armed
drummer who was a veritable percussion virtuoso on
all of the' implements of the kitchen. He was also
supposed to be a humorist and demonstrated his humor
by juggling with his drum sticks. The leader, whether
he played the violin or the saxophone, often introduced
a lot of clowning that never failed to entertain the
audience.
New Characteristic Instruments
“Yet here was something that was breaking down
certain conventions long considered sacred in that out¬
rageous dance combination of piano, violin and cornet.
Here came the banjo with its distinctive character; here
came the muted wind instruments, and, more than this,
extremely clever performers upon these instruments,
who could produce new and striking effects. Enter the
saxophone family.
The saxophone was invented in
Paris by Adolphe Sax (himself an exceptionally fine
flutist and clarinetist). At first Sax set out to improve
the clarinet; but in 1842 he invented the conical-bore,
metal wind instrument with one reed, which bears his
name. He went from his native Belgium to Paris to
show the instrument with its new and distinctive tone,
to Berlioz. Berlioz, with his ear for tonal color, went
into raptures over it. His instruments were adopted in
French bands and in some bands in other countries.
Sousa uses them in large quantity in his remarkable
organization. The saxophone has also been demanded

viola players were hard to find, he Sitarted playing viola in one of his
father’s orchestras.
He then joined the Denver Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Rafael Cavallo. He continued his musical education under
a pupil of Henry Schradieck, and also with Max Bendix. For a time he
played with the Russian Symphony Orchestra, and at the time of the
San Francisco Fair joined the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. He.
also played with the Minetti String Quartet.]

At no other time and in no other
'country could such an amazing career
have been inaugurated as that of Paul
Whiteman and his famous orchestras.
Because he has brought a new meaning
to American Jazz, because his work
in its field has commanded the inter¬
ested attention of serious musicians
here and abroad, and because he him¬
self is a trained musician with years of
routine work in large symphony or¬
chestras to his credit, THE ETUDE
has selected him to be the exponent of
“super-jazz” in this issue.

at times by composers for the symphony orchestra.
It was not, however, until the introduction -of the jazz
band that this instrument with its peculiar mellow,
appealing character, as well as its humorous possibilities,
came into its own. Now it is the Caruso of the Jazz
Orchestra.
Definite Scores
“The possibilities of the musical combinations of
these instruments intrigued me. At that time literally
everybody who played in a jazz band ‘faked’ or
‘vamped,’ or, in the best English, improvised. There
was nothing intelligently and beautifully scored for
these unique groups. I realized the immense possibili¬
ties of the thing, and was the first to arrange for
definite accurate scores of popular themes done with
the same detailed care with which the symphony instru¬
mentation is prepared. Many of my early scores were
written by Ferdy Grade, who had a genius for charac¬
terizing the instruments and filling in intermediate parts
so that there would be no thinness. More than this, the
compositions could be played every time with the same
effect, which was impossible in the old-fashioned jazz
band in which each player felt it his duty literally to
compose the piece with each performance.

“At first I realized that the jazz orchestra required
most of all an insistent background of rhythm. For
this I employed the banjo, using it largely as a percus¬
sion rather than a melodic instrument. Then I realized
that there was a great deal of horrible blare and noise
about the old-fashioned jazz orchestra that was wholly
unnecessary and would soon disappear before more
musical effects. Musical effects do not come from
poorly trained or unmusical players. In order to get
the best results I must get the best players. Naturally,
the best come to the top and demand more money. It
is, like in everything else, a matter of supply and
demand. Really very fine jazz players are quite rare.
The leading player in my best orchestra will earn
about $600 a week through the year. Most of the
other players in the leading orchestra will average $300
a week. But this is an exceptional orchestra at the
Palais Royal, and has played on both sides of the
Atlantic with great success. The men are picked for
their personalities, their musicianship and their versa¬
tility. They must make a good appearance at all times.
The leading player in my Palais Royal orchestra plays
fourteen different instruments, and often uses all of
them in one program. At present there are over four
hundred men employed in the fifty-two Paul Whiteman
Orchestras located all over the United States and in
Paris, London, Havana and Mexico. All these orches¬
tras receive careful supervision and training, and play
according to specific directions which I have personally
prepared.
Sousa’s Definition
“I am often asked, ‘What is jazz?’ I know of no
better definition than that given by Lieut. Comm. John
Philip Sousa, U. S. N. R. F. He derives the word
from ‘Jazzbo,’ the term used in the old-fashioned
minstrel show when the performers ‘cut loose’ and
improvised upon or ‘Jazzboed’ the time. The trombone
guffawed, the cornet shrieked and the clarinet wailed
to the banging of the drums. The effect was a break¬
down of the worst kind. From this wild din, however,
has come the jazz which is commanding the attention of
serious musicians everywhere. When I was in Paris
with my orchestra this year I met many distinguished
musicians who came with eager curiosity to hear some
of the new tonal combinations. I found that they were
only mildly interested in the magnificent works of such
American composers as MacDowell, Carpenter, Chad¬
wick, Cadman and others. ‘We know all that,’ they
said, ‘but jazz is a new note—something different, some-
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thing peculiarly American, like the Sousa March. We
want to know about jazz.’ Here was the recognition of
this new American note that I had identified in the
old-fashioned jazz of a decade ago. This encouraged
me to give a concert in Aeolian Hall with my leading
orchestra—several members of which, by the way, have
played in leading symphony' orchestras. The concert
was attended by foremost musicians, such as Damrosch,
Wagner, Rachmaninoff, Mengelberg, and others who
have been most enthusiastic over the possibilities of this
new tonal combination. This was a combination of
twenty-two men, thus:
8 First Violins
3 Saxophones
2 Trumpets
2 Trombones
2 Horns
2 Pianos
Drums
Banjos.
Note, however, how such a combination might work
with the kind of players I employ at the Palais Royal.
Could such a versatile group, capable of changing the
instrumental registrations, at instant notice, be found
elsewhere in the world? Here are the names of the
players, with the number of instruments they may
employ in our regular programs.
Gorman : E-flat saxophone, B-flat saxophone, E-flat
alto saxophone, oboe, hecklophone, B-flat clarinet, E-flat
clarinet, alto clarinet, bass clarinet, octavin.
Strickaden : B-flat soprano saxophone, E-flat alto
saxophone, B-flat tenor saxophone, E-flat baritone
saxophone, oboe, clarinet.
Byers : Flute, B-flat soprano saxophone, B-flat tenor
saxophone, C soprano saxophone, E-flat baritone.
Busse : Trumpet, fliigelhorn.
Seigrist: Trumpet, fliigelhorn.
Maxom : Trombone, euphonium, trumpet.
Cassidy: Bass trombone, euphonium.
Arnen : Tuba, string bass.
Lang : Piano, harp, celeste.
Puigatue: Banjo, drums and kindred instruments.
The Violin as Obligato
“To this grqup I add the violin which is employed as
an obligato instrument most of the time and not as
a solo instrument. Thus, you see, twelve men have a
range of forty instruments, and have opportunities for
variety in tone color, prescribed by our scorings, which
is, to say the least, unusual. Some of the phonograph
records of this group have been sold by the million,
and have been heard around the world. This orchestra
was the first of its type to tour as a ‘straight’ orchestra,
that is, without clowning or absurd action upon the
part of the members. It was the first to lie'employed
in a big Broadway musical show in a special scene set
for it. It was the first to give a jazz concert in a
foremost concert hall.
"Often I am asked the secret of my success in this
field. One secret is that I do not attempt to go out
of the field. I know that it is something distinct. I
do not attempt to compete with the symphony orchestra;
and no one knows our limitations better that I. Whether
we are playing the simple, suave theme of a pathetic
Negro ‘blues,’ or the sharp, saucy, pepful rhythm of
the jazz tune, we strive to make the effect as thoroughly
musical as possible; but we never forget that we are
distinctly a jazz orchestra with a new and delightful
message to restless America—the America still imbued
with the pioneer spirit and never content to be per¬
manently satisfied with the conventions handed to it
by Europe. We can not expect the man in the street,
with a Police Gazette in his hands, to pay a large price
to see Ibsen’s ‘Ghosts.’ He must be educated up to
‘Ghosts.’ He will be fascinated by jazz, and use it as
a suspension bridge to better things. I have seen this
happen a score of times. It is musical education in its
practical form.
Leading Composers Influenced
“That the leading composers of the world will be
influenced by jazz goes without saying. One might
assert that they have already been influenced, if some
of the recent scores of Strauss, Grainger and Carpenter
are examined. American jazz has circumvented the
globe. Teachers of piano may not realize that the
American child craves these exhilarating rhythms, and
that they may be written by able composers so that there
is no taint of cheap or vulgar music about them. When
I played the famous jazz arrangement of RimskyKorsakoff’s ‘Song of India,’ I was maligned by many
for lowering a great masterpiece. I have rather a
sneaking idea that Rimsky-Korsakoff himself would'
have been delighted with some of the tonal effects, and

that he would have been amazed to find the whole
American public whistling a tune that he could hard y
have intended for more than a comparatively few
grand opera devotees. The theft of tunes withou
credit to the composer is unpardonable; but if jazz
will put a great masterpiece into currency, all honor

. „ ,n.i finally to one. The fault was
tone; later to w ,
method of procedure, and the
conquered through^ th ^ J spontaneity of the thought
pupil was s
wcre forced t0 restrain her speed.
improved.

__

W. F. Gates

By E. F. Marks
“How is your music coming o

e asked a promis-

I
I will h,»« •»
i.
up. I’don’t seem to make the progress I ought to.
“What is the trouble?”
“Well I work just as hard as Madge does, but people
do not seem to, like my play as much. She gets a num¬
ber of engagements but I get none. It all seems useless
There are times when we all see things through dark
blue spectacles. There are times when fate seems to be
quite against us. There are times when everyth,ng goes
wrong. But these are just the times when we are to show
whether we deserve to succeed or not. It i- not how
happy we are when successful that counts—it is how ener¬
getic’ and resourceful we are when things fail
Take an example out of American history. \\ ■■ know
that Abraham Lincoln was one of the greatest of \merican presidents. We know his tenacity to right when he
was in office. We know his affectional hold on tin Ameri¬
can people—in fact on the whole civilized world but
do we know that back of this towering personality was
a series of failures, none of which dimmed his energy or
his enthusiasm for what he deemed right ?
Look at this list: Abraham Lincoln a young man, ran
for the Legislature in Illinois, and was badly defeated.
Next he entered business, failed, and spent man years
of his life squaring up the debts contracted by his partner.
He loved a beautiful young woman, became engaged
to her—then she died.
He then ran for Congress, and was badly beaten.
He tried for an appointment to the U. S. Land Office,
but failed.
Later, he became a candidate for U. S. Senate, and was
badly swamped.
In 1856, he ran as a candidate for Vice-President, and
again met defeat.
In 1858, as a candidate, he was defeated by Douglas:
“But I am not a Lincoln.” comes the answer.
True, you are not—not even a musical Lincoln. But
just inasmuch as you have the Lincolnian perseverance,
good sense and love for the right, just in that proportion
will you succeed.

My Pupils Every Day

By W. L. Clark

one key in question. The pupil allows his mind to
wander helter-skelter; the fingers are not controlled by
it, but move mechanically without thought; hence they
repeat the last movement automatically without the
control of a well-regulated mind.
A pupil of good standing in her daily classes possessed
this error of key-repetition.
Notwithstanding many
admonitions to be careful to strike the key but once,
she still clung to the fault tenaciously. Finally we
decided to try slowness and accuracy of, touch. The
pupil was required to practice at home in the following
manner: To strike the keynote of the scale; to. count
four slowly; while doing so, to prepare the next finger
for the second tone by lifting the fihger high above
the second key. Strike this key, at the same time
releasing the first one; count four slowly, making
preparation of the next finger to take the next key.
Proceed in this slow manner; striking, counting with
immediate preparation for the next key, throughout the
entire scale exercise.
After a few lessons with the scale practiced in this
way, the counting was reduced to three counts to each

By CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG
This article was written by Mr. Von Sternberg just before his death

Lincoln Sets Students An Example

Things to Teach

1. That adequate practice is a great essential to
musical accomplishment.
2. That accurate, intelligent playing is far superior
to slovenly execution of material.
3. That there must be expression as well as note
reading and key manipulation.
4. That a splendid musical inheritance, or ease of
learning, does not accomplish anything unless considerable effort is applied to the assignments.
5. That each one should have a standard of playing
as a definite aim—that standard to be the best within
the individual’s ability.
,,
^bat the musical profession offers rewards to
ose who have the ability to compose, as well as to
great players.
7. That the enjoyment that comes from a knowledge
thatmknowiedfereater ^

^ rCquired *° attain

i-8‘ .P1®1 music is not a separate and distinct art; it
centuries ^ outgrowtl1 of many conditions of many
a,.9jn Pat •T?USlca1l ability is given to the poor, as well
10 ThllCh,’ and t0 the rich as well as to the poor,
ability than
ma'’y pe0PIe have a greater musical
never tlken
Lhemselves rcalize, because they have
taken the effort to develop their talent.

nor to sneentaJ
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Drillmaster—or Music Teacher?

S°es, through this slow practice her legato touch

Strike Once, Not Twice

Concentration, concentration. • How our eyes weary
at the sight of the word, and our ears revolt at the
sound of it, we see and hear it so often. Yet how
essentially necessary it becomes to thoroughly understand
and possess it; especially when a gross lack of it is
encountered among the best of pupils. Is this' inability
to focus one’s mind or undivided attention on a single
item of a subject the result of dilatory teaching, or is
it hereditary? Some of the brightest children at the
day school will exhibit non-concentration in music
lessons—not once or twice, but for months; and it is
only by the most careful and persevering endeavors of
the teacher that the child’s mind can be brought to the
right attitude on the subject.
In such a simple exercise as the scale, some pupils
persist in striking a key twice, notwithstanding the fact
that it was struck correctly at the first attempt. Now
this fault—repeating a tone when called for only, once
—in many cases is not due to nervousness (an inherited
defect) but obviously to a lack of concentration on the
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TS1?' 11 ls no‘ for him to theorize

—Edgar Varese.

Josef Hofmann said once: “A pianist without technic
is like a pleasure traveler without money.” The indisspensableness of technic could scarcely be better illus¬
trated ; and yet, have we not met pleasure travelers that
had money galore, but no appreciation of what they saw?
Travelers that sought pleasure without finding it; for all
churches, all galleries, all landscapes looked alike to
them, because the esthetic side of their lives was un¬
developed, dormant, blunt. And by the same token, have
we not heard enough pianists that had technic galore and
were utterly devoid of spirituality; who boiled their
Bach, their Beethoven and their Chopin all in the same
pot and made them sound all alike?
On the other hand, have we not had glorious, worldrenowned pianists whose technic was by no means always
infallible and whose playing has nevertheless enchanted
their audiences and roused their enthusiasm to the high¬
est degree? We need, in this connection, but to think of
Rubenstein who had, of course, a wonderful technic; but
whenever a higher purpose demanded it, he threw his
technic to the winds and rose above and beyond it.
Americans Love Technic
Now, as a matter of fact, which should be frankly
recognized, as facts always should, we are in America
much given to admiring technic for its own sake. It
may have something to do with our love of sport, of bulk,
of size, of rapidity, of anything supernormal, whether there
is a reason or not for it to be so. Our climate may have
something to do with this tendency. This might in a
measure explain and extenuate it, but it would not alter
the fact.
Yet, when in spite of this lamentable fact we observe
how earnest, how sincere, are the efforts of musically in¬
fluential people to transmute this predilection for mere,
keyboard acrobatics into a love of music; when we re¬
flect that, after all, we have some pianists who conceal
their technic so well under higher attributes that it never
attracts special notice; and when we, then, remember
that these very pianists are the ones, who are regarded
as the greatest by the critics, by the substantial public
and by the box offices; then it seems indeed timely to
bring this fact to the attention of a certain class of piano
teachers and particularly to the “rudimentary” teachers
and the “technic specialists.”
Our Debt to Rudimentary Teachers
Personally, I owe a great deal of gratitude to rudi¬
mentary and technic teachers; for they certainly have
saved me much drudgery, much unlovable labor, much
poorly disguised yawning, and not for anything in the
world would I belittle their estimable work. However,
I can not fail to recognize that on the other hand they
have frequently made it extremely difficult for me to
make their pupils, when they sent them to me, recognize
and understand that their fingers were altogether too far
ahead of their musical minds and ears—so far ahead,
indeed, as to demand a return to pieces which made but
very moderate claims, if any, upon their needlessly super¬
abundant technic—to make them grasp the idea that
music-making is done for “listeners,” not for “spec¬
tators.”
The faults of many rudimentary teachers, faults, to
which all my sincere admiration of their merits cannot
blind me, are twofold: overreaching themselves and
teaching the obvious.
Blinded Pupils
By “overreaching” I mean the deplorable habit of many
technic teachers of allowing their pupils to play pieces
for which they are mentally altogether unequipped. That
the ability to execute the difficult passages in a piece does
not constitute an artistic (nor even a merely intelligible)
interpretation of it, is a fact to which many of the teachers
I have in mind are either blind or they blind their pupils
to it. Their own blindness may not be pretended and
the deceiving of their pupils may be done unconsciously
(not in spite of knowing better) ; they may act in per¬
fectly good faith, but in either case the mischief is caused
by the regrettable circumstance that, by nature or educa¬
tion or both, these teachers are wanting in musical feel¬
ing and knowledge. To boot, they often let their pupils
play pieces which the teachers, themselves, could not
master with any amount of practicing, not even tech¬
nically.

The Teachers’ Course
Some of these teachers have gone through a so-called
“teachers’ course” in which they learned the mechanical
principles of piano playing and they instill into their
pupils’ minds these very excellent principles—but nothing
else. Not a word on the matter of melodic curves, of
rhythmic charm, of dynamics, form, character and char¬
acteristics of the pieces, of suspensions and their reso¬
lutions, of pivotal notes in modulations, in short, of- any¬
thing beyond the mere notes—and these not always right,
especially in the case of an occasional misprint, which,
alas, they have no means to recognize as such. And as
to the pedal—that poor abused Cinderella—it acts like a
coalbin to a freshly washed white poodle-dog. It seems
to be strongly prejudiced against clean harmonies. It
makes of all chords a Bedlam that makes everything
sound like Stravinsky. Even Kuhlau Sonatinas 1 ’
Still, sometimes these teachers have a lurking suspicion
that there may be something lacking in the playing of
this or that pupil. In such cases they send that pupil
to a so-called “interpretation teacher,” to engage one or
two lessons “to get some points.” That interpretation
teacher has his job cut out for him! He is supposed to
supply a soul for an artificially made skeleton, in one or
two half-hour lessons, and these a whole week apart 1

five pieces of it may belong to the second grade. Num¬
bers 13, 15, 17, 27, 28, 32, 33, 34 and 41 may be reserved
for the fourth and fifth grade, but this still leaves
twenty-six perfect gems which a pupil of the third grade
can very well master, provided his mind and ears are
opened to their melodic, harmonic and constructive beau¬
ties and his imagination is awakened. There are also
Nos. 4, 5, 6, 17 and some others in the same master’s
opus 124, equally unknown to young students. I referred
to Schumann merely to cite an example of the past.
Good American Compositions
Of more recent writers, like Dallier and other Amer¬
ican composers who wrote for young people, it is no
longer open to dispute that a great deal of excellent
music for the third grade is written in this country. Of
course, the inane kind is, unfortunately, also as well
represented as it is in other lands; it is supplied by those
who have learned to “make” melodies instead of taking
them out of the heart and imagination. Selective ac¬
tion will be necessary there; but the output, ready for
selection, is really very large and contains far too many
things of sterling merit to be neglected.
But how is the rudimentary teacher to make a proper
selection if he is not a good musician, as so few of them
are—unfortunately ? This brings me back to the start¬
ing point: those who teach the rudiments of music must
not be what Oliver Wendell Holmes called “one-story
people,” but they should be able to encompass the musical
contents of such pieces as they assign to their pupils
and as they may not have time and technic enough to
play themselves.

Teaching the Obvious
The want of musical training is also the cause of the
other fault I mentioned—the “teaching of the obvious.”
It stands to reason that the pieces used in the first and
second grades cannot contain sublime thoughts and com¬
plex devices in counterpoint,*rhythm and harmonization;
but in the third grade a beginning ought surely to be
Slogans or Catchwords
made to stir up the pupil’s thinking, instead of allowing
Of the slogans and catchwords that are in more or
him to dwell always upon commonplaces which scarcely
less general use there is one which seems to have been
require anything from the teacher but the correcting of
coined for especial use in musical matters: “Everybody
occasional false notes, in self-protection. This stimulat¬
is doing it.” It really does not apply to music with an
ing of the pupils’ minds is very seldom done by technic
alarming degree of exactness, insofar as ninety-nine per
teachers. They prefer the use of pieces for which the
cent, of all music making in our country is, so far, purely
pupils should really need no teacher at all if they had
imitative. People play only what someone else has
been accustomed to a little thinking. But the technic
teachers still use Kuhlau or Clementi Sonatinas (or ■played; what they have heard; not what they have found
out for themselves on the staffed paper; and if their
their equally inane equivalents by more recent writers),
model happened to be bad, as it usually is under such
because a better type of music would oblige the teacher
conditions, what can the copy of it be?
to do a good deal of explaining with every piece of actual
Now, shall it remain so? Shall the sacred mission of
“teaching.” For this they are either too comfortable or
music,
which cannot be served by imitation any more
perhaps too unequipped in their own knowledge (or
rather the lack of it) ; and thus they keep on letting their than gentility by sham jewelry, shall it be relegated to
a meaningless ear tickle, to a mere sportive display of
pupils use their fingers while their brains remain in¬
active and their ears grow more and more callous, un¬ digital dexterousness, without any appeal to our higher
susceptible to the most horrifying discords and mixtures qualities? If not, if we are to become a musically cul¬
tured nation, it will not be achieved by turning the re¬
of tones.
Surely, this ought not to be! We had in the past, and sponsive confidant of all the greatest masters in music—
we have in the present, a perfect treasure trove of highly the keyboard—into a racing ground; nor will the hot¬
meritorious third-grade pieces that are technically quite house methods—now all too frequently employed, and
within the average pupil’s range; but they are not used often for ulterior purposes—succeed in it. We must
because they require for their proper rendition a little begin with those whom the Nazarene Teacher invited;
more than the mere notes; for they are apt to sound we must begin with the children; and, to prepare for
this, we must begin with the rudimentary teachers by
queer or even ugly if they are played without a “musical”
demanding that they be musicians and not mere finger
understanding.
drillmasters.
The Self-Supporting Student
Let me, by way of a brief digression, recognize that
Self-Test Questions on Mr. Sternberg’s Article
circumstances sometimes compel a girl or boy to earn
(1) Has infallible technic produced the greatest of
money for a living and, therefore, to begin teaching as
soon as possible. But circumstances that would compel pianists ?
(2) What are the most valuable services the rudi¬
anyone to concentrate upon money-getting alone and at
the expense of his own further development; s.uch cir¬ mentary teacher may render?
(3) How can we best stimulate the pupil’s mind?
cumstances do not exist, except in extremely rare and
abnormal cases. I maintain, therefore, that hand in
hand with their teaching they ought to keep on learning;
they should take “music” lessons from a recognized
Give Your Favorite Exercise a Rest
“musician”; and if they should have no time to practice
difficult pieces they should, with the aid of their teacher,
By Rena I. Carver
go over those pieces which they intend to assign to their
This suggestion may be of special service to the ad¬
pupils and ask their own teacher for instruction on the
vanced student working alone or the teacher striving to
strictly musical, non-technical matters in them.
This would cure not only the two evils already referred keep up her own practice.
Having but few moments to devote to planning your
to, but it would at the same time go far toward prevent¬
Study, you will naturally turn to those old standbys that
ing what is known as “epidemical compositions,” pieces
have proved their worth. Change your schedule three
which everybody plays and which all pupils play—and
or four times a year. If the time comes when the
play equally bad.
thought of practice is burdensome, rest a few days to
Having spoken of compositions written by masters of
get back your zest for exercises. Sleep all you can and
the past, let me briefly refer to the great lover of chil¬
search your musical magazines for new ways of attain¬
dren, Robert Schumann, whose wonderful opus 68 is
ing your goal. Avoid staleness 1
scarcely known to the average young pupil. The first
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Sparks From the Musical Anvil

American Dance Music Is Not Jazz

Comments of Contemporary Music Lovers

By Isham Jones

“The young singer must practice to inhale a great
amount of breath quickly and then to release it steadily
in a sustained pin-point of air.”—Joseph Schwartz.

Where Popular Songs Come From

“The Anglo-Saxon is popular in most parts of Europe
at present; and, as this is a matter of natural liking
rather than of racial propaganda, the bias on the part of
the public manifests itself strongly in such an instinctive
thing as the art of music.”—Percy Grainger.
“The average American views a concert much as he
does a baseball game or the movies. It is a stimulus for
his tired senses, with the ‘high note’ as the home run or
climax.”
—Emilio de Gogorza.
‘Tndian music may be the basic American music, ex¬
cept from an historic point of view; but it is undeniably
fascinating folk music.”
—Alberto Bimdoni.
“There is no money in piano sonatas or chamber works.
One composes them because he loves to do it; one feels
within the urge to create. Hurt as it may not to have a
beautiful work of art really appreciated, the true musi-'
cian and artist always writes music as he feels it and in
the forms that best express his ideas.”
—Charles Wakefield Cadman.

Jazz music. What is jazz? What is there in favor
of jazz music? Those questions have been asked many
times, and I am appreciative of the opportunity to
express through The Etude a few of my own thoughts
regarding this interesting topic.
, .
What is jazz? Considering that all popular music is
more or less termed jazz, I would briefly describe it as
modern emotional music. It is expressive of tlie happy
dance; it is rhythm that is simple and yet inspiring. It
is music that is irresistible to the feet and at the same
time appealing to the heart and head. It has been said
that all music, whether classical or popular, must appeal
to one or more of those parts of the body. I believe,
judging from the popularity of certain numbers, that
most of the popular songs of to-day appeal to all three.
Read the lyrics—the chorus of a popular song. You
will note that an appeal has been made to the heart
through the sentiment expressed. You will also note
the appeal to the head, because each word easily inserts
itself ‘into the mind. Now this same lyric, set to music

A Musical Nation
By Sidne' Taiz
Just when a nation achieves the happy state where it
may be said to be among the elect that are called “musi¬
cal” is perhaps not capable of a quite definite decision.
Perhaps it is a matter of music becoming a part of the
people’s daily life rather than that the country shall
produce either great composers or eminent interpreters.
With this latter proposition in mind, has America
reached the time when she may be credited among the
“Musical Nations ?” What country is engaged in .more
musical activity? Musical clubs, community choruses,
bands and orchestras, thrive in city and hamlet, even out
in the rural community.
Other countries have produced and are giving the
world more composers, more originality in composition;
but are they doing more to keep the spirit of music
alive among the people? Have we not become a nation
of “music absorbers?” We are furnishing audiences—
appreciative audiences—to the musical interpreters of
the world. Does not this signify a “Musical America?”

By S. M. C.

The music teacher may well take a lesson from this
when playing for his pupils. He may be skilled in the
use of rubato, or indulge in other peculiarities of rhythm,
technic or expression; but these should be barred when
playing for young children who are not yet well ground¬
ed in rhythm and are, as a rule, only too eager to do as
teacher does.
When playing a child’s piece let it be in a reasonable
tempo and simple manner, such as it can readily grasp
and follow. A dazzling exhibition of superior skill, which
the child can in his present stage of progress by no means
imitate, will only cause him to reproduce a crude, dis¬
torted and unrecognizable conglomeration of sounds.
“Since the personality of a performer seems obviously
to stand in the way of the composer’s message, a course
in the timely suppression of ton much ego might profit¬
ably be added to the curriculum of a conscientious con¬
servatory of music.”—Carlos Salzedo.

- sS popular composer of to-day, who is
The success
v
aIled jazz music, is sincere,
being given credit tort ^ ^ ^ a[)peal> and j am

teTmTused by musicians; instead, he had in mind a
„ melodv that would appeal to the heart—
lyrks That would appeal to the mind, and with a rhythm
n anneal to the feet. Because the song is successful
7nd nlaved by practically every dance orchestra, it is
c lied" aTz; but that is not my idea of jaz.
Tazz music, to a musician, means music that appeals
strictly to the feet and without much thought of melody,
and is usually considered by them as the down South
««• ->
«* °< »■«
type and usually the result of untiring work on the
part of the composer; and it is a great injustice to
the composer, as well as to the song to term it jazz.
Many musicians themselves are partly to blame for
the misconceived thought as pertaining to the word jazz.
Careful enough attention in the past was not paid to
the melody of popular songs, with the result that they
were so syncopated and such radical effects used that
the appeal to the heart and to the mind was entirely
lost. With many orchestras playing this style all over
the country, it would only be natural that the general
term of jazz would be applied to all of the popular music.
However, I am glad to notice such a vast improvement
in orchestras.throughout the entire country. It lias been
my good fortune recently to hear many “local" dance
orchestras, and the improvement is a great credit to
the earnest endeavors of the musicians. There is no
doubt but that phonograph records by the leading orches¬
tras have been a source of inspiration to these different
dance organizations, and all with the result <>i better
music for dancers everywhere.
If, years ago, when dance music first began to be
so very popular, it had been possible to bar. records
of the leading dance orchestras, I believe that the term
of jazz would only be applied to its rightful type of
music, and that the dance music as played to-day would
be known as American Dance Music.

By Whitelaw Saunders

ISHAM JONES
Noted Conductor of American Dance Music Orchestras
especially composed for it and then played in a dance
tempo, immediately appeals to the feet. Therefore, it
can be readily appreciated, composers of popular music
are always striving to make an appeal to each of those
factors.
It is now quite generally admitted that practically
every popular hit of the day is based upon some music
of the past, some work of a famous composer, or, in
many instances, old folk-songs. This is not always de¬
liberate, but, instead, is often quite accidental. I have
known of some popular songs with parts of the melody
almost identical with certain parts of an old classic,
and yet, the composer had never heard that particular
classic. This imitation is almost certain, when it is con¬
sidered that there are actually only twelve different
tones in the scale as it is played on the piano. The old
masters had a virgin field when they were composing.
The popular composer to-day uses only parts of those
twelve tones, and yet it is immediately duplication. It
only takes two notes to make a tune, and some of the
most popular songs in recent years have been based on
a two-note combination. And I also know as a- fact
that the composer was unconscious of the fact that the
same combination was used by the great composers.
Sigmund Spaeth, the noted music critic, one of the
few real authorities on music who has made an honest
study of popular. songs, has found considerable merit
for which he commends the composer. This critic and
author, in his recent book “The Common Sense of
Music,” says: “If writers use the same plots, characters
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PERHArs this advice from a famous pianist t a ner¬
vous pupil, a pupil who was destined to lie known as the
world’s greatest woman pianiste, Madame Teresa t irreno
may bring its soothing comfort to some student of the
present day who are to play for others.
The anecdote concerns Louis M. Gottschalk. and is
from a letter written by Madame Carreno short!v before
her death.
At one of my lessons with my great teacher. L. M.
Gottschalk, when a child of nine years, and owing to my
having been ill and not having been able to practice as 1
should have done had I been well (not that I was eager
to practice much, at that time, but my dear father took
care that I should do the necessary practicing without
over-tiring myself), my father explained to Gottschalk
w y I had not been able to do the necessary amount of
Pno'ltlCa work aml 1,c hen. W“r ,!m,and felt very nervous as a consequence.
Gottschalk, thereupon, took me by the two hands and
made me stand before him and, looking at me in his kind
manner‘ sai(l t0 mc: 'My dear little Teresita,
a
■ne-rV0USo-whcn you Play teforc a true artist and
great pianist. The true artist, the great pianist, only
,!^n.S t0 what you P>ay which is good and pavs no atten¬
tion to any shortcomings.’
greaGtrgnTt°r”3

* grCat tnUh Spoken by 3 «"“**
Yours sincerely.
Teresa Carreno.

“Stop, Look and Listen!”
By Harold Alphons Thomas
like ^motorist "l” disregards
tempo of a pie
through which he -° disrcgards ,he sl*cd limit of a
less of the - W 'W™*- Thcy
rft
Observe the “time™ of th’* S°°ner °r 'atCr
aM
will more than L
Cnmpositions yon play, a
a musician who disregards'tlis
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Jazz—Lowbrow and Highbrow
By the Famous Critic and Author

HefidentThat in the future he will be given more credit
confident th
M
0f the recent song hits were
for his endea
• th
ht wliatsoevCr of jazz as the

What Gottschalk Said to Carreno

Children as Imitators

It is a strange fact that there is often a striking re¬
semblance between the handwriting of a class of school
children and that of their teacher. This handwriting,
moreover, changes from year to year, and becomes good,
bad, or indifferent, as the children progress from grade
to grade and imitate the models set before them. A
teacher who habitually uses flourishes or indulges in queer
and unusual letter formations will soon find his pupil
doing the same.
In view of this fact, experienced teachers strive to
keep near the “copy-book” model whenever writing on
the board or exhibiting their penmanship in any other

fnrms over and over again, why should
and horary *
q{ music have the same privilege?”

HENRY T. FINCK
Mr. Henry T. Finck, after forty-three years of remarkable service
as critic of the New York Evening Post, has resigned to devote him¬
self exclusively to writing. Many of his books have been exceptionally

successful.
Mr. Finck will reside in .the Riviera and in Switzerland.
Future musical articles from his pen will appear in . The Etude. His
discussion of the jazz problem is particularly interesting.

Banjo, Saxophones and Slide Trombones
The banjo is an African instrument, yet it was at a
concert by Paul Whiteman’s orchestra of white men
that I heard the most amazing stunts, ever performed
on it—a whirlwind of sound that took one’s breath
away.
The saxophone is an essential ingredient of a jazz
“Piano Jazz”
band, but the saxophone is not African. It was invented
“By note or ear. With or without music. Short
by a Belgian called Sax, and thousands of American
course. Adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher.
boys play it at home, in school and in processions. The
required.
Self-instruction course for advanced
French army adopted it many decades ago.
pianists. Learn 67 styles of bass, 180 syncopated
The late Yictor Herbert’s attitude toward saxophones
effects, blue harmony, Oriental, chimes, movie and
was amusing.
cafe Jazz, trick endings, clever breaks, space fillers,
“I can write for them,” he said, “but I never could
saxophone slurs, triple bass, tricked harmony, blue
conduct them. They make me nervous.”
obbligato and 247 other subjects, including ear play¬
The trombone, too, is not African, and what would
ing and musical invention. One hundred and ten
jazz be without the trombone?
pages of REAL jazz. 25,000 words. A postal brings
It is significant that the first trombonist of the
our FREE Special Offer."
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Fortunato Sordillo, four
years ago wrote a book entitled “Art of Jazzing for
If that isn’t American—as American as Barnum—I’d
the
Trombone,” in which he says that the term jazz
like to know what is. Yes, ladies and gentlemen, we
as used in his book “is practically synonymous to
have given the world a bran’ new branch of music. You
glissando.” “For humorous effects,” he adds, “the jazz
bet! Hooraa 1
trombonist burlesques his glissando by smearing the tones.”
The Word is African
He refers to Ravel’s “Rhapsodie Espagnole,” in the
But hold on—isn’t this new branch of music really
fourth movement of which there is a passage where the
first violins play an ascending chromatic gkssar.do and
African?
Well, the word may he, but what’s in a word?
at the same time the cornets and trombones have glis¬
Probably the following, which appeared some years
sando passages; the whole effect being a sort of glorified
ago in the New York Sun, comes as near the truth as
jazz. Yet this was not played by dance hall performers,
but by the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
we can get:
“The word jazz is African in origin. It is common
There is another jazz book on the trombone. Its
on the Gold Coast and in the hinterland of Cape Coast
author is Henry Fillmore, who says; “The jazz effect
Castle. In his studies of the Creole patois and idioms
in music is supplied by the humorous qualities of instru¬
in New Orleans, Lafcadio Hearn reported that the ments. In the brass family the slide trombone, because
word jazz, meaning to speed things up, to make excite¬
of its slurring possibilities, may be called the premier
ment, was common among the blacks of the South, and
jazz producer." It is with this slurring (jazzing) char¬
had been adopted by the Creoles as a term to be applied
acteristics of the slide trombone that his book deals.
to music of a rudimentary, syncopated type. In the old
But .hat is only one of the many (fifty-seven?) aspects
plantation days when the slaves were having one of
of jazz.
Ragtime not the same as Jazz
their rare holidays and the fun languished, some West
Coast African would cry out: ‘Jazz ’er up!’ and this
In the minds of many persons, jazz is foolishly mixed
would be the cue for fast and furious fun.”
up with ragtime and syncopation. These, also, are
Just so in vaudeville, “jazz her up” means “put in
often attributed to Negro influences; but, as Nicholas
pep and ginger.” Not necessarily speed, for “an ex¬
G. Taylor wrote to the Musical Courier from Sierra
ceedingly popular jazz is the slow drag.”
Leone, South Africa, “there is more syncopation in
But if the word is African, how. about the thing
Bach’s Well-tempered Clavichord than has ever been
itself?
Is jazz African, Afro-American, American,
used in the whole realm of jazz music, which is more
European, Chinese, or what?
closely associated with the fox trot, the one-step and
Answer : All ‘of these things combined. It is a mixtum
other steps.”
compositum, an e pluribus mum like the United States
A good snapshot of jazz playing has been penned
themselves.
by Game well Valentine: “Syncopated music is almost
Partly, no doubt, jazz—lowbrow jazz—is African.
explained in its name. In this kind of music the accent
To our ears, indeed, there would be something decidedly
is shifted from a regular strong beat to a weak or
jazzy about most of the musical performances of wild
unaccented beat, making the time seem ragged. But
African tribes as described by explorers and mission¬
jazz music is syncopated music that has become demor¬
aries. What with their drums and gongs and rattles
alized by harsh and superfluous embellishments. The
and an endless variety of instruments unknown to us,
more complex the embellishments and the greater the
we would feel like calling them musical orgies rather
variety of brutish noises, the more perfect the music
than performances.
approaches jazz as a limit. All sustained tones are
And yet I am sure Percy Grainger is only one of
repugnantly colored. All pauses and rests are substi¬
thousands of highbrow musicians who would, like
tuted for sharp and repulsive additions. Jazz music is
myself, be hugely delighted if they could listen now
saturated and concentrated to its ultimate capacity.
and then to some of these musical orgies in place of the
When made by an orchestra, the unharmonious, simul¬
dismally ‘“civilized” entertainments usually given in our
taneous jazzing of the cornet, violin, trombone, saxo¬
concert halls.
phone, drums and xylophone converges into a tuneless
Boisterous and Barbaric
medley; time, not rhythm, only remains.”
We must, however, be on our guard not to assign a Ne¬
“The Grandpapa of Jazz”
gro origin to everything we hear that is boisterous and
Such musical pandemonium, such “fast and furious
barbaric. The other day I read in a newspaper that
fun" is clear above all things to lovers of jazz. But it
the Parisians still like the Negro style of jazz, in which
is far from being a new thing under the sun. Savages,
the players indulge not only in musical horseplay, but
barbarians, ancient civilized nations, in their orgies, had
also, in gestures and antics of the same style. But it was
it. So, perhaps, the scholarly Carl Engel, chief of the
in a description of a performance of a -white jazz band
music division of the Library of Congress, has bestowed
that I read p»bout a banjo player who tossed his instru¬
too much honor on Philippe Musard in calling him “the
ment in the air; also of a piccolo player who, when drunk,
grandpapa of jazz.”
indulged in “wild, barbaric, lawless sounds;” and also,
Musard lived in Paris, 1793-1859. His orchestra of
concerning another player, “when he put his tomato can
70 at the Bals de l’Opera included fourteen cornets
on the end of his cornet it seemed as though the music,
and twelve trombones. “At some phrenetic climax of a
with its strange quivering pulsations, came from another
quadrille the tonal volume of these instruments would
world (one guess as to which world).”

If you ask fifty-seven different musicians for a
definition of Jazz you get fifty-seven different answers.
Does this mean that there really are fifty-seven kinds
of Jazz? Not necessarily, although I was almost con¬
vinced there must be at least that number when I came
across the following advertisement in a magazine:

be increased with the racket produced by the breaking
of chairs or the firing of pistol shots. The dancing
multitude howled.”
Symphonic and Operatic Jazz
Now let us change the scene from ball room to con¬
cert hall. “After a long pause begins the third part
with the rugged Frere Jacques. It sounds like a gro¬
tesque funeral march a la Callot. A muted double-bass
begins, a bassoon and cello follow, then bass tuba and
a deep clarinet. An oboe bleats and squeaks thereto
in the upper register. Four flutes with the cornet
drag the orchestra along with them; the shrill E-flat
clarinet quacks; over a counterpoint in the trumpets
the oboes are tooting a vulgar street song; two E-flat
clarinets, with bassoon and flutes, parodistically pipe
wretched stuff, accompanied by an m-ta, m-ta in the
percussion.”
No, gentle reader, the above is not a description of a
novelty played by a Lopez or Whiteman jazz band. It
was written by Paul Stefan about the first symphony of
Mahler, whom Willem Mengelberg regards as the equal
of Beethoven, if not the superior.
To be sure, the bark in this case is worse than the
bite; in other words, Stefan’s description is rather
more jazzy than the music he describes. But Mahler
liked jazzy effects in music, as when he doubled the
piccolos, whistling shrilly through the storm-bent ship’s
masts in Wagner’s Flying Dutchman overture.
Richard Strauss was fond of jazzy effects. His bestknown efforts in this direction are in Till Eulenspiegel’s
Merry Pranks, Don Quixote and Salome.
The jazz writers and players of our day make a
specialty of muted instruments, especially brasses.
Strauss anticipated them so far as the tuba is con¬
cerned. A muted tuba is heard for the first time, with
other muted brasses, in the sheep episode of Don
Quixote, where the baah sound is thus cleverly imitated.
Rather jazzy, too, is the practical joke played by
some noble dames on the Don and Sancho, who were
placed blindfolded on a wooden horse which is to
transport them through the air thousands of miles to
a place where a giant will meet them in combat. The
whistling of the wind about them is indicated in the
orchestral score by chromatic flute passages, harp, and
drum roll, in addition to a special wind-machine.
Of operatic jazz, there is a gruesome example at
the moment when the horrible Salome peers into the
cistern while Jochanaan’s head is being chopped off.
There is a sound like a stertorean groan produced by
pinching the highest string of the double-bass (playing
all alone) at a place between the finger board and the
bridge, and sounding it by a quick jerk of the bow.
There is a donkey in Puccinni’s opera, Sour Angelica,
which gave him an opportunity to indulge in an orches¬
tral braying joke. It is as cleverly done as the baa-ing
of the sheep in Strauss’s Don Quixote.
New Realms of Sound
I have just said that jazz players make much use of
muted instruments.
Audiences greatly enjoy these
sounds. Fritz Kreisler and other great violinists pro¬
duce some of their most ravishing effects with the
sordino; their predecessors have done so for many
generations. There is nothing African about it.
In the other direction—the augmenting or amplifying
of sounds—the jazzmen are pioneers, and they deserve
much praise for their innovations, which point the path
to timid symphonic writers, afraid of doing something
“What do you think,” writes an enthusiast, “of a
trombone that sings through a megaphone with a
perfectly legitimate tone, full of vibrato (not tremolo),
and sounds more like a magnificent baritone voice than
anything else, an entirely new tone color for any orches¬
tra—only ‘any’ orchestra doesn’t have a trombonist that
can produce it.” Paul Whiteman’s band has him.
On this point, Whiteman has remarked with pardon¬
able pride: “There is no orchestra of similar size that
can offer anything like the variety of tone combinations
that a jazz orchestra such as mine has. Nor do I know
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of an organization anywhere with so many virtuosos
on their special instruments. My wood and brass men,
of course, have to know at least half-a-dozen times as
much about their instruments as a symphony orchestra
player on the same ones. The possibilities are there, we
make a demand for them—and the men respond. Who
ever heard of a portamento on the clarinet such as
Ross Silman plays? Technically speaking, there is no
such thing on the clarinet—but there it is.”
The plain truth is that our highbrow composers have
got too much into a rut, copying the instrumental technic
and combinations of European masters with tiresome
monotony instead of finding new things for their own
use. Thus it has come about that jazz gets credit for
everything new that comes along. Let me give an inter¬
esting illustration of this statement. In a recent num¬
ber of the Popular Mechanics Magazine I found
pictures of several new instruments which the editor’s
headlines classified as jazz. “Musical Plug for Horns
Creates Jazz Tones” is the heading for one of these,
and we read concerning it: “Distorting the tones of
comets and trombones to get ‘jazz’ music may be accom¬
plished by a recently invented device that fits the bell
of the instrument like a plug. Moving it back and forth
produces wavering, mute sounds. It can also be fixed
so that the pitch will not change. A perforated disk
over the end of a vibrator at the end of a metal tube
blends and spreads the notes to a peculiar blare.”
“Jazz Instrument Minus Keys ‘Played’ by Humming”
is another heading. Concerning this, we read: “Pro¬
ducing music with a ‘jazz’ effect, a keyless reed instru¬
ment is being made which can be ‘played’ by any one
who can hum a tune. Equipped with a rest, it can be
kept in the proper position without being held by the
hands, and can be used to accompany any selection.
Having sufficient volume and carrying power, it is
suitable for orchestral work.”
It is obvious that along such lines an endless variety
of new musical sounds can be devised. How infinitely
more interesting this is than the silly imitating of
foreign cacophonists who perpetrate commonplace
melodies dished up in dissonantal sauce.

meaning of the word, reaches its pinnacle in such
works as his “In a Nutshell,” in which he introduces
new percussion instruments like the Deagan st^el
marimba, the bass marimba xylophone and the Swiss
staff bells. His example opens limitless vistas of novel
sound effects. Conductors of jazz bands will learn much
to their advantage by looking over Grainger’s com¬
positions.
_
-if
They can make use also of the amusing “Carnival of
Animals,” by another distinguished composer, SaintSaens. I shall never forget how keenly and hilariously
the most serious-minded audience in New York enjoyed
the performance of this specimen of high-brow Jazz by
the Beethoven Association in Aeolian Hall.
American men could be more easily lured to concert
halls if humorous works like that were frequently intro¬
duced. On this subject I have written in my latest book,
“Musical Progress,” under the head of “Don’t Be Too
Awfully Dignified.” Concert-going is at a low ebb just
now. It could be “Jazzed up” by heeding the advice
given in that chapter better than probably in any other
way. Nothing pays like humor.

A Hand-Made Baby Grand Piano That
Was Made by One Man at Home
Would you have the patience, the energy and the endur¬
ance to make a piano in your parlor and in your back
yard. Here is the story of an amateur musician in
Galesburg, Illinois, who gratified his desire to possess
a grand piano by making it himself at home. His name
is Earle F. Olson. Mr. Olson is of Swedish ancestry.
When his grandfather came to this country he brought
with him as a proud possession a small reed organ. The
love of music was bred in the family, and Mr. Olson

The Foolish Cacophonists
I do not know anything in the world quite so foolish
as the attitude of these so-called futurists. They admit
frankly that their music is ugly, nay, hideous; but
in ten or twenty years, they say, it will be liked. Little
do they know the public 1 Imagine women and men
going patiently for ten or twenty years to listen to
things that distress their ears and bore them to death,
in the hope that they will like them ultimately! How
long does a radio fan listen to a thing that bores him?
If the futurists had their way, all concert halls would
soon be closed indefinitely.
Fast and Furious Fun
How much wiser the jazz makers! They, too, some¬
times make ugly music, but they do it with comic
intentions, which makes all the difference in the world.
In the last analysis, the quintessence of jazz is fun,
or humor, ranging from horseplay to the exuberant out- .
bursts of animal spirits in great men.
Schubert used to amuse his friends by putting tissue
paper over a comb and singing his Erlking through it.
That picture of the greatest of all song writers thus
singing his biggest song with muted sounds and
comically exaggerated expression gives a better idea
of “American” jazz than anything I know of. But
Schubert was not an American. Let us be modest.
Now listen. If the greatest of all song writers was
willing to “jazz” his greatest song, why should we
raise our hands in horror at the “jazzing” of other
classics by cabaret bands?
This sort cf thing may even have an educational
value. Theodore Thomas used to say that all that the
people needed to like good melodies was to hear them
often. Thousands of cabaret goers hear good melodies
over and over again, more or less distorted, and many
doubtless thus learn to like them afterwards in their
virgin beauty.
America is learning classical music. through the jazz
versions played by the dance orchestras, says Vincent
Lopez, the leader. “There is something in the rhythm
off jazz," he claims, “which makes you remember it
without effort. Only musically educated persons can
hum a representative number of famous compositions.
And yet every one hums the jazz tunes almost
unconsciously.”
Hints to Bandsmen
Charles L. Buchanan has said of Percy Grainger that
“he amalgamates the music hall with the concert stage.”
High-brow jazz, in the widest and most flattering
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Made His Own Frame
The iron frame of the piano was made by Mr Olson
personally, as he had had experience as a moulder. It
took six weeks to make a wooden cast or pattern. Finally
the iron was poured in the cast and the frame came out
excellently In this he drilled 604 holes to retain the pins
to hold the strings. The keys were made by hand and
covered with an ivory like composition. All of the
parts were made with greatest attention to accuracy. One
sixteenth of an inch out of the way in some operations
would have ruined the completed instrument.
The extraordinary thing about the making of this in¬
strument is that it was made by one man working alone.
In most piano factories the piano passes through the
hands of dozens of expert workmen. Mr. Olson had
literally no plans, but by means of a ruler measured
the parts on a piano of excellent make and made his to
correspond accurately. The only assistance Mr. Olson
had came from a piano tuner who tuned the piano when
completed and advised Mr. Olson upon the matter of
measurements.
The piano consists of 5500 pieces. The woods used in
the case are oak, pine,-spruce, birch, walnut, mahogony
and ebony. Lining the pin holes and slots with felt was
a big task in itself. The case of the piano has nine coats
of varnish and two of shellac, all rubbed down bv hand
with pumice. The steel strings exert 26 tons of pressure
upon the iron frame.
The first piece played upon the piano was an original
composition of Mr. Olson.
To all ambitious people who desire to follow his path
Mr. Olson has only one word of advice:
*Don't " It is
cheaper and quicker to let the real piano man in the
piano factory make the instrument; but, as an example
of perseverance, patience and endurance in the achieve¬
ment of a desire, Mr. Olson’s piano is no small monu¬
ment. “We can do anything we really want t • do if
we set out to do it in the right spirit and keep at it
long enough.” The Etude is indebted to Emily Ilamerstrom of Galesburg, Ill., for the information contained
in this description.

Remember!

Remember!

Remember!

By Harold Mynning

was sent to Augustina College where he also studied
the piano and made unusual progress.
The great war broke out and Olson volunteered. This
interrupted his musical studies but did not abate his desire
to become a player. He became a recruiting Sergeant
and also a drill Sergeant in large mid-west cities, thus
enabling him to hear much music in his spare time.
Coming back from service he was fired with the desire
to go on with his music. He had no piano and no prospect
of getting one. “Necessity is the mother of invention;”
and he started in his own home to make the instrument
pictured upon this page.
“Nothing can restrain ambitious man” sings the poet.
Olson worked 3,650 hours, scraping, sawing, carving,
hammering, boring, drilling, pulling, hauling. Over four
hundred, eight-hour days, in order that he might have an
instrument. The piano was started in February, 1922
and completed two years later.
Ordinary Household Tools
The only tools that Olson had were ordinary household
tools. Included in these was a cross cut saw, already
broken into two parts. Some of his tools he was obliged
to make himself. He started work in the “front room”
of his home. Part of the work of shaping the case was
done in his back yard. The work bench was in the

Remember to relax the wrist when playing arpeggios
and chords. Students often tighten the muscle-- of the
arm when playing exercises that require that the hand
be spread, and this is unnecessary.
Remember to count aloud when you come to the mid¬
dle and last section of a piece. Many students start to
count aloud at the beginning of a piece, but soon cease
counting at all.
Remember to keep your thumb relaxed when turning
it under the hand. This is highly essential for smooth
scale playing.
Remember to listen to and criticize your own playing
m the same detached way you listen to the playing of
others.
Remember to keep the nail joint curved in. Never
let it bend out.
Remember to practice regularly.
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The Scale of Nature. Some of the Interesting Phenomena
Which it Reveals to the Music Student
By LEROY B. CAMPBELL
Authorities differ as to the notation of the extreme
upper tones of the scale of Nature, but for all practical
purposes and for ease in remembering, the following
series will answer any consistent demands:

Source of the Common Major Triad
The source of the major triad is easily found in the
scale of nature. In Ex. 1, fhe overtones at (d), (e) and
(f) make the common major triad, while reciprocal
under-tones from the minor triad

This scale is said to have been known by Pythagoras
582 B. C., and was used in many experiments by Guido
in the 11th Century.
Take the string (a) as a resonator, set it into vibration
by plucking or striking it and it will, by means of sym¬
pathetic vibrations, give off fifteen overtones as shown
in Example 1.
If two strings are of equal length and pitch and one
of the strings be set into tonal vibration, the other string
will also sound because of the sympathetic vibrations.
When any string as the one in Example 1 at (a) is set
into tonal vibration, it instantly vibrates throughout its
entire length; within a fraction of a second this string
segments into two equal halves which half-length vibra¬
tion will sympathetically set into tonal vibration the
string at (b) an octave higher. The string (a) continues
to segment in thirds, fourths, fifths, etc., each segment
continuing to start sympathetically into tonal vibration
the respective tones at (c), (d), (e), etc.
These tones sympathetically started are called by
various names, harmonics, partials, overtones, aliquot
parts, etc.
The tone at (b) has 128 vibrations per second while
the one at (a) has 64 per second.
To get the vibration of any tone in the series multiply
the number of the tone by the vibrations of the tone
at (a) which is 64.
A vibration may be graphically shown thus:

Source of the Dominant Chord of the Seventh
Turning to Ex. 1, once more note that the overtones
at (d), (e), (f), (g) form the familiar Dominant Chord
of the Seventh (c.'e. g. & b.). This seventh chord,
because it is found in its indentical form in the scale of
nature or primary scale, is called the Primary Seventh
Chord as opposed to the other seventh chords which are
called Secondary Seventh Chords.

Ex. 2

Segment

Sound is heard in waves, that is, a soft part followed
by a louder part. The soft part is the long oval part
of the bow and is called the ventral segment while the
more intense part is at the end of the bow and is called
the node.
When the strings corresponding in pitch to the tones
(a) and (b) Example 1, are in vibration sounding to¬
gether, the nodes in (a) and (b) are as two to pne; that
is, the nodes agree or come together every other vibration.

Tunes
By Giulio di Conti
wriL„FiND !t Adlfficult t0 master my liking for tune,”
Boston "Y /^ate‘ Most PeoP'e find it impossible.
Warner’. 00 • ,ust Pr'de in her early recognition of
filled hr, 8elfUS uld dld nobly in furnishing respectably
his worl«eSThr the firSt seasons °f the presentations of
foreh and l a ““7 compa"y P^ing “H Trovaadmission
a/hY C?Sed Wlth ,ong Queues awaiting
wiUest emil, 6 aud,ence left after scenes of the
critics was hearYt ^ °f, the “Hub’s” most respected
tune”
d t0 femark’ “Well, Boston still likes a
fact remains^ tW friends of “Modernism,” the stubborn
world has been a
C.omposer who has moved the
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which the5 wodd\IsTkenl-r*7 °f fflUSiC
its other art
• , to lts great heart has. among
into the very souf nfYvY"1 3 “tune” which sang itself
dear Mr. Agate
° ^Performer and hearer. My
of your tunes. ’
S° nght °n’ bappy in the enjoyment
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These tones agree almost perfectly while with such
tones as at (b) and (i) the nodes meet as 9 to 8

Ex.5
and the tones are very dissonant.
A tone is relatively sweet or harsh according to the
frequency with which the nodes come together. The
nodes in the tones as at (a) and (b), (b) and (c), and
(c) and (d) come together so frequently that the tones
may be called very sweet or consonant. For this reason,
in the study of harmony these tones are called perfect
intervals. Of course they are not absolutely perfect,
since each succeeding interval is a trifle more dissonant
than the preceding one. As will be noted in the remaining
intervals (the 2nd, 3rd, 6th, 7th, etc.) the nodes do not
come together so frequently so that other intervals are
classified in proportion to the frequency with which the
nodes meet in vibration (perfect consonances, imperfect
consonances and dissonances).

Source of Near Related Key
Not a few students, upon being told that the G major
scale is the next nearest major scale related to C, ask
why this is so. The answer may be easily shown since in
the scale of nature, see Ex. 1). The first new tone after
the resonator C in the series is G. This second overtone
from any given tone as resonator is always identical with
the fifth tone in the major scale which, according to the
common rule, becomes the key-note for the next nearest
related major scale.
The Source of the Major Scale and the Relative Importance
of the Various Tones in it
It is interesting to trace a rather plausible theory of
how man, in his musical gropings, might have been
influenced in forming the tones of the scale, and why he
chose certain tones, and chords much more frequently
than others.
It may be easily granted that the physical condition of
man or animals through many generations might be in¬
fluenced in a certain direction. For example, a dog
always turns around a couple times before he lies down;
his progenitor the wolf did this of necessity in the thick
grass or bushes in order to make a trampled place to lie.
A man does not need much encouragement to get into
a fight or a war; he may be finely dressed and appear
very highly civilized as he walks or drives down the
beautiful city avenues; but under this thin veneer is the
old inherited disposition and tendency. For thousands
of years he was a fighter; he fought animals, the ele¬
ments and enemy tribes who encroached upon his borders.
At the least provocation in this day up come his fists,
pistols, guns, cannons, warships, or what not in defense!
By means of this same theory of inheritance a very in¬
teresting source of the scale may be found. In the dim
and distant past men sang only in unison. There being
male and female, the interval of the octave was immedi¬
ately established, since the female voice is pitched an
octave higher than the male voice. The children as well
as older men and women would join in the singing but
not being able to sing as low as the average men or as
high as the majority of the women,' these children and
older people would join in at a pitch which was most
primary and natural (see Ex. 1, the first nature tone
after (b) is the tone at (c) a fifth higher). Therefore
we find these primitive people becoming thoroughly
acquainted with the intervals of the perfect octave, the
fifth and fourth.

Or from any given tone, they knew and heard over
and over these intervals:
Ex.8

These pitches in this or any key in which they chanced
to sing ever emphasized the I, IV and V or tonic sub¬
dominant and dominant in their mental and physical
organisms.

In the ear of a man is found some very fine and sensi¬
tive little harp-like filaments, called after the Italian who
discovered them, filaments of Corti. In these primitive
peoples who heard a great predominance of certain in¬
tervals for so many ages it is not strange then if these
filaments of Corti should become developed with a physi¬
cal and natural tendency towards I, IV and V.
Any organ that is exercised grows and these filaments
therefore would develop and gradually assert themselves
in the physical organism through inhertiance.
The tones of the intervals I, IV and V would affect
these filaments in the order noted in the Nature Scale, at
least through its first six overtones which naturally are
the strongest ones;—

Naturally the tones most used in the overtones of I,
IV and V as resonators would be the ones most firmly
impressed upon the filaments of Corti and by inspecting
Ex. 9 the relative importance of each tone is revealed
by the number of times each tone appears.
No. 1—c appears 5 times.
No. 2—d appears 2 times.
No. 3—e appears 1 time.
No. 4—f appears 3 times.
No. 5—g appears 5 times.
No. 6—a appears 1 time.
No. 7—b appears 1 time.
It is found therefore that there are seven different
tones (a complete scale), 1 and 5 are the most used tones
while 4 and 2 are next in importance, and 3, 6 and 7 are
used least. Apply this proportion to tones used singly
or as fundamentals of chords throughout the pages of
musical literature of the past and present, and it will
be found that the above theory is very consistent. It
might be added that this theory makes a most satisfac¬
tory explanation of the reason for folk-songs and popu¬
lar music being invariably built upon the chords of I,
IV and V.
The Relation of the Scale of Nature to the Damper Pedal
As the lowest tone (c) in Ex. 1, used as a resonator,
when sounded gives off quite distinctly the first six over¬
tones as in Ex. 9 in like manner any tone used as re¬
sonator will, produce a relative series of overtones. Try
the experiment for yourself. Press down the keys (c,
e, g) with the R. H. marked major triad in Ex. 1 with¬
out sounding them. Then sound with the L. H. the low
(c) momentarily and it will be found that the tones of
the triad which are being held will sound quite dis¬
tinctly after the low (c) ceases. Reverse the process
by holding the low (c) with the L. H. without tone,
while the tones of the triad (c, e, g) are sounded with
the R. H. Let these three keys up and the three tones
will still continue to sound by reason of the sympathetic
vibrations taking effect in the relative segments of the
low string (c) held down by the left hand.
This same phenomenon of course takes place not only
with (c) as a resonator affecting its triad (c, e, g), but
with any key with its relative triad on the piano. Many
and varied are the special effects which may be brought
out by means of the pedal and sympathetic vibrations.
Enough could be written on these special effects to make
a long article but what is intended to be noted here is
the primary effect of the manner in which the tone is
always enriched whenever the damper pedal is em¬
ployed.
Hemholtz states that the quality of a tone is greatly
improved by the presence of the lower overtones. When
the damper pedal is pressed properly, overtones in per¬
fect harmony are set into vibration all over the piano
which greatly' enriches the tone especially since these
sympathetic vibrations come into being without any un¬
pleasant percussion. This manner of sounding is quite
like that of the aeolian harp whose tone is most mellow
and softly resonant.
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Why Are Parallel Fifths Forbidden in Harmony?
This bugbear of the harmony student may find an ex
planation by means of the scale of nature. Why do
these fifths sound badly?
Ex. 10
Parallel Perfect 5li9

John C. Freund
(1848-1924)
The Etude notes with deep regret the death of Jo
C. Freund, in April. Mr Freund w» J ~ &E.
great ability and remarkable energy.
interest in
gable in the cause of promoting a patriotic interest
the music of America.
R . Lon_
John C. Freund was torn November 22, 1848

PaThereararethoSther0reasons given why parallel fifths
sound unsatisfactory; but I am citing th.s one smce it
sounds as plausible as any of the others and also be
cause it finds its argument in the subject under discus¬
sion, the scale of nature.
Why Do Boys Call Out Their Newspapers in the
Interval of the Minor Third .
Not long ago I read in some work how the early
tetrachord was founded. The theory was that the
ancient Greek standing in the Presence of h s God
chanted his own poetry to the God with the following
natural inflection to his voice.

(5)
(Vxji
Natural, because the next tone above the (f) or (g)
in the scale of nature is the perfect 4th. (See above at
in Ex 12.) It will be noted that bass and baritone
voices naturally speak at the above pitch (f) while tenors
speak at the pitch (g). Some chanter upon becoming
tired, slurred the tones from (f) to (bb) as at (b) in
Ex 12 and in that manner the four toned tetrachord
came into existence. I have asked many persons why
the newsboy always uses the minor third in crying his
‘ Evening post.”
Ex.13

Eve-ning post
No one has ever explained this to me so I offer this
explanation and again this is based upon the scale of
"°The boy’s voice is pitched an octave higher than the
man’s voice, so the first tone he cries (the natural
speaking tone of his voice) will be found the second (g)
in the nature scale. (See Ex. 14 (a).)
Ex. 14

Since he pitches his voice lower for'the next tone he
would naturally take (e) the next tone lower in the
scale of nature, which is a minor third.
Many other interesting phenomena and theories may
be found in this self-same scale of nature; but m this
short article only a few of the most common ones have
been given.
.
.
,
It is a good plan to interest students in searching tor
the reasons why certain things are thus and so. For
instance, why is the scale named c-d-e-f-g-a-b-c? Why
not a-b-c-d-e-f-g? It would be much simpler to explain
to children who learn the alphabet beginning with a.
What is the source of the major scale? Why are the
two clefs called G and F? These and many other ques¬
tions may give students many a profitable mental hunch.
“Think” is ever the slogan of education.

A Rocky Mountain Columbine
(A Parable)
By John Ross Frampton
A friend has sent me a pressed flower picked at tny old
home in Iowa. She wrote that the plant was a joy to
all who saw it, with its ten or twelve large blue flowers.
And friends here admired even the pressed blossoms
for they had never seen the flower in its freshness and
beauty. It was a Rocky Mountain Columbine, and it
made me think a bit.
Five years ago there grew a plant on the slopes of
Gray’s Peak, in Colorado. It lived about 11,000 feet up.
almost at “timber-line,” which is the altitude above which
no trees can survive the terrific storms, where the nearest
trees are dwarfed and beaten out of shape by the fierce
pebble-laden winds which often tear away all the bark
from the exposed side of the trunks This plant had
but poor, rocky dirt to grow in, and had drunk icy water
which melted by day from the eternal snows above, and
which froze around the base of the plant every night.
Surely this plant knew what the struggle for existence
meant! But how wonderfully beautiful was its bloom!
Small wonder that Colorado should choose it for its state
flower! Very few people had ever seen this particular
plant, and those who had, had been possessed of sufficient
judgment and self-control to leave it there untouched,
to gladden the heart of some other tired climber.
One little girl had found it and watched it and finally
gathered the ripened seeds and sent them to me in Iowa.
They were small, black, hard seeds. I planted some in
the good rich soil of Iowa, and they refused to even
start to grow. I soaked some for days in water and then
planted them, and they grew. When the little leafy
stems were half an inch tall I had to transplant them,
and, will you believe it, the roots were a couple of
inches long? In the Fall I again transplanted them. The
plants were possibly three inches high, but the fibrous
roots went almost straight down about fifteen inches!
The second summer the plant grew bigger, but attempted
no blossoms. Only in the third year did it give some small
blooms. But in this, the fourth year, it is glorious in
its beauty.
«•
And I thought of how patient and wise and careful
Nature is, making sure first that the plant had roots
enough before attempting the perfection of a blossom.
And I also thought of the music students who are un¬
willing to lay any foundation, who have no patience for
sending down roots, but wish to blossom out into brilliant
showpieces as soon as there has been any growth what¬
ever, possibly even before the leaves have come, and
surely before there are any deep, stress-resisting roots!

The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by PROF. CLARENCE G. HAMILTON, M.A.

Impartin^Rhythm
By E. M. Goldsmith

news weekly Musical America, interesting
what he called “the musical independence of t
States” and conducting an extensive propaganda which
unquestionably gave impetus to musical e,iidea*ir m
America. Mr. Freund was an able speaker and pos
sessed a very forceful personality. His edi ori
vigorous and fearless, and his influence m many directions
in the music world will be greatly missed.
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This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “ What to Teach,” etc., and not technical
problems pertaining to Musical Theory, History, etc., alt of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered
department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries

Fill around these fifths the relative scales of nature,

TheT(c g) in the scale at (a) moving to the (d, a)
in the scale at (b) has a very boorish effect s.nce
really hears the series of overtones at (a) and then he
suddenly is thrown into the senes at (b). This unpre¬
pared move from one family of tones into another
too abrupt and the ear objects. To move from one fam¬
ily of tones in the key of (c) to another senes in (d)
needs at least a slight modulation.
_
While this theory accounts for the crude sound of
fifths from one degree to its adjacent degree up or down
it would appear then that parallel fifths from I to IV
or I to V or vice versa, would sound all right, since the
relation of the series of overtones on (e) to the senes
on (f) or (g) would be perfectly well-sounding and as
a matter of fact the later day harmony books call these
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on mule back. The white ant will make
mountain slopes o
of the piano if the wood has
a meal of the wo
proper season and thoroughly
not teen cut
• the piano must be sealed so as to
dried. The botto ■ *
^ varieties of insects. The

.mustbe the ruling factor with the teacher
SlMFLICIT7eavonng to impart this vital principle in
who ,s ende
counti„g with regularity is
71US,C- J" L nund*of the beginner. Therefore the
Sty of explaining in the most simple form, every
detail
relative of
to the sunplest^,
nature
can.# be^
used
to good
Illustrations
^
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^
effect in many
has :l fair understanding of
a/I
2Mtae or rhythm, I use illustration in 2/4
4/4 and 2/4
as a u-adcr to the idea of 6/8
RhythmefThe pupil must understand that the triplet
rhy*, ' 11C. he made in the same lime a- -"-eighths,
wfth ffie^olume of accent of the count on tin- final note,
rlise the word “Happily’ fot th<
PH Then the pupil counts the triplets in this form:
Onef two, three, four, five, six-accenting the first and
fourth counts.

W'

Keeping Pianos Under Difficulty
The Department of Commerce at Washington has just
released a report relating to pianos in Venezuela. We
learn that the pianos may be heard continuously in almost
every street in Venezuela. The tropical climate makes
for open windows. The cement walls of the houses were
,not made to contain sound, therefore the sounds travel
as far as their normal vibrations extend. A concert
or a recital in one home does for the block.
Our country supplies four-fifths of the pianos and
player-pianos. The piano must be a wonder to withstand
the conditions of transit to Venezuelan cities and when
it gets there it is welcomed by more piano enemies than
one likes to imagine. The piano may be carried up rugged

no
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Jazz and Its Effects
Two letters recently received ask questions relative
to the modem development in music (?) called “jazz”:
(1) Please explain the meaning of the
that we read so much about. Iu one paj
read: “The people these days play by the jazz
they dance by the jazz, they sing by the jaz ind
they walk by the jazz.”
TL. T.
study of
piano again after two years of 'playing nothing
but jazz. I find that my technical ability for
playing classic music has disappeared. Can you
suggest a series of exercises which will give me
sufficient practice to enable me to continue my
studies in one or two months?
I had just finished Bach’s Two-part Inventions,
when I was forced to stop my lessons. Those I
can still play because they are ingrained in my
brain and always will lie; but if 1 try to play
scales, arpeggios in thirds and things requiring
such technic with any degree of velocity, I dis¬
cover my deficiencies. Also, my touch has become
hard and metallic.
R. W.
(1) I venture to define jazz as a kind of music in
which everything is subordinated to the expression of •
the “ragtime” principle. This principle consists in
a continued use of an irregular and jerky rhythm
of this sort:

*1

j /J

J
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In order to emphasize this rhythm, every kind of
percussion device seems to be legitimate—cymbals, clap¬
pers, tom-toms, auto horns, dish-pans, shot-guns, and so

The Young Student’s Stimulant
By Aletha M. Bonner
“Not an easy thing to do,” says the teach, r. Periods
of lagging interest come to even the most ta
-d pupil,
and instructors are often at their wits’ end
-Vavormg
to cope with the situation.
Variety is one of the test of stimulators
• waning
enthusiasm. It is that delightful condiment a Inch gives
life a fine flavor and whets one's appetite - r a solid,
substantial diet; and truly does the yotithtul nature
crave a liberal dash of this seasoning thr i-hout the
musical menu.
Diversity in teaching is as profitable to tin instructor
of music diversified farming is to the agrici: irist. In¬
deed the child mind may be likened to a urtile field,
where even with the most careful cultivation without ro¬
tation or variation, the yield will be of inf
r quality
and in time an absolute failure.
Avoid monotony, and the reward will be a keen mani¬
festation of interest on the part of your pupils.
“There was a time when it might have been said with
some truth that Americans were not a mu d P<"P’0'
We have not the great traditions of some European
countries, notably Italy, France and Germany. Uke “J*
English, we have not taken any form of art as seriously
as we should. . . . America has made much progress
within the last fifty years towards the creation of that
musical atmosphere which is essential to the develop¬
ment not only of the public taste but also of the genius
of the artist.”—Philadelphia Inquirer.

x uc uiuui' nas already received (
number of votes on the Jazz problei
to be fair to the question and to our i
we will not reveal the results at th
as it seems to us that a great many >
might not want to give their opinii
til they had read this issue. Thereto
you kindly send us to-day a postal
your opinion? If you are in favor
etter class of Jazz, write us. If l
entirely opposed to Jazz, write us.
wdl not be revealed. Addles

Pa.m, CQre °f The Etude' Philat

Through several hundreds of years civilized music has
been undergoing a refining process which has succeeded
at last in making it a vehicle for the expression of the
subtlest shades of human emotion. This result has been
accomplished by a discriminating selection of musical
tone, by a careful adjustment between form, rhythm,
melody and harmony, and by the final artistic treatment
of all these factors. Jazz now comes to upset all the
achievements of the ages, first by employing exclusively
an abnormal and irritating rhythm, in which accents are
d istantly displaced, secondly by degrading melody and
harmony almost to extinction, in favor of the blatant
rhythm, and thirdly by substituting noise for tonal beauty.
In other words, it demolishes the barriers of civilization,
and returns to the savage and barbaric.
(2) Consequently, it is no wonder that a piano touch
suffers from much jazz playing. Assuming that the
best jazz player is the one who emphasizes the distorted
rhythms in the noisiest possible manner, why stop at
anything? Why not use arms, fists, sledge hammers,
if they will contribute to the general racket? I once
attempted to play on a piano (at a church service!)
which had been used the previous evening by a popular
jazz hero, and found that he had put eleven of the keys
out of commission. No wonder he was adored by
jazz devotees!
To get back to normalcy after two years of jazz play¬
ing is no -small task, and will require much patience and
perseverance. First of all, you must abjure jazz and all
its works. As the most important facto in your reform,
you must -get -rid of the stiffness m your arms and wrists,
which is undoubtedly the cause of your technical clum¬
siness. Cultivate relaxation exercises, such as that of
hanging the hand loosely from the wrist, rolling the
hand loosely from side to s-ide, and others which have
been suggested from time to time in these columns.
You are then ready for a book of technical exercises.
The Complete School of Technic, by I. Philipp, is ad¬
mirable for this purpose. Keeping the principle of re¬
laxation constantly in mind, practice eadh exercise with
moderate and unforced tone, at first slowly, -and after¬
wards ;at varying degrees of speed.
I should choose pieces that require a fluent touch,
since this touch is what you should most cultivate. Here
are a few to begin with:
Debussy: Arabesque in G major
i'almgren: May Night
Mendelssohn: Capriccip, Op. 16, No. 2.
Chopin-Liszt-: Maiden’s Wish.
Raff: La Filcuse

With two hour’s correct practice per day, you should
get back to civilizazion in a month or two. But don’t
forget to rekuri
Training the Ear
In the Round Table for December, 1923, you
mention as one of the qualifications of an artist
‘evident musical talent,” I am in doubt about
this in my own case. My ear is keen to detect
1 discord, but I cannot correct it except v
• hart the i
mony “by e
Mrs. G. N. C.
Evidently it is only a question of cultivating your
aural sense, since, by your statement, you are far from
“tone deaf.” If possible you should join some ear¬
training class, in which you may have daily practice
in recognizing intervals, simple chords, etc. Next test
would be a class in sight singing, in which you would
learn to make to order the intervals on the printed
page.
If such class work is not available, get a good hook
on the subject, such as Ear Training by Arthur Heacox,
and have some friend systematically dictate to you the
progressive exercises which it contains.
I see no
reason why you should not remedy your deficiencies
by persevering work of this sort.
Exercises and Their Effects
(1) Kindly advise me what study or technical
work to use as preparation for Mason’s Spring
Duwn, especially the passage work on page 2, to
secure the light, graceful execution required.
(2) I also would like to know just how best
to use Pischna’s twenty-fourth study correctly.
’ with what pieces.
the gymnastics for fingers, hands and
(3)
;iven now and then in the Etude liable
:o stiffer the hands ';

(1) The best kind of preparation for executing
unusual figures in any given composition is to make
little exercises out of these figures themselves, and to
practice these exercises in a variety of ways, with hands
together, slowly, faster, piano, forte, and with other
variations. Take, for instance, a characteristic figure
from the Spring Dawn. This figure may easily be
turned into the following technical exercise:

be far removed from rigidity, and should be released
when not actually required. One should, indeed, culti¬
vate the habit of relaxing as far as possible after each
single tone or chord has teen sounded. The forearm
and hand may be completely relaxed the instant that
a staccato tone is played; and they should retain only
enough muscular activity to keep the key down when
a tone is to be sustained. Play yo
piece slowly,
relaxing in this way after each note,
d your hands
will remain in a plastic condition even when you adopt
a much faster tempo.
Useful Teaching Pieces
Please suggest some pieces for boys in Grades
III-VI; also some for adult “beginners” in Grades
II-IY.
E. S.
Cheerful music, with bright and active rhythms is test
adapted to the average youngster. I therefore suggest
the following:
Grade
Bohm: Dancing Sprites. 3
Delahaye: Minuet Columbine. 3
Godard: Second Waltz. 4
Kullak: From Flower to Flower, from Op. 48_4
Chaminade: Callirhoe, Air de Ballet.4(4
d’Albert: Gavotte from First Suite. S
Wagner-Bendel: Prize Song from “Die Meistersinger” . 5
Haydn : Gipsy Rondo.S
Bach: Loure in G.6
MacDowell: Witches’ Dance..
6
Schubert-Liszt: Hark! Hark; the Lark...6
Now for the Older Ones
Kuhlau: Sonatines, Op. 20, Nos. 1, 2, 3. 2
Poldini: Valse Serenade.2
Schumann: Knight Rupert, Op. 68, No. 12. 2
Grieg: Waltz in A minor, Op. 12, No. 2. 3)4
Schumann : Cradle Song.354
Beethoven: Fiir Elise. 3
Jensen: The Mill. 3
Tschaikowsky : The Skylark..... 3
Massenet: Aragonaise from “Ballet Cid”. 3*4
Godard : Au Matin. 4
Chaminade: Scarf Dance. 4
Tschaikowsky: April, Op. 37, No. 4. 4

A Very Young Pupil
Mrs. A. B. C. writes that she has been giving piano
lessons to her little daughter, aged five, beginning with
a kindergarten method; that the child was at first en¬
thusiastic, and insistent on having lessons, but that her
interest seems to be on the wane, and that her greatest
trouble is in understanding note-values. She adds:
Cau you suggest anything for her, and whether
to go ahead, so she may keep up her interest, or to
drop her music for a while?

Play the exercise at leakt a dozen times daily in
the ways suggested above, .also an octave higher and
an octave lower than written. If the wrist be kept
loose and the hand (with forearm) be allowed to rotate
freely from side to side, the difficulties of such passage
work ought to vanish.
(2) Number 24 of the Pischna series is an excellent
exercise for drill upon broken chords in extended posi¬
tions. It should be practiced, together with its variants,
slowly and with firm touch, both staccato and legato.
Its application may be found in any pieces or studies
that involve arpeggio work,, such as Moscheles’ Etude,
No. 11, from Op. 70; Schumann’s Prophet Bird, Op. 82,
No. 7; Sindi-ng’s Serenade and Friihlingsrauschen.
(3) Certainly the exercises which I give from time
to time should have quite the opposite effect on the
hands from that of stiffness. I am constantly advo¬
cating looseness of the arms and wrists. Of course the
fingers must be held with a certain degree of firmness
to produce tone; otherwise they will flop about on the
keys like a fish out of water; but this firmness should

I'm afraid that you are too ambitious for the little
g!rl, who, from what you say, has made precocious
progress for one of her tender years. It is the case with
every pupil, that, after the first rapid spurt, progress
seems to become much slower, and practice becomes
more like real work. So keep the child in training by
all means; and do not be discouraged if she apparently
makes little or no headway for a time.
As to note-values, these will become clearer after she
has developed her mathematical sense. Don’t burden her
at present with too complex problems of time-relation¬
ship, but let her appreciate these instinctively, by culti¬
vating her sense of rhythm. Playing duets with her—
such as those of Wohlfahrt, Op. 87, will help matters.
Have you tried Prosser's Beginner’s Book ? - This may
be supplemented by simple little pieces, or by'other col¬
lections of early studies, such as Gurlitt, Op. 117. Even
if she does not seem to advance much, she is gradually
learning the language of music and is getting a good
foundation for future development. That is why, after
several years of apparently plodding work, a child often
wakes up suddenly to discover with delight that, he has
obtained a very desirable mastery over the piano key¬
board and consequently leaps forward rapidly in his
musical attainments.
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BACH'S KEYBOARD TECHNIC
In an article on “Bach and the Organ”
contributed by C. M. Widor to a defunct
English publication, and reprinted in a
book called Studies in Music, we get the
following interesting description of Sebas¬
tian Bach’s technical methods at the key¬
board. One should remember of course
that his instrument was the harpsichord
and not<the modern pianoforte:
“This is the way in which Bach played
the harpsichord. ‘His five fingers bent
so that their extremities fell perpendicularly
on the keyboard, above which they formed
a parallel line ever ready to obey. The
finger did not rise perpendicularly on ^leav¬
ing the touch, but rather glided back to¬
wards the palm of the hand; in the transi¬
tion from one touch to another this very
gliding imparted to the next finger the
exact strength of pressure that had been
put into force by the preceding finger;
hence a great evenness and a touch that
was neither thick nor harsh.’ It is Philip
Emmanuel who has given us this descrip¬
tion.
“Bach had a small hand; the motion
of his fingers was barely perceptible, as
the first phalanges were the only ones
that moved. His hand preserved the
rounded shape even in the execution of
the most difficult passages; the fingers
were barely raised above the keyboard,
just a shade more than in the playing of
a shake. As soon as a finger had been used,
he brought it back to its proper position.
“The remainder of his body took no part
whatever in the work. It is only those
whose hands are not sufficiently nimble
that need to exert their whole frame when
playing.
,
, ,
“Nowadays we do not play the harpsi¬
chord, and the pianoforte which has re¬
placed it with great advantage requires
methods and means that were hitherto
unknown.”

The Musical Scrap Book
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instruc 1
and Interesting
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT

VON BUELOW ON PIANO-PLAYING
For his book, Success In Music (which
all musicians should read), Henry T.
Finck has collected some of the best of
Von Buelow’s sayings, in which that great
pianist and conductor tersely gives some
valuable hints to young students.
“Buelow’s malicious sarcasm is exempli¬
fied in the following,” says Mr. Finck:
“ ‘Piano playing is a difficult art. First
we have to learn how to equalize the
fingers, and then (in polyphonic music,
where one hand has to play at the same
time parts of diverse strength) to make
them unequal again. That being the case,
it seems best not to practice the piano at
all—and that is the advice I have given to
many.’
“A few more general hints:—
“ Crescendo means piano. You must not
begin by being at once what you-are to
become gradually.’
“ ‘An interpreter should be the opposite

of a grave-digger; he should bring to light
what is hidden and buried.
“With reference to the first Brahms
Ballade: ‘To find the correct declamation,
we should sing the melody.’ He often did
this for his pupils.
“Concerning Chopin’s Mazurka, Op. 50,
No. 1 he said: ‘In this Mazurka there
dancing, singing, gesticulating.
“ ‘If you think you have finished study
ing a piece, put it away a tnonth On resuming it you will discover new difficulties
to conquer.
“‘The bar-line is only for the eye. in
playing, as in reading a poem, the scanning
must be subordinated to the declamation;
you must speak the piano.’
“A pupil who was mechanically playing
a Beethoven sonata one day, was inter¬
rupted by him with a word. ‘Please play
a little with your head, won’t you?’ . ..
“ ‘Repose is the pianist’s first duty.

Malieran, one of the greatest singers of
all time, had a charming wit, and sang at
1 ast as well as her sister, Pauline Vtardot.
She also possessed the interesting faculty
of being able to weep while she sang, when
nneratic exigencies called for it. From
w niece, Louise Heritte-Viardot, daughter
of Pauline, and author of Memories and
Adventures, we learn the following about
Malibran:
,
“She was both clever and witty; her
savings and her letters prove this. Here
is an interesting sketch of hers on the
public: ‘The public seems to me like a
basket full of unlit candles. If you hold a
great fire over them they will melt, but
if you light them one by one they will pro¬
duce a brilliant illumination. Well, I
lighted my public one by one’
“She showed great self-control in pri¬
vate life as well as on the stage. Her in¬
timate friend, Countess Merlin, asked her
one day, after she had heard her singing
the romance of Dcsdcmona while tears
coursed down her cheeks, how she could
manage to sing so beautifully and yet to
cry at the same time.
«‘Oh, I had no need to practice it speci¬
ally. As a child I often used r cry during
my singing lessons, and as 1 did not want
my father to notice it, I used to stand
behind him, and so learnt to get full con¬
trol over my voice, while my tears were
flowing.’.”
. _
, .
Her father was Manuel Gama, who in¬
vented the laryngoscope and lived for
more than a century. He was a great
vocal teacher, a loving father, but some¬
thing of a disciplinarian.

A PRIZE-FIGHTER AT A
SYMPHONY CONCERT
With a due sense of the importance of
the occasion we remind our renders of the
That brilliant novelist, publicist and _‘his heavy, stern countenance was ra¬
visit paid by Jack Dempsey, w rld’s cham¬
music critic, Romain Rolland, has recently diant with a flash of intelligence andwit;
pion heavy-weight ‘‘box-fighter, to Great
completed a new book, Musical Tour like the sun emerging from a cloud.’
“He was full of humor. He had a ‘sly Falls, Mont. The event had a musical
Singing appears to be the only branch Through the Land of the Past, from which pseudo-simplicity’ which made the most significance. The huge crowd which re¬
of music in which the instrument counts the following pen-portrait of . Handel is solemn individuals laugh though he him¬ ceived him was headed by the municipal
for more than the person who plays taken. It is magnificently vivid:
“They used to call him the Great Bear. self showed an unsmiling face. No one band, and during the procession the cham¬
upon it, or the manner of the playing.
He was gigantic; broad, corpulent, with ever told a story better. ‘His happy way pion got down from his auti :n bile and,
—Sir C. V. Stanford.
big hands and enormous feet; his arms of saying the simplest things different from seizing the' big drum, beat enthu-iastic time
were so fat that the bones disappeared in anybody else gave them an amusing com¬ to the music. We pity the poor drum, for
TECHNIC AND INTERPRETATION the flesh, forming dimples. He walked plexion. If his English had been as good Dempsey “packs a wallop" in each hand,
In a thoughtful little book entitled bow-legged, with a heavy, rolling gait, as Swift’s, his bon mots would have been as Carpentier could tell you ; 1 ut the effect
Creative Technique, written “for artists in very erect, with his head thrown back equally abundant and of the same kind.’ must have been tremendous.
But this was not all. From the sport page
general and pianists in particular,” Mr. under its huge white wig, whose curls But ‘really to enjoy what he said one had
George Woodhouse has interesting things rippled heavily over his shoulders. He had almost to know four languages, all of we learn that “Dempsey later appeared
on the same stage with the Minneapolis
a long horse-like face, which with age which he mixed up together.’
to say:
.
“Technic - represents all an artist has became bovine and swamped in fat; with
“This medley of tongues was as much Symphony Orchestra, the artists finding
to give,” he reminds us; “whether he de¬ pendant cheeks and triple chin, the nose
due to the fashion in which his vaga¬ him out front much to their surprise, at
votes himself merely to the making of large, thick and straight, the ears red and
the end of an intermission. When they re¬
pleasing tone, or is intent on conveying long. His gaze was very direct; there bond youth was moulded while he
the musical thought, technique is the vehicle was a quizzical gleam in his bold eye, a wandered through the countries of western covered from their surprise they joined
for both. There is no magic which works mocking twist at the corner of his large, Europe, as to his natural impetuosity, heartily in the applause given the cham¬
outside its medium-.
finely-cut mouth. His air was impressive which, when he sought a rejoinder, seized pion, and Dempsey reciprocated by P°P"
ping his big hands together in appreciation
“There can no longer be any justification and jovial. When he smiled—says Burney- upon all the words at his disposal.”
for mere virtuosity. The invention of the
of the music.”
modern player-piano has made the most
One understands the surprise of the
astounding technical achievement a com¬
symphonists. They must have wondered if
monplace effect, but it still leaves unchal¬
THE SURVIVAL OF THE GOOD IN MUSIC
the redoubtable battler had his eye on the
lenged the interpretive powers of the hu¬
piano and perhaps intended to demon¬
man touch. Music begins, not in notes,
The flood of music in the air, not all public eventually discovered them, and for strate his striking powers by “hitting the
but in the living form which embodies its
of which is of the best, has occasioned this it should have credit. Tipperary was ivories.” Or possibly his experience of
expression. What value then has a facile
a good tune; and it was nearly a great
a
lengthy
article
in
the
London
Spectator,
the afternoon made him cast longing eyes
execution if there exists no musical im¬
by C. Hann, who views it all with the tune. In higher forms of music the intri¬ on the tympani. Maybe they thought the
pulse in the mind of the player.
modified alarm characteristic of this jour¬ cate texture, the subtle relationship of
“The quality which lends beauty in dechampion of the prize-ring had received
nal. But he finds comfort in the fact keys and rhythms, of themes and countersign is always to be preferred to that which
that “public taste is by no means wholly themes are beyond the comprehension of vague information concerning the Wag¬
is beautiful.merely in itself. Every pianist
debased. It speedily rejects the wares an audience that has not even mastered nerian “Ring” and wished to arrange a
must have a sense of rhythm and acquire
of its exploiters as soon as their novelty its musical pothooks and hangers. But the fight with Siegfried, the Tarnhelm Kid
a good touch, but mere technical facility
is dimmed and passes on to newer fashions greatest tunes are essentially a public pos¬ who “K. O’d” IVotan in a memorable
is a more prevalent possession than the
and further disillusionment. It is quick session. A surprising list could be made battle.
creative faculty, while rhythm is more
to discern the slightest spark of merit in of the folk music, of the movements by
But no; the champion’s visit was purely
often a means of marking time than a
the mass of mediocrity that is continually Handel, Bach, Beethoven, Weber, Wagner, an act of courtesy as between one profes¬
musical portent.
offered for its consumption. Tipperary Chopin that are permanently treasured by sional entertainer and another. Reciproc¬
“The dual character of technic is
the
Philistines.
In
its
transitory
day,
Yes
was tried and proved in the crucible of
evident; first the relation of the player’s
ity seems in order. One of our leading
mechanism to the piano, which is governed patriotic emotions, and it came very near We Have No Bananas, though aided by a symphony conductors might return, the
by the simpliest laws in mechanics, and to permanence as the one folk-tune of the colossal expenditure in advertising, could visit by appearing in “the squared circle
twentieth
century”—the
author
is
doubtless
not
be
compared
as
a
business
proposition
second, the relation of that mechanism to
to be introduced to the fight-fans as one
his personality which is as complex as his thinking of England only. A musician with the lasting popularity of the Larao of the world’s contenders for the tinsecould see its weakness in an instant: the of Handel.
temperament.”
beatmg championship.
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HANDEL—"THE GREAT BEAR”
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A very pleasing composition exemplifying the carrying out of the melody in several voices.
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In modern dance style, but musically interesting. May be played as a/or; trot. Grade

4
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An idealized waltz movement, in very free time. Grade 4.
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ROMANCE
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T.his com position also makes an excellent solo for violin or for melody saxophone. Play melody line ttra
24 .to treble and let the pianist play measures 33 to 40 as a solo.
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A LEADING music teacher in New
York tells this story:
“Not long ago, one of my best pupils
came to her lesson in a most dejected
frame of mind.
“ ‘I’ve worked on Schumann’s Sonata
in G Minor for two weeks now, and
I’m ready to give up,’ she said. ‘I just
can’t seem to understand it.’
“ ‘Play it through for me,’ I suggested.
“The poor child went to the piano
and struggled resolutely through the
first two pages. Runs, chords,
and arpeggios! But no sugges'
tion of the sonata’s message,
of its inspired beauty.
“I had been faced with the
same difficulty before, and I had
found one sure way to meet it.
“ ‘Just sit still and listen a
minute,’ I said. Then I selected
a small oblong box from a music
cabinet, stepped over to the piano
and slipped an Ampico recording into
a drawer-like compartment below
the keyboard.
“A few seconds later Levitzki was
playing the first movement of the
Schumann Sonata. The piano bench was
empty, but the keys moved under unseen
fingers. And from the same piano that
had spoken so haltingly a moment be'
fore, the music’s message poured out into
the room—translated by the unmistak¬
able touch of the great artist.
“Watching my pupil’s face was a
delight.
“ ‘Why—now I understand it! Now
I can play it! I just didn’t know what
that sonata was about—until I heard it
on the Ampico.’ ”

When you own an Ampico you own, first of all,
a fine piano, entirely intact for playing by hand—
a worthy instrument for an artist. But (and this
seems like a miracle) there is a device called the
Ampico concealed in the piano, yet in no way
affecting its original design, that enables you to
hear again the playing
of world-famous artists
— with every modula-

movement of the Schumann Sonata. The piano
bench was empty, but the keys moved under unseen
fingers. And from the same piano that had spoken
so haltingly a moment before, the music’s message
poured out into the room—translated by the unmis¬
takable touch of the great artist.

tion, every phrase, just as the artist inter¬
preted it.
Ampico recordings look much like the familiar
player-piano roll. But there the resemblance ends,
for each Ampico recording carries the authentic
interpretation of a great artist— played—perhaps
re-played — and at last approved, by the artist
himself.
So the Ampico is the piano, plus the artist, plus
the world’s treasury of music. No other instru¬
ment is like it. Comparing the Ampico with the
ordinary player piano is like comparing the play- .
ing of a famous concert artist with that of
the energetic pianist at the neighborhood
movie palace.

How the Ampico can help you
The story of the student and the
Schumann Sonata is just a hint of
what the Ampico can do for music
teachers. Teachers the world over
are using the Ampico to teach
music the natural u>ay — that is,
stressing the what of music be¬
fore the how. The pupil who
knows Schumann’s Sonata in G Minor
with his ears and with his heart will
think of playing it with his hands as a
oy — not as a baffling assignment.

The more sensitive your ear,
the finer the Ampico seems

5 The Ampico is found exclusively
in fine pianos. It can be had only
with these names of present and
legendary fame—names which,
for generations, have stood for in¬
struments of quality.
CHICKERING
KNABE
FISCHER

The Ampico delights no one more than the
trained musician. For the sensitive ear can de¬
tect the subtle perfection of Ampico perform¬
ance. Often the re-enactment that moves the
mere musical enthusiast to superlatives leaves
the real musician silent—speechless before a
seeming miracle.

Hear the Ampico
If you are not near a store where the Ampico
may be heard, or if you want to know more
about it beforehand, write us and we will send
you a booklet descriptive of the Ampico. Also,
we will tell you where you may hear it.

HAINES BROS.
MARSHALL 6? WENDELL
FRANKLIN
In Canada the Willis also
Note that the Chickering and
the Knabe are two of the four
fine pianos in general use on the
American concert stage.

Exchange your piano for
an Ampico
The Ampico can be had only in the pianos
listed in the column at the left. Foot-power
models, $795. Electric-power models, $985 to
$5000.
Your present piano will entitle you to an
allowance in buying an Ampico. The dealer
will also- be glad to ar¬
range convenient terms
of monthly payments. ^

AMPICO

THE AMPICO COMPANT * 437 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW "YORK.
i
1^=—=
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‘I didn’t know what that sonata was about
—until I heard it on the Ampico”

What the Ampico is

^^

M.
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A FEW OF THE FAMOUS ARTISTS
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF
LEO ORNSTEIN
BENNO MOISEIWITSCH
ERNO DOHNANYI

British Copyright secured

MISCHA LEVITZKI
JOSEF LHEVINNE

YOU CAN HEAR ON THE AMPICO

ARTUR SCHNABEL
MIECZYSLAW MUNZ
ELLY NEY
LEOPOLD GODOWSKY

MORIZ ROSENTHAL
TERESA CARRENO
GUY MAIER AND
LEE PATTISON

FANNY BLOOMFIELD-ZEISLER
GERMAINE SCHNITZER
E. ROBERT SCHMITZ
ETHEL LEGINSKA
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ain’t nothing BUTAmerica’s greatest dance
orchestras and entertainers in

BRUNSWICK’S ANNUAL
FRIVOLITY
REVUE
At all Brunswick dealers—come, hearI

I

T’S ready now, that famous Brunswick
Frivolity Revue—the light music classic
of the year.
Dance music that laughs and lures and en¬
tices—the most remarkable interpretations
of the day.
Light music, glorious and carefree, happy-golucky things by vaudeville’s topliners.
Records like never before. Dances and songs
to make summer evenings pass along like
a dream.
Make your phonograph gay and new—pick
up a few of these frivolous and light¬
hearted records today.

4th and greatest
To us at Brunswick this is our holi¬
day. This passing over of serious
things for the moment and turning
our fancy to the light fantastic.
All year round we offer dance music

and popular, along with the classics from
artists of the New Hall of Fame.
But there’s one month when we gather
everything that’s frivolous together—to keep
our own hearts young, and to make young
hearts glad; to fill dainty slippers with toes
that tingle from one end of the land to the
other.
*
*
*
Leaders of America’s most notable dance
orchestras work with us. To them it’s an
event plus. So, too, A1 Jolson, Margaret
Young, Marion Harris,-of those famous in
vaudeville Brunswick artists.
This year’s — our fourth — all say, is the
greatest of our frivolity excursions.
The records are clear—gloriously
only Brunswick Records can be.

so—as

So won’t you come, please, to hear for your¬
self what we’ve done ?
Your Brunswick dealer has everything
ready and waiting.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.
Manufacturers—Established 1845
General Offices: Chicago
Branches in all principal cities, U. S. A. and Canada
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TWILIGHT SONG
REVERIE

FREDERICK N. SHACKLEY

New Publications that will serve Many
Branches of the Music Profession
The Presser Policy is to Issue Only Those Book Publications that have Merit and are of Real Value
to the Profession.

With Compilations and Teaching Works the .Aim is to Make Each Work Oneot

High Standing in its Particular

Classification.

YOU MAY PROVE

THE MERIT

OF A

THE NEW WORKS ON THIS PAGE BY SECURING A COPY FOR EXAMINATION.

NEW PIANO TEACHING WORKS
First Year at the Piano
By John M. Williams

Price, $1.00

An extremely gratifying reception has been
given this new piano method. It is modern, and
progressive and pleasing material has been used
to develop the technical requisites of the embryo
pianist. There are several outstanding merits
in this method, chief of which are the use of
the bass as well as the treble clef from the start,
and the stress laid upon the student phrasing prop¬
erly from the beginning.

The Amateur Musician
By Russell Snively Gilbert

Price, 75 Cents

Program Pieces

NEW VOCAL WORKS

A COLLECTION OF RECITAL PIECES

Standard Vocal Repertoire

Price, 75 Cents
SO STANDARD SECULAR SONGS
Price, 75 Cents
The thirty-three solos in this album more than
give the purchaser his “money’s worth.” A few
It is possible to buy many collections of old
are gems from the classics and a good assort¬
favorite songs at low prices, but here is a col¬
ment of numbers not found in other piano albums
lection of 50 copyright songs, everyone a singis given. There are a few in grade three, but ■ able, attractive number that is priced ridiculously
low. There are around a dozen sacred songs
the majority are about grades four and five.
included, the balance being secular songs ideal
Every pianist will enjoy having these numbers
for concert, entertainment and home use.
in this convenient, reasonably priced album.

Songs for Girls
Everything in Music
Publications

A method for introducing music to young
students through the medium of the piano, striv¬
ing to awaken the creative consciousness and so
to quicken progress and maintain interest. There
are several pages of notes upon the study mate¬
rial, these notes explaining the use of the studies
and what is the aim in using certain studies.

THEO. PRESSER CO.

Album of Trills

by Our Thousands of Patrons Everywhere.
Helpful Catalogs Supplied to Teachers.

STUDY PIECES FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES No. 1
Price, 75 Cents
The trill is an interesting and effective tech¬
nical accomplishment that is often required in
piano playing. No little attention is required to
develop properly ability to handle all the various
forms of the trill in piano playing, and trill study
through the use of interesting trill pieces will
gain the pupil’s interest far better than coldly
presented trill exercises. This album contains
eighteen pieces, each employing some form of
the trill—about six different forms of the trill
appearing throughout the book. Teachers will
find this an exceptional help ahd pupils in the
medium grade can be induced to accomplish much
in trill playing with the pieces in this album.

INTERESTING NEW PIANO ALBUMS
Young Folks’ Opera Gems
Price, 75 Cents
This is a comprehensive collection of fairly
easy arrangeme*ts of the favorite opera selec¬
tions from the great composers from Gluck to
Mascagni. The aim in each of these numbers
has been to present a playable piano solo of an
opera air, frills and variations having been
avoided. There are seventeen composers and
twenty-three operas represented in the twentyseven selections in this album. Most of the num¬
bers are in grades two and three.

i our Mail Order Service—Liberal Examination Priv$, Low Professional Prices, Convenient Charge

Any of These Catalogs Sent Upon Request
Descriptive Catalog of Piano Collections
*— -ascriptions and contents of piano solo and piano
four-hand albums, all grades,
riptiye Catalog of Mui
Describes some of the most —_—mu¬
sical history, biographies, etc.
riptive Catalog of Organ Methods, Studies
dog of Violin Methods, Studie
talog of Pianoforte Com

Music Public*
isk for Catalogs and Folders Upon A
Publications in Which You Are
Catalog Dept, is at Your Service
tk About the Liberal E

Price, $1.00
It is considered wise by many responsible for
the molding of the characters of growing girls,
as well as of young- ladies in their "teens,” to
avoid the romantic, emotional and love texts in
songs utilized for vocal instruction or entertain¬
ment purposes. This volume has been compiled
carefully and none of the foregoing type of texts
nor religious texts are used. The songs cover
all aspects of nature (birds, trees, flowers, etc.) ;
then some are humorous and there are some dia¬
lect numbers. All of these songs within the
proper range for young voices.

Vocal Studies for Low Voice
SELECTED, EDITED AND ARRANGED
By Geo. Whelpton
Price, 75 Cents
This is a book of material for systematic study
work, and it is an excellent contribution to
modern voice teaching in that it furnishes spe¬
cific material for those • voices, known as low
voices. Mr. Whelpton’s previous Vocal Studies
for Medium Voice, and Vocal Studies for
Soprano and Tenor, are widely known and they
present a sensible course of progressive exercises
for the cultivating of the voice.

What the Vocal Student Should
Know
By Nicholas Douty

crested—Our
thou t Cost
n Privileges c

A NEW SIX-HAND ALBUM

Price, $1.00

Mr. Douty is one of the outstanding voice
teachers of today, and is a musician of the first
rank. Years of successful work as a concert and
oratorio singer and as an artist teacher qualify
him to say with authority, “What the Vocal
Student Should Know.” There are some daily
studies given in this book in addition to the prac¬
tical advice and instruction and it is a book
everyone interested in the voice should read.

The Three Players

A NEW OPERETTA FOR WOMEN’S
VOICES

There has been a long-felt need for an album
of this character, but the publication of such an
album was not to be undertaken hurriedly, as it
was desired to make it something more than a
compilation of six-hand piano pieces.
The
variety of material and the well-balanced parts
throughout this collection show the care with
which the album was assembled. There are sev¬
eral original compositions by Sartorio, around a
half dozen arrangements of melodies by the old
masters and the balance of the eighteen numbers
are arrangements of excellent numbers by
favorite contemporary composers. The num¬
bers are about grades two and three in degrees
of difficulty.

OPERETTA FOR WOMEN’S VOICES IN TWO ACTS
LIBRETTO BY A. M. FOSTER
MUSIC BY FAY FOSTER
Vocal Score, including all dialog and music, Price, $1.00
The musical work of this operetta is melodious
and charming throughout and much can be said
of the interesting story utilized. Suffice to say
it wdl prove exceedingly attractive to anyone
able to stage a work of the character. While
especially adapted for evening performance with
darkened auditorium, it may be given in the day¬
time. It is also suitable for production out of
doors either in the afternoon or evening The
mam characters require 2 sopranos, 1 mezzosoprano, 1 contralto, 1 speaking part and 1
dancer with speaking part. The chorus of women
may be any number of young ladies.

The Castaways

Copyright
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SPANISH CADETS

be played in a bright,snappy manner. Grade 3
Tempo di Marcia M.M.
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PETITE VALSE
In semi-classic style, a very fine .study in part-playing; infringing out melodies and inner voices. Grade
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VALSE LENTE
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CARL WILHELM KEEN, Op. 400

A brilliant drawing-room piece,in the French style. Grade 4.

Tempo di Valse M.M. o•= 144

THE GHOST
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HUNGARIAN MELODY

Transcription by
R.O. SUTER

KELER BELA
A very effective transcription of a well-known theme.

-
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Memory has four powers, as follows:
Recognition.
Localization.
Reproduction.
Retention.
It is very important that the music stu¬
dent cultivate a logical memory, or the
power to reason correctly; to know things
by their relations. If you think of something—no matter what—you are sure to
find yourself thinking the moment after
of something connected with it. But the
majority of music students are apt to de¬
pend on a merely mechanical or muscular
memory, induced by constant repetition.
Mechanical memorizing is an irksome task
at best, whereas, to associate ideas logic¬
ally is delightful.
The first steps in logical memorizing
should be done away from the piano, or
whatever musical instrument is used.
Take your study or piece to some quiet
place and thoroughly analyze it. To ac¬
complish this, every music pupil should
have some knowledge of harmony and
sight singing. If a teacher cannot be pro¬
cured, then get Orem’s harmony for be¬
ginners. By diligent application any pupil
may get a very good understanding of the
principles.
How to Analyze
Number your measures 1, 2, 3 and so
on, to the end. Then study out the es¬
sentials of every measure: (1) melody,
(2) rhythm, (3) harmony.
1. First confine yourself to accurate
note reading; discover all the new keys,
whether major or minor; mark all the
diminished or augmented chords; note all
the modulations into diatonic, chromatic
or enharmonic progressions. Study out
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The Famous Nestle“Lanoil ’’Home
Outfit for Permanent Waving
Enters Royal Palaces of Europe

the fingering carefully, so that there will
be no broken phrases. If you wish to
have speed, strength, accuracy, finish and
position, then do not neglect fingering.
2. Get a clear idea of the rhythm by di¬
viding the musical sentences or phrases Dainty Apparatus Safely Transforms Lankiest Hair Into Beautiful
into regular metrical portions. Keep the
Permanent Waves and Curls. Price Only $15
essential rhythm in mind, and the recur¬
rence of accents at equal intervals of
time.
Note
the
principal
themes,
The Nestle Lanoil Home
cadences and general structure.
Outfit in use. The picture
3. Now go over the composition again,
below shows two friends
and strive to see the relation of the com¬
waving each other’s hair
plex group of facts. This will bring into
in their home.
use two of memory's powers—recogni¬
tion and localization.
4. Expression can be best attained at
whatever instrument is used.
Expression is not merely crescendo, de¬
crescendo, rallentando, accelerando, rubato or ritard. Any genuine musician will
tell you that expression is intuition, emo¬
tion and conscientiousness. Do not get in¬
to the habit of playing expression marks
as unfeelingly as you control the power
Water Makes LANOIL
in your motor car.
Waves Curlier
“My LANOiLWaves and
Every music student should have high
Curls Are a Source of
“Margaret’s bob was absolutely
ideals, so that he will make something stiff and straight before,”
Pure Joy,”
writes Mrs. Nellie Lewis, R.
fine and noble of his music.
writes ' Miss Wanda Nita Ken¬
F. D. No. 2, Astoria, Ore!
*
5. Pedaling should not be taken up until
nedy, Paden City, W. Va„ “nor
other difficulties are mastered. Slovenly
habits regarding the pedal will not be tol¬
erated by any good teacher, nor will any
>HILE in two years this won¬
Waved 3 Months
pupil ever progress far into the musical
derful invention of the emiBefore This
world who. totally disregards or misuses
New York hair genius,
Photo
the pedal.
[Mr. C. Nestle, has gone to over
200,000 AMERICAN homes,
When you have mastered all the diffi¬
and
waved
close
to
one
million
women
and
culties of your piece, which may take
weeks, or even months, then you will have girls here with sensational success, its
brought into use two more of memory’s popularity has been spreading to every
country in the world, and testimonials have
powers : retention and reproduction.
arrived from England, Italy, France,
Greece, and even from an Egyptian Prin¬
cess 4,000 miles away!
Our fully Illustrated
Opportunity
.plaaatory booklet
Two Sisters Use
By Gabriel Hines
Outfit with
Qreat Success
Home
Outfit
is
Sent
Anywhere
You are barred from nothing, there are
You have as much opportunity as the
on 30 Days’ Free Trial
other fellow. Make use of it! Hold on, no restrictions put upon you. Why, then,
The best of it is that it costs you nothing
else it might slip from you! What is the do you not make good ? Why not fill that
to try it 1 You may, of course, have our free
trouble? You say you have no luck? You vacant space on top? There is always
explanatory booklet first, containing dozens
have failed in all your attempts? How do room for the right man.
of additional photographs and letters from
Every publisher is looking for the right
you know? If you keep on trying you
our delighted customers. But this means
will surely get somewhere. Failure comes sort of music. Supply it.
delay—so why not send directly for the
Every music school is in want of a good
only from cessation of work. Besides hav¬
Outfit on 30 days’ free trial? Convince
yourself now by using it in your own home.
ing a mentality, you have hands, eyes, ears, teacher. Go to it.
The music world demands new and bet¬
We will send it to you with free trial mate¬
a tongue and a physical machine. Do you
rials.
Wave your hair, following the simple
ter
music
every
day.
Do
it
1
know the value of these? Use them.
There are plenty of opportunities knock¬ Lanoil Waves Withstand Per¬ directions. Then wait. Wash, brush, comb,
You can hear far greater music than
test it in any way you see fit. If your lovely,
ing at your door. You have no cause for
spiration, Shampoos, Etc.
Beethoven heard in his day.
soft curls and waves do not look and act
You can have a piano superior to the complaint. If you fail, try on, and on, and When glossy, healthy, natural permanent exactly like naturally curly hair through
on. If you do not try it is because you waves and curls can be yours so easily, why every test, if they do not become prettier
one on which Liszt played.
You can read the same music Paderewski are lazy; and lazy people have no one to do you continue struggling daily with your every day, no explanations are necessary.
blame but themselves.
reads.
straight, unruly hair? Even if you cannot Just return the Outfit, and every cent of its
Get out, hike, build, create, compose, do go to Nestle’s magnificent establishments cost of $15, deposited with us, or with your
You can hear the same operas, sym¬
in New York, where over 200 women of postman, will be refunded immediately.
something.
phonies and recitals as Richard Strauss.
Remember, one application will give you
Children want teachers, theaters need fashion are waved daily, even if you cannot
You can surely obtain a pen, and as
musicians, churches demand good singers, visit a professional Nestle Lanoil waver charming, naturally curly hair for all the
much ink and manuscript paper as Puccini
elsewhere, you can, in the privacy of your time. Send the coupon or a letter or a
the neighborhoods cry for more organ own home, make your lankiest, dullest hair postal immediately to have your Home
ever used.
grinders. Have your choice.
so naturally curly that water, shampoos, Outfit sent you on free trial at once.
You have the same free right to express
Value your time; always keep cheerful; fog, bathing, or perspiration will only make
Nestle Lanoil Co., Ltd., Dept. E
yourself as Debussy had.
do not depend upon others for help. Be it curlier and wavier.
ESTABLISHED 1905
You have the same number of working prepared to meet any and every occasion ;
12 and 14 East 49th Street, New York City
Safe and Pleasant
Just Off Fifth Avenue
then you will find there are more oppor¬
hours as Rachmaninoff.
Fill in, tear off and mail coupon today
. Their opportunities are your opportuni- tunities awaiting you than you had ever
Quickly, safely, comfortably, a single ap¬
plication of the Home Outfit will give you
dreamed of.
permanent, silky-bright, natural curls and
waves. No more nightly kids, curling
tongs, or fluids. The same outfit will do for
The Musical Harvest
mother, sisters, children, for friends and
neighbors, and little girls of four are
Countless ETUDE readers have written us of the benefits waved with it in perfect comfort.
0 bank draft as a deposit.
they have received from ideas secured through this publication.
□ Ipostman
prefer to deposit the $15 with my
when the Outfit arrives.
OR, check HERE.if only free booklet of
Countless teachers owe much of their success to THE
MOTHERS
further particulars is desired.
AND, ^here. „,.for special Baby Scalp TreatETUDE.
One teacher wrote us that she considered each subseeking counsel how to help their
babies grow naturally curly hair are
Name .
s=ription sent in from her pupils as seed planted in preparation
invited to write or send the coupon
Street .
f°r a harvest.
Why not prepare for a similar harvest among
for Mr. Nestle’s free booklet.
your pupils?
Subscriptions may be entered at any time.
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another for developing the imagination;
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and so forth. Lord pity us! There is far too
much of this kind of teaching done already.
HIS old world is pretty much of one
1 understand that the method of teaching
opinion on the proposition that things
which puts every pupil through the same
are going rather badly. On everything else
list of exercises in the same order, regard¬
we disagree, but on this we are practically
less of their condition and previous expe¬
unanimous. Dissatisfaction reigns. Chaos
rience is one thing the standardizes are
is in the saddle. If we believe the news¬
anxious to change. Then have a care when
papers we must conclude that the world is
Edited by Vocal Experts
vou talk about getting together. The onecommitted to a life of crime. Little is done
formula method merely undertakes to
that wins public approval. The public press
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to Make This Voice Department
make the pupil a copy of someone else
is training us to look for evil, ^efficiency
“A Vocalist’s Magazine Complete in Itself
and destroys his individuality, his most
and ignorance, and quite naturally we see
valuable possession. Anyone who does
what we are looking for.
this is not only grossly ignorant of the
When one comes forward with a new
idea he is set upon, harrassed, abused. ffismeaning of teaching, but also is getting
uncomfortably close to criminal practice.
credited until he is sorry the idea came to
Standardization is an unfortunate word.
him. The world has on numerous occasions
Standarizing Voice Teaching
demonstrated its complete ^capacity to
As I have heard the matter discussed at
various times and places, it always implies
recognize truth when it sees it.
By D. A. Clippinger
every musical genius and every real
getting together and doing things in the
same way. In a matter so completely
former, political and religious
so credulous, so optimistic, with such individual as voice training, nothing could
But notwithstanding all of this there
its scientific analysis made. Who shall sing
in the human mind a mighty urge to im¬ it? What is a perfect tone? Who shall extraordinary mental appointments, as o be more unfortunate than a one way
believe such a thing possible?
prove conditions. No one feels equal to
of doing it.
But is it at all likely that
decide?
,
...
Nature never produced two voices nor the thousands of voice teachers in the
the task alone; so combinations, educa¬
The selection of a standard tone quality
tional, political, artistic are formed.
Ge would involve that intangible but definite two vocal instruments alike. This is true, country, ranging from those who know
not
only
of
tone
qualities,
but
also
of
thy¬
together" is the cry and a general uplift
little or nothing about the voice to those
thing called taste, which among singers and
roid cartilages, vccal cords, vocal cavities. of great natural gifts and high attain¬
singing teachers is as various and varie¬
the aim.
The construction of the vocal instrument ments, will ever all treat a voice in the
gated as the face of nature. Each one has
Maximum Production
determines its ultimate possibilities, and same way? Each one teaches as well as
In this scheme of scholastic improvement his own standard and it would soon be good construction is as essential to voices
there is a somewhat concerted effort to in¬ learned that a standard tone is eternally and as to pianos. To standardize the human he knows how; and he will not teach better
until he knows better. If we use the
, .
duce all people to do the same thing m the unalterably individual.
larynx, the length and thickness of the slogan, “Raise the standard,” then we
Each one has his ideal tone, and it is
same way, to standardize teaching, to for
vocal cords, the shape and size of pharynx,
mulate educational procedure and all use not something he buys at the music store. mouth and head cavities, the things which have started something in which all can
It
is
a
tone
that
harmonizes
with
his
join with enthusiasm.
the same formula. In things mechanical
have so much to do with forming the
There are no two teachers whose mental
this can be done. Where quantity produc¬ taste, that' satisfies his mental demand; natural quality of the voice, is, to say the
processes are the same. There are no two
tion is the chief aim it is eminently proper. and this mental demand is the result not
least,
not
easy.
pupils whose mental processes are the
Maximum production with minimum cost only of the kind, quality and amount of
same. Therefore no two teachers, though
demands it. In the manufacture of auto¬ his vocal training, but also of his environ¬
The Instrument Itself
they may be equally proficient, will teach
mobiles, for example, a, standard, or model ment, his general education and culture,
Further, it is the construction of the
is established and thereafter every car is together with that of his ancestors for vocal instrument that determines whether alike; and no two students can ever
no one knows how many generations. The
be taught exactly alike.
Their mental
an exact reproduction of the model.
the
voice
shall
be
soprano,
alto,
tenor,
bari¬
It will be noted that so long as a particu¬ queer thing about musical taste is that it tone or bass, with the endless variety these processes, their way of approaching a
subject and their voices are different. Does
lar model is used there is no improvement in always seems right to its possessor, no classifications include.
any
teacher
proceed
in
the
same
way with
the product, and will not be until the model matter how unformed and imperfect it
But the plot thickens. It is now evident
may be, for the very good reason that he
is improved.
that we must have a standard tone quality his most gifted pupil and his slowest one.
In recent years standardization of voice knows nothing better.
for each of these five voices. This mul¬ Not if he knows even the rudiments of
teaching has troubled the waters not a little.
tiplies the difficulty by five, to say nothing his business.
Endless Standards
The wise teacher studies his pupil, learns
There is a feeling that voice teachers
Does anyone presume that all teachers of lyric and dramatic sopranos, lyric and whether his gifts are large or small,
should get together and agree on a system
dramatic tenors, and so on. In view of
and all use it. Here we leave, or should at of singing are equally good musicians, all this we are forced to the conclusion whether his mind acts quickly or slowly,
least, the field of mechanics and enter one equally developed, have equally good taste, that before a standard tone can be estab¬ discovers what his immediate needs are,
where individuality is constant and persis¬ equally good voices, sing equally well, lished it will be necessary to standardize and adjusts his teaching accordingly, m
tent It is a factor which cannot be elim¬ have equally fine sensibilities, have equally the human race, a proposition bristling working out the same problem with dif¬
inated or side-tracked, but must be reckoned fine gifts for imparting knowledge? And with difficulties. It is not at all likely that ferent pupils one cannot always use e
with continually. I am inclined to believe yet everyone has a standard which seems voice teachers of the country will ever same exercises or apply an exercise in
that this phase of the subject has not re¬ good to him and with which he is trying hold a meeting for the sole and distinct the same way.
to measure up, and which he will not
ceived sufficient concentrated thought.
What a deadly, terrifying business teach¬
purpose of standardizing the singing tone.
In standardizing voice teaching the first abandon without a struggle. He must be They are far too smart to do such a ing would be if we had to use the same
step is to establish a standard. The second convinced that there is something better thing; but if they should, it would be the exercises in the same way and try to
step is to induce all voice teachers to use before he will destroy his idol; and this most interesting meetings ever held, in more make them produce the same kind o
it. Evidently there are some who are labor¬ is no small task. Therefore, in selecting ways than one. Who would want to lis¬ tone. But such a thing will never happ**ing under a misapprehension of what this a standard for tone quality we should have ten to one kind of a voice for the rest No teacher worthy of the name will eve
to reckon with as many standards as there
mrans.
.
are teachers. It would be another example of his days? The thought of it is dead¬ reduce himself to a mere imitative autom
Frequently one goes on record in favor
of an irresistible force coming in contact ening !
of standardizing tone quality. Another one
I am convinced that those who are
I am in complete agreement with all
with an immovable body, and the result an
is in favor of standardizing tone produc¬
clamoring for a standard tone are con¬ those who believe that the standard oi
tion. Therefore the question: shall we eternal deadlock.
Everyone knows what he likes; no one fused and do not really mean what they voice teaching should be raised; bu
standardize tone quality and let each one
say. Nothing could be less desirable.
am also in complete disagreement wit
get it the best way he can, or shall we stand¬ is in doubt. It is this state of mind that
those who would try to make all teac er
ardize a method of production and each one has produced over one hundred millions
Standardizing Production
teach in the same way. This would n
follow it regardless of results? Or, shall of music critics in America. It is this
But the difficulty of selecting a stand¬ raise the standard. On the contrarythat
would
stand
in
the
way
of
a
stand¬
we standardize both tone quality and pro¬
ard
tone
is
nothing
compared
with
stand¬
duction? I apprehend certain staggering ard tone, which, if it could be established, ardizing a method of producing it. If we would lower it immeasurably. Raisin,
the standard is an individual matter, an
would be the most disastrous, calamitous
difficulties in each of these propositions.
thing that has occurred in the history of could agree on a certain list of exercises, every honest teacher strives daily to rai _
the world. A volume could be written a thing which by no possible stretch of the standard of his work; but to belie ,
The Tone
the imagination ever could be done, would that the dullest and the most gifted w“
upon
it.
Those who favor standardizing tone
If two hundred voice teachers weFe to¬ we not be getting dangerously near to ever have much in common in th®r'te*La
quality should give the matter serious
the one-formula method? Fancy every
thought before insisting too strongly upon gether there would be two hundred musi¬ teacher having an official list with such ing reveals a state of mind that is doo
to disappointment.
it. Consider this for a moment. _ If we cal mentalities in different stages of de¬ directions as:
undertake to standardize tone quality this velopment. There would be two hundred
For vowels uSe No. 1.
Real Standardization Impossible
will not be accomplished until we make up ideal tones, two hundred standards, and
For resonance use No. 2.
the
probabilities
of
an
agreement
would
That which makes it impossible ever
a certain _tone complex, agree upon it and
For power use JIo. 3.
to achieve anything approaching
get its mathematical formula. It would be just one in two hundred.
But suppose, by way of argument, that
standardization is that every year furtus.
consist of a fundamental with such and such
a crop of young teachers who enter ^
overtones combined in such and such de¬ some one of the number produced a tone Please remember that no system w
ranks with those who have been a
grees of prominence to give it just the kind, which all agreed should be the standard. does not permit the teacher to put
tone
somewhere,
preferably
some
par
What
would
be
the
next
step?
A
tone
twenty-five years. They cannot P°ssl '
quality, and amount of resonance which we
the head, could ever receive a majorit;
cannot
be
put
on
paper;
therefore,
in
have the same grasp of the subiect.
agree it should have.
votes.
those of large experience. It is P53rC
But first of all some one must sing this order to be able to teach it, each one
logically impossible. Each one sees to
tone. It cannot be produced by any me¬ must learn to produce that particular tone
limit of his experience and no far
chanical instrument. The standard tone quality so accurately that it could be lar exercise for developing emotional t
There are many things the young tea
must first be sung and agreed upon, then told from the original. Is there anyone another for forming the head v<
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The Singer’s Etude
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thinks he understands which ten years later
be will see that he did not understand
at allBut who is it that needs to raise his
standard? There are some who are teach¬
ing about as well as is humanly possible
and who may be safely trusted to look
after their own standards. Therefore we
need not think much about those at the
head of the column, but about those lower
down; and here we come to the matter
which, above all others, needs most atten¬
tion : the preparation necessary to make
one a safe and reliable teacher of singing.
The teacher giving his first voice les¬
son is called upon to form and express
musical judgments. There are at least a
dozen things upon which he must sit in
judgment when he hears the first tone.
Is it too loud, too soft, too thick, too
thin, too bright, too somber, is it resonant,
is it breathy, is it true to pitch, is it flat
or sharp, is it free, is it throaty, is the
mechanism right, is it steady, has it the
right breath support? to ask but a few of
the more obvious questions. These and
many other things must pass in hasty re¬
view and be judged at once. The nature
of these decisions begins at once to deter¬
mine the teacher’s value. They demand
a thoroughly trained ear, a refined sense
of tone quality and musicianship. Most
of the vocal wreckage strewn along the
way is due to the lack of a discriminating
ear on the part of the teacher. Judging
from what one hears, it would seem that
the most difficult thing for many to learn
is when a tone is free. When singers,
year after year, continue to sing a thick,
unsteady, throaty tone, without offending
their ear or that of their teacher, we must
conclude that there is a serious defect in
their tone concept. If it could be brought
about that before beginning to teach every¬
one should have an ear keenly sensitive
to interference in tone production and how
to rid the voice of it, that one achieve¬
ment would raise the standard of voice
teaching at least one hundred per cent.
All teachers of experience know that when
the voice is free from all interference
there is no further difficulty in forming it.
The nature of the vocal instrument is
such that it will produce a wide' variety
of tone qualities, from the best to the
worst. Voices present themselves to the

teacher with all manner and degree of
bad habits of tone production. He is con¬
fronted with the problem of making them
all produce pure, sympathetic, musical
tones, and he cannot go beyond his own
ideal, which is the product of his expe¬
rience. The teacher who has a refined
sense of tone quality, and can teach his
pupil to produce his tone with perfect
freedom, puts him on a safe highway. Such
an ear is the most valuable asset any voice
teacher can possess; for all else that he
may know is of little value without it.
Singing teachers should impress upon
those of their pupils who expect to enter
the profession of teaching, the wisdom of
thorough preparation, not only in knowl¬
edge of the voice, but also in musicianship.
Those who begin teaching before they
are prepared pass their imperfections along
to others, and thus begins an endless chain.
I believe with the American Academy
of Teachers of Singing that as a prepara¬
tion for voice teaching one should have at
least five years of study with competent
teachers, and add to this sound musicianship, a working knowledge of theory and
a correct use of the English language, and
I would add, as much knowledge as pos¬
sible of piano playing.
Raising the standard is an individual
problem. Like working out one’s own
salvation it cannot be done suddenly; but
there can be no doubt that the chief con¬
cern in standardization is to have the
standard as high as possible in the begin¬
ning.
There are over thirty railroads enter¬
ing Chicago from all directions, but they
all reach the heart of the city. In this
matter of standardization it is neither pos¬
sible, desirable, nor necessary for all to
work in precisely the same way; but there
are certain principles underlying the cor¬
rect use of the voice which all may and
should understand. Such qualties as free¬
dom, sympathy, power, automatic respon¬
siveness, if understood and mastered, will
lead the pupil to the pure singing tone even
though not always approached in the same
way. The more clearly these principles
are understood and the more sensitive the
ears of teachers become to what is pure
and beautiful in tone quality and expres¬
sion, the higher will be the standard. This
is the only standardization desirable or
possible.

Suggestion in Voice Training
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Premier Aristocrat Model
PRICE $725
The 5 foot, 3 inch small grand which has made a powerful appeal to
teachers, students, conservatories and public institutions, because of its
Inherent grand piano value at a most attractive price.
In tone, action and finish, a typical quality small grand.

The Premier Baby Grand
Should have your immediate consideration.
See and hear it at your Dealer’s—if you cannot secure—let us know.
The “Magic of Music”—our attractive brochure, has been widely com¬
mended. Send for it, also Premier paper pattern.

Premier Grand Piano Corporation

America's Foremost Makers of Baby Grands Exclusively
510-544 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK
Manually Played Small Grands, Period Models, Electric Expression Player
and Reproducing Grands (Welte-Mignon Licensee)

A Shower of Applause for

“Sleepy
Hollow Tune”

I

By J. Louis Orton
Voice culture is not merely the outcome
of common sense, though many believe it
to be so; it is the result of experiment and
experience, spreading over many centuries.
Much of the early experimentation doubt¬
less had disastrous consequences; and
though by degrees a high level of mechani¬
cal and artistic excellence was attained,
when the old Italian school was at its
zenith Jean Jacques Rousseau could justly
state in his “Dictionnaire de Musique”:
“On a fait un art du chant; mais il reste
bien de decouvertes a faire sur la maniere
la plus facile, la plus courte, la plus sfir
d’acquerir cet art.”
Since the time of Rousseau there has
been some retrogression in vocal culture
owing to the incursion into the voice-cub
turists’ domain of persons ill-equipped to
form correct judgment on the various ques¬
tions at issue. But there has also been
some progress. A wider knowledge of
vocal physiology has considerably short¬
ened the time indispensable to the mastery
of certain portions of the singer’s art.
It is all very well, however, to know what
me physiological conditions of ideal voice
®ce, and a widely different one to insure
those conditions being complied with by
Pupils.

In other words, sufficient attention is
rarely given in voice culture to the psychic
element. An excellent illustration of this
■fact is afforded by the experience of the
celebrated American soprano, Miss Mary
Garden. Taking the chair at a meeting
in the United States of America tour of
M. Emile Coue, she admitted that one
month’s utilization of methodical sugges¬
tion had improved the quality and increased
the compass of her voice to a remarkable
extent. That clearly shows that a singer
may attain ..to great fame and yet be using
far from all of his or her potential ability.
Though methodical suggestion does not
supply technical knowledge, it can assist
one to make the best use of what one
does know. It can insure in most cases
the acquisition of the right mental condi¬
tion and attitude. It can supply qualities
needful. for success, for example, “con¬
centration, “self-confidence” and “perse¬
verance.”
Such an application of psychics is no
new thing. James Braid, the medical man
who coined the word “hypnotism” (which,
by the way, he afterwards attempted to
suppress as misleading), about eighty
years ago, employed psychics in connec¬
tion with voice, and since his day Dr.
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Song by

Richard Kountz
This very recent song publication brought
a veritable “shower” of mail to Radio Station
KDKA—Here is a specimen:—
er hearing ‘Sleepy Hollow Tune* play<
mpelled to write you so that you might convey
its both to the orchestra and Mr Myers. It
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EVER SEE A BABY

Freckles
“I fust love to play your piano, Jane”

WEAVER
cule will take us piatc m

PIANOS
a Beautiful Dances,Fully Described,
with Music for Each

BOOKS ON THE VOICE

and nerves of the
who sings “off key ”

Because it is one

sing “off key,

but many wno are merely

By D. A. CLIPPINGER
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P°To Mp pupils to remedy this fault I
" eorr^ l«»ff
have used a method both simple and effec- phrases with more difficult intervals some
live. We devote the first part of the lesson of them m the minor keys, are taken Someperiod to ear training while I play a very times phrases we
rta* “°rd

THEO. PRESSER, 1710-12-14 Chestnut St.,

The Story of “Romeo et Juliette”

SUMMY’S CORNER
IT is with much satisfactior that we a
by STANLEY T. REIFF.
1 FESTIVAL SUITE for
i are published separately bt
it is

eo and Juliet meet In the Friar’s
it Anally agrees, hoping thus to
e taken and Juliet returns home
Scene II—A street in Verona. Romeo’s page, Stephano, enters
while he sings to attract the attention of Romeo, Gregorio enters, ai
awakened, scolds the disturbing youth, and, recognizing him Js.a ®0I“rr” -j- ruhnlt
the night before draws him into a fight which is interrupted by Mercutio and lyoau
Romeo enters, attempts to make peace, is insulted, and kills Tybalt.
The'
aridlv vows
happens to be passing, hears of the affair and banishes Romeo who, however inwardly vows
w see Juliet again.
r Act IV—Juliet’s Room. At the risk to his life Romeo ^ found his way to> hisibridejs
dying wlLh«^r8LeKC‘ “a^^reftwUhThe^pHest.she1 S'Jl^h "S
tether die than to lose iomeo
Friar Laurence counsels patience, as he has a Plan for
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PRELUDE in G Minor..
ROMANZA in Eb major
SCHERZO in C minor an
TOCCATA in G major. 1.2
(,Subject to the usual discount)
t. The ROMANZA.
The PRELUDE is bold, vigorou,
nelody u> ng and delightfully
simpie by contrast, is a charm
-1, decidedly
treated. The SCHERZO is a
pleasing. The TOCCATA has
The Suite will be found most desirable as a program number and not
so difficult as to take it out of the sphere of excellent teaching material.
The ROMANZA is particularly available for pupils of the earlier grades.
Suites for organ lately published that have met with marked success:—
RURAL SKETCHES by Gordon Batch Netin.$1.50
FIRESIDE FANCIES by Joseph W. Clokey. 2.00

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers

anu apparently dies in Capulct’s arms.
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IT is hoped that the following will be re-

H”
ceived in their intended spirit by the .
many organists who are content to work
always in one sphere of action—in one
groove, so to speak—making little, if any,
effort to improve the musical capacities
that have been theirs from their youth. At
the same time, it is to those who are en¬
deavoring, heart and soul, to make for¬
ward progress that these suggestions and
reminders apply, though with a lesser de¬
gree of force; for even the best are liable
to err and all of us need continual stimula¬
tion in our work, particularly the organist jjwhose labors arc consecrated to the wor¬
ship of God.
The Organist with “Soul”

The Organist’s Etude
an Department

It Is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make thisOrg
“An Organist’s Magazine Complete in Itselt

strument. The effect of this combination is
too often screamy.
Don’t be untidy; keep your organ loft
and your music desk free from htter. A
neatly arranged console generally betokens
a neat organist, both in playing and in
method.

First Lessons in Organ
Pedaling

Edited by Well-Known Specialists

The chromatic scale, with toe and heelwork, can be attempted subsequently in
much the same fashion. But, from the very
first, the student should try to do all
without looking at the pedal keyboard.
Sometimes the “coupling” of this to a
manual shows what pedal key is depressed;
but the most expert players prefer to do
without such aids. Only when considerable
facility is gained in solo pedalling should
combined playing with the manuals be at¬
tempted.

By Dr. Annie W. Patterson, B. A.

Choir Loft “Don’ts”

The main difficulty in organ playing
is undoubtedly the correct management of
the pedals. Many teachers postpone the
study of these until several lessons in
manual control have been given; but this
as a rule, is a mistake. The sooner this
bridge is crossed, or at least approached,
the better. So, during the course of the
second organ lesson, at all events, the in¬
structor should draw the attention of the
student to a keyboard which lies beneath
his feet, the notes upon which lie will
be required to pick out and cause to sound
as a blind man would approach the keys
of the piano. In this case, however, not
lingers, but heels and toes are requisitioned,
and the problem to be faced mainly con¬
cerns the neat and accurate “placing” of
these so that bass-passages, and. in some
instances, regular melody phrases, may be
announced on the pedal clavier.

America wWt rOfe “pDr°e;entftivWeeVwhei
cepted In the spirit in which they were
People in general do not appear to
toil. The successward man will
realize how influential a factor music is in
ttW.Wgg into “do’s.”—Editor's Note.j
regard to Christianity and that the part of “Verboten.” We would rather encourage the
the organist in divine service is of the ut¬
to display the fancy stops. The latter are
most importance, influencing as it does the morning by pulling out swell to great
for the better rendering of the music, so
whole atmosphere of the church. In order and closing the swell box. Many organists pieces written merely for the vulgar dis¬
to exercise a beneficial influence, it is do; and not only this but “swell to great play are not worth the paper they are
evident that every phase of the organist s is left out throughout the service. Also, if
printed on.
duty must be in keeping with its sacred the stops on the swell are occasionally
Don’t Overdo Solos
surroundings; and in order to effect this, played upon alone, with the box left open,
the organist must be a born musician—he it is suprising how different they sound.
Don’t overdo soloing, part inversions
Don’t cultivate an ostentatious style; let and free accompaniments. Unless you
must produce music.
One man may
possess a highly developed technical your demeanor, and incidentally your treat¬ possess the best of judgment, the latter
ability, but this does not necessarily imply ment of the organ, be quiet.
should not be attempted. In the hands of
Don’t habitually use “swell to oboe m many players all these are vulgar in the
that he is a true musician. Far from it.
A man of meagre technic and of “soul” is the playing of the Psalms. It is one of the
extreme.
the greater church organist. So it is better combinations which palls most and should
Don’t make so much use of the manual
that the organist confine his studies to the therefore be used least. Find out^ by ex- to pedal couplers if your pedal organ con¬
Sitting Right
acquirement of the art of devotional play¬ periment as many good combinations on tains 8ft work. If it is adequately provided
Possibly the earliest step in the ac¬
ing and accompaniment rather than to the your organ as you can; the bottom octaves for, use the couplers even less. Organists
of all the 4ft. stops are often of great seem liable to forget that the pedal organ quirement of “playing with the feet” is
acquirement of a brilliant technic.
It is a sad fact that so few study this utility. It is surprising how much variety is, or should be, a complete tonal depart¬ to get the pupil to sit absolutely m the
side of the organ, and this is the more to can be obtained from the smallest organ by ment in itself and quite distinct from the center of the organ-stool and then bid him,
be regretted because it is so much more the exercise of a little ingenuity.
with the point of his left toe, try and “fish
manuals.
interesting and helpful in the religious
Don’t distract the attention of the ^con¬ for” the lowest pedal note (low C) of the
Prepare Voluntaries
sense to them and indirectly to those who
compass. This is usually found by stretch¬
Don’t hurry into church at the last gregation by “word painting;” neither flies ing the left leg as far as it can comfort¬
have the pleasure of listening to the results.
in
all
their
quarters”
nor
“caterpillars
in¬
In some cases, however, of those who pay moment and start extemporizing a volun¬ numerable” can be illustrated by chromatic ably go; and, in order to check by ear the
little attention to this question, opportunity tary in a meandering and a formless fash¬ scales on the piccolo or anything else. finding of the correct sound, a triad or
and means for its study are lacking; in ion. Let all your voluntaries, extemporized Neither are attempts at thunder and light¬ common chord of C major may lie held
others, initiative; and again in others, even or otherwise, be carefully prepared; no
ning effects at all in keeping with the wor¬ down on the “Great” or “Swell" keyboard,
energy. To all these an appeal is made to matter how easy a piece may seem, it can
ship of God. Rather go to the other ex¬ with soft diapason (4-foot) registration.
attempt to remedy these drawbacks as far sound the reverse of good if inartistically treme and do very little descriptive work. The note having been located, feeling
as they possibly can, keeping in mind the interpreted. Play what is good only and let Let what little you can do be artistic, musi¬ with the toe for the two raised levers that
while that they are servants of God and of it be solid and dignified in character. Avoid
represent respectively C sharp and D sharp,
cal and barely suggestive.
His church; and that as such it is their “sugary” and sentimental pieces which, so
Don’t be content to hear the effect of the left heel—or, if found more convene
duty to try to make themselves as perfect far from being suitable for the church, are your organ from the console; get a friend snt, the side of the left sole—may now try
as possible in everything they have to do only suited to the theater. If you do to play for you occasionally while you for D. At this point the soft chord on
and be—in demeanor and outward being as extemporize, try to do so in form, making
the manuals may be relinquished—it was
your extemporization interesting and devo¬ yourself listen from the other end of the
well as in inner life.
only to help the ear in making a start.
tional ; but especially take care to begin and church.
Don’t make frequent use of the celeste, The hands—in this initial exercise at all
The Congregation Wants to Worship
end in the same key. Remember that
vox humana or (especially) the tremulant events—may now lightly rest for support
extempore
playing
is
an
art
in
itself
and
Don’t imagine that a congregation is
and other such stops. Fancy stops, if used on the keyboard ledge. This ir> essential
present at a service to listen to the organ. therefore requires study.
for some players, who often complain that
Don’t try to imitate the orchestra on the seldom, can be very effective indeed. If
It is there to worship; and it is your duty
used often they can be quite the reverse, they feel like tumbling off the stool if they
as organist not only to join with but also to organ. It is impossible to do so and always palling terribly on the ear.
have not some sort of support until the art
aid them. The organist often hinders this will be. Sir Walter Parratt, in his lecture
Don’t introduce appoggiatura, arpeggi of balancing is attained. The left heel
on “Transcriptions” before the R. C. O. at
with his undevotional playing.
and other more or less questionable orna¬ (or side of shoe) being on D. an attempt
Don’t forget that what talent you possess Cardiff, has well said: “Mimicry in art is ments into your accompaniments.
should now be made to find the next sound
is the gift of Almighty God. Use it to always degrading!”
in the scale of C, namely E. The toe wd
Don’t use the pedals as frequently as you
His glory and give of your best.
Care with Stops
indicate the raised key between, so that
Don’t allow your playing to be noisy. do. A constant 16ft. tone is most irritat¬
Don’t forget to let your stops be heard without undue twisting, the left heel or
Speaking generally, let your accompani¬ ing. The 8ft. stops on the pedal are far too sometimes by themselves. For instance, sole may now quietly and neatly be shift.c
ments be soft and unobtrusive. Sudden much neglected. In future, therefore, do many organists use with their diapasons to this interval (E). .The semitone from
outbursts of tone should be avoided; not let these pass unheard. Sometimes they such stops as the gamba, 8ft. and 4ft. flutes,
E to F will be found by a forward slidmS
though they can be made extremely effect¬ make charming new solo stops.
Don’t forget that a noisy organ accom¬ but they little know how much better they of the foot. The performer is advised
ive if introduced in the right place and in
mainly to press with the flat side of the
paniment covers a multitude of sins on the would sound if used entirely alone.
the right way.
Don’t
make
ill-judged
use
of
octave
toe, and caution is to be observed, from thDon’t let the choir accompany you. part of the choir and the choirmaster, who couplers. It is chiefly in the softer com¬
very beginning, to play “cleanly<■ eMany organists do, so be one of the few is possibly yourself. Train your choir to
lx: independent of the organ and thus show binations that they are useful. For the no account to let two pedal notes sound athat don’t.
purest effects, single stops sound the best the same time.
that
their
training
is
cared
for.
Don’t forget that, if you are choir¬
with them.
Don’t
keep
your
right
foot
firmly
fixed
master as well as organist, it is your duty
“Fishing”
Don’t be too fond of 16 ft. tone on the
to set a good example to your choir. The on the swell pedal. Remember the late Sir
manuals. Let it be used discreetly and
As the left foot moves upwards, jhe
example set by many organists is the re¬ John Stainer’s remarks on this subject in
never in the “giving out” of fugue subjects, striking of notes (as the balancing) l,e"
his organ primer.
verse of good.
comes easier. “Fishing” with the toe to
Don’t play voluntaries that are beyond treble leads and so on.
Don’t expect good tone from your boys
Don’t use the swell pedal without cause the raised notes (corresponding to 41
with an accompaniment of swell reeds; your power; but, if you possess a good
and always close the box before adding black notes on the piano representing
boys imitate to a certain extent the predom¬ technic, don’t fail to put it to good pur¬
louder
stops.
sharp, G sharp and A sharp), the 1®arne
inating tone quality of the organ. Let this pose. People will appreciate the music of
Don’t play continually on the bottom will gradually “feel out" G A and B |ia
be flute and diapason, especially the flute. Bach, Mendelssohn, Rheinberger and the
octave of the pedal-board; the effect of so ural. When C (second space, bass ce_
Reeds are far too much in evidence among rest if properly rendered. If your playing
doing is very wearisome.
is reached, the teacher may try to n.culca
of
the
classics
is
worth
listening
to,
people
the generality of organists and they pall on
Don’t use “great to principal” without even at this early stage, the art of ‘al .
the ear most aggravatingly. Remember will stay and listen.
Don’t play pieces which possess no plenty of tone on the swell, unless your nate" pedalling. This means the division
this.
organ is a beautifullly scaled and voiced in- the labor of pedalling between the two e
Don't start the service next Sunday artistic value but which are merely written

h
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Thus, if C (beneath Middle C) be taken
with the left foot, the right foot may try
for D. Or else, as may be found easier;
left foot on C may be followed by right foot
on the third above (E) ; then might come
the following series: D (left foot) F (right
foot); E (left foot); G (right foot);
F (left); A (right) ; G (left) ; B (right;
sliding, perhaps, by same foot, to Middle
C). Intervals of sixth and octave can be
practiced in a similar (alternate) way—
always the best for clear organ pedalling.

The Postlude
By E. M. Herron
How poetic are the words:
“Hearing God’s message while the organ
rolls
Its mighty music to our very souls."
How deplorable that the church organist
should take them literally!
Nothing could be more disconcerting to
the dispersing congregation, nothing (ex¬
cept a church fight) more greatly handicap
the pastor, than the ear-splitting burst of
chords (and discords) that smites the amen
of the benediction!
The minister, having made strenuous use
of voice and energies during the last twen¬
ty minutes, hastens to greet his flock,
strains to catch their questions and answers,
but all about him is that nerve-racking din.
The people, having waited in hushed

attention to the message from the pulpit,
arise soothed, at peace; or they are inspired
to enter quietly upon some work for the
Master. They turn welcoming faces upon
their friends, to find the next minute every¬
body from pastor to the tiny tot caressed
by the ruling elder shrieking and gestic¬
ulating. Pandemonium reigns for several
minutes then something snaps into place;
all is serene again and no one thinks to
attribute the feeling of relief to cessation
of the organist’s activities.
Inspiring is the sweet far-away music of
the offertory; why should not our emo¬
tions be uplifted at the close of service
with low, haunting strains to be carried
hence?

Organ Practice in Cold Churches
By Fred. J. Tighe
A recent article discussed the subject
of the organist’s practice during the win¬
ter season when the church is cold.
In the Episcopal Cathedral, of St. Louis,
the organist has, or had some time ago; a
canvas tent tacked in sections on wooden
frames. This was erected on Monday
morning over the console and taken down
at the week end. The enclosure was heated
with a gas stove.
I have utilized the same idea myself for
the past three years, using two electric
reflectors, one on each side of the pedals.
The reflected heat warms the cold draft

that usually comes up out of the pedal
board. I have used a coal oil stove—
either heat is quite efficient, but the oil
stove makes the enclosure stuffy, and in
any case is against the fire insurance regu¬
lations.
I mentioned the idea to Dr. Herbert
Sanders, of the Dominion Methodist
Church, Ottawa, Canada, who went one
better and had a collapsible beaver board
house constructed.
As far as the cold church problem is con¬
cerned, I find it is absolutely solved by
the above arrangement.
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The Choir Master
Each Month Under This Heading We Shall Give a List of Anthems,
Solos and Voluntaries Appropriate for Morning and Evening
Services Throughout the Year.
Opposite "a" are anthems of moderate difficulty, opposite "b” those of a simple type.
Any of the works named ^may be had^for examination. Our retail prices, are always reasonSUNDAY MORNING, October 5th SUNDAY MORNING, October 19th
ORGAN
ORGAN
Altar Flowers.Lacey
Morning Prelude .
Read
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
a. Roseate Hues of Early Dawn
a. Come Unto , Me.Galbraith
Horner
b. Holy Ghost, with Light
b. I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes
Divine .Stults
Berridge
OFFERTORY
OFFERTORY
Hour of Prayer.Jones
Is It for Me?.Stults
ORGAN
ORGAN
Finale from Second Suite
Marche Pontificate .Becker
J. H. Rogers
SUNDAY EVENING, October 5th
SUNDAY EVENING, October 19th
ORGAN
ORGAN
Romance .Diggle
Sabbath Evening' Chimes.Stewart
ANTHEM
ANTHEM
a. Hear O Lord.Watson
a. They that Trust in the Lord
b. In Thee, O God, Do I Take
Roberts
Refuge .Baines
b. Lead Up, Heavenly Father.Horner
OFFERTORY
OFFERTORY
Light at Eveningtime.Ashford
Shadows of the Evening Hour
ORGAN
Sortie ..Colborn
(Duet, Con. and Bar.)..Rathbun
ORGAN
SUNDAY MORNING, October 12th
Grand Chceur Dialogue.Diggle
ORGAN
tEMr ° Strmg.Bach-Nei’in gUNDAy MORNING, October 26th
ANTHEM
ORGAN
a. God Shall Wipe Away all
Song Without Words... Tschaikowsky
Tears .Field
ANTHEM
b. Blessed Be the Lord God of
a. Rock of Ages.Arr. Camp.
Israel .Rockwell
b. What Shall I Render.Lerman
OFFERTORY
OFFERTORY
The World’s Redeemer ... .Bohannon
Believe in Me (Duet S. and A.)
ORGAN
Petrie
Petite Marche .Dubois-Rogers
ORGAN
Alleluia .Rockwell
SUNDAY EVENING, October 12th
ORGAN
Prelude Francaise .Erb SUNDAY EVENING, October 26th
ANTHEM
ORGAN
a. Lord is My Shepherd. .MacFarren
Angelus .Rockwell
b. I Heard the Voice of Jesus
ANTHEM
Say ..Minshall
a. Abide with Me.Barnby
OFFERTORY
b. Lead Us, O Father.Bird
Abide with Me (Duet S. and
OFFERTORY
A.)
Schnecker
Sun of My Soul.Sheldon
ORGAN
ORGAN
Processional March .Parker
Bouree in D.Sabin

[AUSTIN ORGANS]
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_jo,Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles,
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FOUR FREE
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Otrilmant Organ School
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Fall Term, October 7th
A Performer’s Partiality
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Hartford, Conn.

ADDED FACILITIES
WRITE FOR CATALOG
17 East 11th Street New York City

By Will Cowan
Dr. Crotch, the eminent English or¬
ganist and composer, who linked the eigh¬
teenth and nineteenth centuries in the an¬
nals of British music and was the first
Principal of the Royal Academy of Music,
said, “Mere performers are seldom better
judges of the music they execute than
actors are of dramatic writings; and, like
them, generally form their judgment from
the reception their own part meets from
the public.”
In this there is an intimation to either
the student or teacher who would be wise.
Personal friends enjoy and laud what we

do because they unconsciously interpret
our offerings in the warm light of their
emotions toward us. Their endorsement
and encouragement often cheer us and in¬
spire the courage that keeps our eye on the
great goal of high achievement. But along
with these we should seek the advice and
criticism of disinterested professionals and
critics, use them as our real criterion.in
measuring our accomplishments, and strive
to eliminate the weaknesses they may sug¬
gest. It is thus that we will equip our¬
selves for the impersonal attitude with
which the public will judge our work.

Very Early English Church Music
Tudor Church Music, Volume I. Cloth Historical data relating to Taverner’s life are
'mnd ; 268 pages. Published by the Oxford vprv complete, and are followed by two hun¬
university Press, American Branch, at Twelve dred and twenty-five pages of his masses for
the Church service. The complete work is
Dollars per volume.
This first volume of a monumental work is dedicated to His Majesty Kuig George V.
tile life and works of John Taver- The Trustees of the Carnegie United Kingdcm
torieli4^^;54?,^ Thp paKPS Kivll'R the "His- Trust have placed the musical world under
withr V '-Ty Prepare the way by beginning obligations for the great work they have ac¬
first i?"" Dunstable (about 1390-1453), “the complished. The student of Musical History,
m,,L Kr,',|'t name in the history of polyphonic ns well ns the musical bibliophile,
Nntati ..4 chapter on “Sixteenth Century come this unusual set of books to
in n,
18 Invaluable to the one interest’d
l“e Manuscripts of the earlier composers. lections.

IS EASY TO PUT ON "" ■****= 1
WITH THESE TWO BOOKLETS
9 OVER2000 NUMBERS LISTED
W 2 AND 3 PART SCHOOL SONGS
K|,t'.lal “OKUORLO Jl -MOl
THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY
Organ Power Department
CONNECTICUT
HARTFORD
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The Ready Interlude

BOOKS for MUSIC LOVERS
A

comfortable occupation

in warm

August

moments is the reading of a book in some cooling
and protecting shade.

Music lovers using such

moments for adding to their fund of

musical

knowledge profit thereby.

Old Fogy, His Musical
Secrets of the Success of
Opinions and Grotesques
Great Musicians
By Eugenio Pirani
Pri“> *2'°°
A series of biographical studies of
he great masters written by a well-

t James Huneker

Price, $1.25

A collection of exceptionally original
critical observations Jrom the^pen of

By William Reed
The importance of being prepared for
the playing of regular and emergent inter¬
ludes that may occur in a church service
cannot be too soon realized.
The resources available for these pur¬
poses may be thus summarized: Reference
to the material for interludes as indicated
in publishers’ catalogs; the use of ex¬
cerpts from such organ compositions as
are not commonly known; the choice of
fragments, complete in themselves, from
standard organ music of to-day; -the making of adaptations from organ-like writing
in general; and, lastly, improvisation. _
In all these cases similar considerations
are to be observed, viz.: some variety

well-advised cultivation. Even those gifted
with facility in this direction soon realize
the necessity for proceeding by knowledge
and method. Unless this is done, frequent
attempts at ready improvisation are apt to
become a temptation to indolence in a
player, as well as a weariness to the
listeners.
.
.
.
In liturgical services it sometimes hap¬
pens that several sentences are read, a
short interlude being played between each.
Here an eight to twelve measures period
is desirable, the continuous chain above
mentioned being easily kept in view. Song¬
like periods work in admirably and are
readily found, the effect being here sug-

Music and Morals
By H. R. Haweis

__rrusrisa

HAWTHORNE
MOULTON
NEW YORK -3SH-SS-

SSpasss

Standard History of Music Piano Playing with Piano
By James Francis Cooke
Pri
Questions Answered
By Josef Hofmann

Price, $2.00

ThliS hbt°cWWS c^^understand^every
word—so3 absorbing that adults are

§8H

out and judiciously apply whatever promises to be of organ-like service for inter-

mt_

ggfill
ideal book for spare-time reading.

Descriptive Analyses of
Piano Works

areas; Sjj»

THEO. PRESSER CO.

^

jenKth needed can often
constructed, their definite form

^ dg^pd

ul ^ iniprovise^

itk in ^.^Tas ^distinct usefulness

^ ahSed^Uom ThTorigmal."’' This We

and possesses certain definite advantages.
There is, however, no royal road to its

just previously sung is used, and provided
circumstances permit of its being extended

Anthems for a Quartet Choir
By E.'F. Marks

FigilS
ByR.
The lives of great composers ;

ALBERT "SSSBEECHW00DSk?Ss,S
COMBS iste.
PUNNING SLSgigg

FABRIZI SS-Bagg
GUICHARD

Price>5

Life Stories of Great

Professional
Directory

mwmssspmt

J.tri.SS.fs

to a chorus would be utterly unsuited to music exists alone in its purity (especially
a quartet. For instance, the Hallelujah when the quartet sings without accompamChorus, from the “Messiah,” sung by a ment) ; and therein lies its great « '

Stories of Standard
Teaching Pieces

SB*
™ PHILADELPHIA, PA.

a chorus.
take; the quartet should by all means be ret . Quartet musicrould well be compared tained, and the musical members of thejofl-
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'
NATHANAEL SPADY
^
nianist, teacher and composer of music. Music
to words in all grades. (Samples) Complete
coinpv
•, for piano, vooal, or violin will be forward2P|eS any address for 25 cents in stamps postpaid.
Address PROF. NATHA^AE^ SPADY
“Waterloo,’
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Question and Answer Department
Conducted, by
been neglected.
Only your initials or a
Make your questions si

Arthur de Guichard
No questions will be a iwered when this has
ne will be printed.
)t likely to be of interest

Piteh—Concert Pitch—Vibrations
Physiology and Study of Singing
0. Will you tell me wliat is meant by
0 / am studying sinning, at present in
Concert pitch of Ai,',7 vibrations, or C5U itscaily stages
Uy teacher insists that I
vibrations; that: i* fo say, what do A and C should learn aU ahout the physiological strucstand fort—Hilda M., Cienfuegos, Cuba.
turc of the larynx, before anything else. Is
. a. By “pitch" is meant the relative it necessary for me to do sot It seems to
height of sounds, A representing the note in
ut an obstacle in the way of my voice freethe third space of the treble clef the same ^om which, beforeJ was so good. Will you
string of a violm: C represents the kindly advise me ‘
“
——- —

FRECKLES
Don’t Hide Them With a Veil; Re¬
move Them With Othine—Double
Strength

TEE ETUDE
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The greatest single reason why there is
tN spite of the fact that every famous ri
such a scarcity of really good violinists
violinist uses the vibrato to a greater
in any community, is that they are shock¬
or less extent, realizing the beautiful effect
ingly over-trained while they are trying
it can produce, and in spite of the fact
to learn to play the violin. In trying to
that the skilful and artistic use of vibrato
go too fast, they end up by getting no¬
enriches an otherwise dry or monotonous
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
where. Violin playing is a plant of very
passage and gives to it warmth, color and
slow growth; and the steps by which it
vitality: nevertheless the published informa¬
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Department
is learned must be sure and thorough if
tion on the subject is wholly inadequate.
“A Violinist’s Magazine Complete in Itselt
the violin student expects to arrive anyFew persons, even accomplished musi¬
cians know how and when to use the vi¬
W Many letters reach The Etude from
brato. This is frequently evidenced by the
_
violin students, in which they give lists
exaggeration constantly heard in the play- Lof the studies and exercises they have
ing of many violinists. In fact, some
De Kerekjarto on the Vibrato and its Uses
mastered (?) and asking if they have
teacher-s fearful of this tendency to over¬
made the proper progress for the time
do, discourage the use of vibrato by their
they have studied. Some of these lists
pupils, almost entirely.
By Arvid A. Erickson
of pieces and exercises show a state of
The result is that most students of the
violin flounder in the dark, being unable to
of the main theme of Beethoven’s con¬ affairs that is almost unbelievable. One
find anything of a practical nature regard¬ siderable vibration from the open D string, certo, written in the upper register. These young man announces that he is taking
ing its proper usage. This lack of avail¬ one of the strongest on the violin.
tones speak so beautifully for themselves, up the study of Kreutzer and Fiorillo after
The same holds true of the other strings.
able information may be due partly to the
they do not need any assistance from the studying the violin for only eight months.
fact that even among the foremost violin¬ For instance, E on the D string is assisted vibrato. It is only in rare cases that an Another is studying the Mendelssohn
ists there is no unanimity of opinion in by vibrations from the open E string. F artist can embellish it with success, for the Concerto after a year and a half study,
regard to the vibrato, and partly that many needs considerable vibrato movement, there rendition like the music itself should be and has “taken” all the standard studies
musicians have no theories or ideas about being no open string of the correspond¬ simple.
The measures are appended here. besides. It is needless to state that pupils
it, except that “it comes naturally and un¬ ing note.
of this type have been completely wasting
Whenever the vibrato is used in playing
consciously, or not at all.” They contend
their time. They do not really play these
that the feelings and emotions of the sharps or flats, it should be fairly strong,
compositions at all. They have no bow¬
as
there
are
no
open
strings
to
produce
musician should govern its use. While in
ing, no tone, no certain intonation, and very
general this may be true, nevertheless sympathetic vibrations.
little technic; yet they are thrilled by the
The vibrato movement should also vary
there are certain specific principles which
great names on the covers of the books
according to the proximity of the note
should apply.
of studies and compositions they are study¬
Duci de Kerekjarto, the famous Hun¬ played to the violin bridge, the nearer to
As an illustration of music written in a ing and think they are making wonderful
garian violinist now touring this country, the bridge, the shorter the movement. It lower register, where a vibrato of medium progress, simply because they are “play¬
should
be
almost
imperceptible
when
play¬
has a few interesting observations on this
intensity may be used, the main theme of ing at” some of the great works of violin
subject. With the assistance of his father, ing upper E or notes above this on the E Mendelssohn’s E minor concerto as fol¬
playing.
.
Julius de Kerekjarto, who is a professor string. Above A, there should be no lows is cited.
Some of the most thorough violin
of physics in the University of Budapest, vibrato, Kerekjarto says, because the
teachers keep their pupils on easy studies
young Kerekjarto has made a study of the slightest movement of the finger forward
in the first position for six months or
vibrato from a scientific as well as a musi¬ or backward produces a variation in the
longer without allowing them to make a
cal point of view. From this study he pitch and therefore a- disturbing tone.
single shift; but these “hurry up” students
There are of course, exceptions. The
has worked out a theory, not necessarily
have studied all the positions and started
original with him, but which he has put slightest kind of a vibrato, played very
on Kreutzer and the standard concertos
Careful use of a fairly vigorous vibrato
into practice, with results that have been rapidly, may be used on long notes, even
in six or eight months. They are trying
partly responsible for the cordial praise of as high as upper A; otherwise, this note will heighten the effect in a passage such
would become too dry and monotonous. as the secondary theme of Paganini’s D to do in a certain number of months
critics in all parts of the world.
what it takes other talented students, who
Comparing the vibrato by strings, the G major concerto, which is written still lower
are studying with really thorough teachers,
string being the heaviest, needs the most and is full of expression.
Sympathetic Vibrations
the same number of years to do. Needless
intense movement, but slower than on the
In general, his theory is that the vibrato
to say, such pupils get nowhere. They
other strings. A shorter and lighter move¬
Ex.3
should be used slightly or vigorously
are trying to build a house without a
ment of the finger should be used when
according to the note played. In the case
foundation.
playing on the D string, gradually reduc¬
of a note which has a corresponding open
The mastery of violin bowing in its
ing to the slightest but most rapid move¬
note elsewhere on the violin, only a slight
myriad phases, is alone the work of years,
ment on the E string. It is so easy to pro¬
If the last two notes at the end of a to say nothing of the wizardry and leger¬
vibrato is necessary because of the sym¬
duce the vibrato effect on the responsive passage are the same, an entirely different
pathetic vibrations from the other strings.
E string that one is tempted to overdo it. color and much war-mth may be obtained demain required from the left hand by
For instance, D played on the G string,
the writers of great works for tne violin
by shifting, for instance, from the second How then can any student expect to
needs but little vibrato because of the open
The Strength of the Vibrato
D string. If the D is played slightly
to the first finger, using the first finger for master the violin in a couple of years,
sharp or flat, however, there will be no
The strength of the vibrato should vary the final note, and giving that note a strong practicing an hour or two a day, as so
sympathetic vibrations from the open D: also according to the pressure of the bow, vibrato. The bow must always be changed
many do?
therefore the intonation must be perfect. a firm forte application of the bow requir¬ thus.
In some cases the pupils, and in others
Other examples of notes which need ing a rapid, intense vibrato, whereas an easy
the teachers, are at fault in this over¬
vibrato
of
medium
speed
should
be
used
in
little vibrato assistance are E on the G or
training. Some teachers rush their pupilD string because of the open E -string, A playing a soft, legato note. The vibrato
ahead at a break-neck speed at the expense
on the G string; E, D, and G on the A should never be used when playing stac¬
of thoroughness.
Things go fast in
cato or spiccato. These are supposed to be
string.
America,- as they do in all new countries
Mersenne, who has been called the dry, technical notes, played with rapidity,
which are being rapidly developed; and
father of acoustics, “observed that when a and if the vibrato is attempted, then the
The first D in the above illustration
many teachers allow a desire to make
string was set in vibration, a neighboring sound waves and vibrations of the differ¬ should be played with a light vibrato, while
a showing in their teaching to get the
string in unison with it would also vibrate, ent notes by lingering in the sounding body the second and final D should receive a
better of their judgment. They try 'J®
although it might not have been touched. of the violin, overlap, resulting in a blurred vigorous vibrato with a strong finish.
force their pupils' along at a rate which
And he found this to be the case not only effect.
Kerekjarto has used this method with
In playing double stops, the same fre¬ excellent results. As an illustration, he precludes thoroughness. They like to have
when the strings were in unison, but also
when the second note was an octave or a quency of vibration for both notes should cites from the second movement of Grieg’s great names and great compositions on
their recital programs, even should the
be
sought,
and
to
this
end
the
vigor
and
sonata in G major as follows.
twelfth below the first.”
pupils not be able to live up to them.
Here are de Kerekjarto’s suggestions as speed of both fingers in their forward and
In other cases the fault is on the part
to the intensity of the vibrato to help to backward movement should be the same.
of the pupils. Little Evabelle Per^*n^
give the various tones color, warmth and Otherwise, with two different frequencies,
wants to play Humoresque before she has
there will be interference, one set of waves
brilliancy:
reached a stage where she is reasonably
, A played on the G string needs only a masking the other so that again the effect
certain whether there are one or two
slight vibrato because of the sympathetic will be spoiled.
sharps in the key of G. G. Washington
What has been said'about the lightness
vibrations from the open A string.
e Smith wants to play concertos before
B should be played with considerable or vigor of the vibrato movement when
e he is very sure of Raff’s Cavatina; &
backward and forward movement of the notes are played singly may be disregarded
g many pupils are trying to persuade their
finger, as there is no open string to corre¬ entirely when playing double stops, as in G, D or A, by stopping but no
this case, the two tones help each other in that note on another string and
a teachers to give them pieces which ar
spond.
Double stops, vigorous vibrato movement on the
it far in advance of their technic and gener
C does not need much help because it the matter of vibrations.
n musical ability.
forms a note in the C major chord, with Kerekjarto maintains, should always be played. For instance, in playing
G alone there is a lack of intensit;
e
In cases of this kind the teacher Wi
the open E string as another note in this played with a rapid vibrato.
There are instances, of course, when the tone may be made both warm anc
it find it to his advantage not to yieldchord, which will be set into sympathetic
vibrato should not be used at all, or so by stopping G on the D string at
le should not allow pupils to study wor
vibration and reinforce the sound.
time
and
using
the
vibrato
on
th
slightly
as
to
be
almost
imperceptible.
far in advance of their state of Pr.ogre .e
D played on the G string needs but the
for nothing is so ruinous as ‘‘playing
slightest assistance because of the con- Take the case of the first eight measures
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tee etude
The Most Popular of All Modern
Instruction Works for the
Pianoforte

schoolHfor the
PIANOFORTE
By THEO. PRESSER
IN THREE VOLUMES
Vol. I—Beginner’s Book
Vol. II—Student’s Book
Vol. Ill—Player’s Book
Price, $1.00 each

The simplicity of this work has enabled
many teachers to achieve speedy results with
even the youngest beginners^ This^is a “first
^“legtonM’s’Book^makes an Excellent Introduction
to any Course or System of Piano^Study. ^‘BeginCover that is familiar to Thousands of Pupils and
Teachers.
_
STUDENT’S BOOK
SCHOOL FOR THE P1ANOFORTE-VOL. TWO
it r>re®m*Uilu^erest^js Suct,essf|1,|J,
Takes up the subject just where the “Be¬
ginner’s Book” leaves off, and is, of course,
intended to supplement that excellent in¬
structor, but it can be used very successfully
for any student who has done the work of
the first grade, up to, but not including the
PLAYER’S BOOK
SCHOOL FOR THE ^PIANOFORTE—VOL. THREE
Pleasing study material arranged in pro; agains

These volumes ar

THEO. PRESSER CO.
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St.

Phils, Pa.

Fifty Cents!!
TEACHERS, PARENTS OR ANYONE
INTERESTED IN YOUTHFUL PIAN¬
ISTS WILL FIND THIS ALBUM "JUST
THE THING” TO ENCOURAGE REC¬
REATION AT THE KEYBOARD AND
WELL WORTH 50c.

YOUNG FOLKS’ PIANO FOLIO
31 PIANO SOLOS AND 3 PIANO DUETS
The Melodious and Delightful Piano
Numbers in this Album are Interesting
to Young Folks Who Play and they are
Entertaining for Others Present.
Among the popular pieces included
will be found: America First, by Rolfe:
Moon Magic, by Cummings: Salute to
\a Colors- ky Anthony; How Sweet the
Moonlight Sleeps, by Decevee, and many
others of equal beauty and attractive¬
ness.

Price

50 Cents

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

compositions which the pupil is not yet They know he is not doing it justice,
ready for. Besides, no one in an audience People judge by their ears and not by the
is fooled by a violin student trying to name of the piece or composer on the
play a piece much too difficult for him. program.
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VIOLINS
Examine our

Scales for Fun
By Katherine Morgan
* On one of the “get together days” (and
every class -should have them) divide the
class into sides, a captain for each side.
Have the captain to keep in touch with all
pupils on her side.
At the next club meeting ask each cap¬
tain to play the scales with someone in
the other class. For example, captain
No. 1 will call for one of her number;
captain No. 2 will call one of her’s. In¬
spire them to try to outdo each other in
point of good work. Continue until each
pupil has played one or more scales.

After this ask the pupils to tell how
they practice their scales. Then have
them to relate their methods, discuss their
strong and weak points and how to over¬
come their difficulties.
If, as teachers, we only can awaken
love for the work, the battle is
half won.
Now take up the different' forms of
scales. Whatever you do, make heart
musicians. Get at the great fundamental
principles of scale study.

pretations added charm
elevate you in the opinl
vour friends as a player.
Established 1846.

Catalogues free

HUGU5T GEMUNDER 82 50N5

V
VIOLINS

Credit

Jg sr.

False Courage
Since the memory of man runneth not
to the contrary, the human race has been
seeking elixirs which will control the mind,
which will produce courage, love, exaltation, and emotions of various kinds. Ponce
de Leon combed Florida in search of a
Fountain of Perpetual Youth; and there are
legends by the thousand of magic springs
which would do all sorts of marvelous
things to those who bathed in their waters
or drank of them. Then we have the famous opera, the “Elixir of Love,” with its
barber hero who produced an elixir which,
when. partaken of, would inspire love..
It is not strange then that people who
suffer with stagefright and nervousness
when playing the violin in public should
try to find some means1 of overcoming this
nervousness.
A violin teacher from
Canada writes to the Violinists’ Etude:
“Some time ago I read in an issue of the
Etude of a chemical substance, the vapor
of which had a stimulant effect, as a means
to help to overcome nervousness on the concert platform. Not having clipped the
item for my scrap book, I should be glad
to learn the name of this substance.”
I cannot recall any such paragraph in
the Etude, nor do I know of any substance
answering this description. It is quite
true that some people take stimulants of
one kind or another to assist in overcoming
nervousness, but I think it is a mistake for
any public performer to rely on preparations designed to give them any kind of
“false courage.”
I have known of people taking bromidia
(which contains a certain amount of
chloral) and other bromides, wine of cocoa,
alchoholic drinks of all kinds, wines and
beers, and strong black coffee, strong tea,
and all sorts of stimulants and nerve
bracers. From long experience in training pupils for public performance, and
from talking to concert artists on the
subject, it is my unalterable opinion that
the best thing to take, if anything, before
one goes on in a public performance is
a drink of pure cold water, a glass of
bromo-seltzer, or a cup of tea or coffee,
Most people do not find it necessary to
take anything at all. Nothing of a nar-

_8434 Ob:
cotic nature should be taken without the
advice of a physician,
PIANO PLAYING
Probably the most popular nerve bracer
POSITIVELY TAUGHT ANY PERSON
(before prohibition) was a little sip of
IN 20 LESSONS
whiskey or brandy just before playing. I
have often been told by janitors of concert
CHRISTENSEN SCHOOLS OF POPULAR MUSIC
halls, theaters, and even churches of finding
bottles which had held whiskey, or other
kinds of “false courage,” after the performance. Often vocalists, even of the
fair sex, smuggled tiny phials of liquor
in muffs and hand bags to be used just
before the critical moment,
Anything which unduly stimulates or
tampers with the brain is injurious, if one
would play his best. The mind should
be perfectly clear, and not in the muddled
state which stimulants produce,
German musicians, as a rule, have the
right idea on this subject. It has long
been a saying among German musicians
FOR SALE—Used music any k
that the time to drink stimulants is "after,” gain prices. Noel L. Erskine,
and not “before” the performance.
I St., Medford, Oregon.
have often heard musicians play in public
while under the influence of stimulants,
L. V. Cl.. 710 E. Madison St., Phlla., Pa.
and it always detracted from the success
of their performance. The most pitiable
spectacle I ever saw was the performance
of a cello concerto, with orchestra, by an
eminent cellist, while he was in such a
lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y.
maudlin condition that he talked and
WHY NOT LET US FLAY FOR YOU?
“kidded” with the people in the front row Roy Johnson's Colored Orchestra. Phone
of the audience. I had heard this artist Spruce 10386 or write 413 S. 19th street,
X’hila., Pa.
play when in normal condition, and the
MUSIC COMPOSED; manuscripts revised.
performances were very different.
Band and Orchestra arranging. Complete and
Instruction In Harmony by mall.
In a musical performance, both mental guaranteed
J. Rode Jacobsen, 2638 Milwaukee Ave.,
and mechanical processes, are involved, Chicago, Ill.
CORRESPONDENCE HARMONY by a
requiring the nicest coordination between
sound, practical method. Carl Hoffman (late
mind and muscle. Taking any drug which of Hollins College, Va.), 33 W. Ashmead
interferes with this exquisitely exact Place, Philadelphia, Pa.
VIOLINISTS—Artists who appreciate the
coordination cannot fail but to injure the best,
use my Soloist Strings and Professional
performance, just as would be the case Strings. Their recommendations are a guar¬
if sand was thrown into a finely balanced antee. Write now to Bert Brehmer, Rutland,
machine. For this reason the public artist
LEARN SONG INTERPRETATION by
should avoid narcotics and stimulants if mail. Send dollar bill and song for marking
and written lesson. Rickwood, 320 Waverley
he would have his powers at the highest,
St., Ottawa, Canada.
The number of splendid artists who
have been ruined by stimulants and drugs
is legion, and for this reason the wise
PRESSER’S
violinist will keep his brain and nervous
system in a perfectly normal condition, as
nature intended it.

JAZZ

BANDERO
VIOLIN STRINGS

A Help For ’Cellists
By Caroline V. Wood
A 'cellist should not lift his fingers
from the strings any oftener than necessary but should keep them in place, when
possible, where the notes are to be repeated almost immediately. This will seem
hard when first given attention, but persistent practice, with a definite object
ahead will do wonders. In fact, the

sooner a student realizes this, the faster he
will progress in anything,
There are many good studies which are
very helpful in overcoming this fault of
lifting the fingers from the strings unnecessarily, such as Rummer’s third etude
in Opus 106. It will require constant
watchfulness,
when
practicing
these

,
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Summer Vacations
Will Soon Be Over
pupils will be ready to resume their studies
and the experienced teacher is now making
plans and preparations toward

a

studies, to derive the proper benefit from
them.
However, this praotice is well
worth while, as it is a great aid in playing
rapidly and accurately, and, of course,
really makes it easier in the end, as it
saves the locating of so many notes oftener
than necessary.
The accompanying illustration serves
admirably as a preliminary exercise for
this sort of practice, ‘though many othfr

THE ETUDE

similar ones may be devised by the stu¬
dent. In this exercise it will be observed

THE ETUDE

AUGUST

-GROVE’S-

DICTIONARY
OF

that the only finger which needs to be
lifted from the strings is the fourth. The
others, once they are down, should stay
there throughout.

MUSIC
AND

Little Hints

MUSICIANS
WITH

prompt,

New American

satisfactory opening of

Supplement

Next Teaching Season

SIX LARGE VOLUMES
BOUND IN RED CLOTH AND
STAMPED IN GOLD
: : :

n of 1923-1924 was, from the standpoint of t

the value

of being ready

knows that

Now is the Time to Order
Violin Questions Answered by Mr. Braine

NEW TEACHING MATERIAL
of
e and classify the material at 1

ity
For the

ce of these teachers we hi
own as the EARLY ORDER PLAN.
This plan is to book the annual “On Sale” orders during the early
’ s subject to delivery on or before a date specified
Orders received up to August 15th, ar
by the t<
points and
ral distributing
i
in one shipment prepaidl to central
from there forwarded at small expense to the s
The saving in transportation charges is an important item, but
of much more consequence is the certainty ©f having one’s n
arrive for
on hand and ready for use when the pupilsi arriv

There are 4,000 pages and over
5,000,000 words from great
authorities upon all phases of
musical learning.
The books
are liberally illustrated with
cuts, half-tones and notation
examples. Thousands of subjects
are discussed: Biography, His¬
tory, Musical Science, Theory,
Musical Industries, Instrumenta¬
tion, .(Esthetics, Musical Terms,
etc., etc. The work is the most
notable musical compendium in
any language.
Have these splendid musical
books in your own home. What
the Encyclopedia Britannica is
General Information the
Grove Dictionary is to Music.

The Value of this Monumental
Work

has been Augmented

by the Recent American Sup¬
plement
t is an indispensable record of Ameri1 Musical Achievement, Personages,
Organizations and Institutions.
The total number of entries in this
ark is over 2650. Brief reference is
made to about 2000 American Musicians
but biographical sketches are made of
700 American Musicians.
A number
of important foreign contemporaries
have been mentioned in this work and

School Music, The Phonograph, etc.

The Advantages of This Unique Service
|

You will receive the best possible assortment of material sent on
our liberal “On Sale” terms, all not used being returnable at the
end of the teaching season in June, 1925, when settlements made.

|
|

You will benefit by having an adequate supply of material on
hand when ready to begin next season’s work.

|

You will save a considerable part of the delivery expense.

f,

THE PRICE OF THIS LATEST
EDITION WITH NEW AMERI¬
CAN SUPPLEMENT IS

$2000
Notwithstanding the low price
made for cash we accept orders subject
to part payments. Write for terms.
The set is also given as a premium
ETUDbUinmg subscr'Ptions t0 The

THEO. PRESSER CO.

Particulars cheerfully furnished.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
1719-1712-1714 Chestnut St.
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

192If.
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Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 569)
action by booksQ. Why is the key of O frequently termed
q („) / would like to know how to get
the natural key of Ct My pupils often ask head-tones of the proper quality; (b) how
me for a reason and 1 am unable to find a
liet very low tones that are loud enough
plausible one.—-Teacher, Warrem a ^ ^ ^ to be used^in singing; (c) some^good^ scale
— —-.o reply Is to show - will help ... aequiriug
—..„ I
by the keyboard of the piano that the major voice, which is a bass-baritot
scale of do, re. mi. fa, sol, la, si, do, can be Des Moines, la.
played from 0 only; that is, by using only
A, It is practically impof
the white keys (or naturals). If any other singing
(that is, technic, att—or quality) from books
sounds of this scale could be obtained only ... ibre
from any written or printed
by employing accidentals (that is, sharps or you
would always run the gre
flats—the black notes). 2. A glance at the
a wrong method, which
keyboard will show that the eight notes be¬ quiring
voice and, most probabi
ginning on C is the only series which will ycur
chronic congested throat. '■
make the semitones or half-steps or si-rto) competent singing teacher,
their right places (3-4 or mi-fa, 7-8 or
si
uo>
6ing
ioWer
than our vocal
without using any black keys.
permit. If, however, the low
can be sung at all, they may
! Coin
i Class
improved in resonance and in
Which is higher, Con__
forward
position
of the lips
Pitch, and how is the latter
loosely, no rigidity of Up—to
t
---1^ Mass.
lightly touching lower front
— Concert pitch is the higher. Classical lLg“Iym*°u<5,iniL
there may
be
no D1
pressure upc
pitch is determined by the number of vibra- ttele
may
be
no
descending scales of a
tions per second of the note middle C, namely. Practice
degree from A flat to D
256. Concert pitch is variable; often about every
flat down to A flat; A natu
270. Piano manufacturers are chiefly respon¬ A
B flat down to B flat
sible for this, in their endeavor to give natural;
Better
greater brilliancy of tone to their instru- up to D flat).
Greek Modes and Our Modern Scales.
Q. How far back can our present-day
scales be positively traced? Have they any
affinity with the ancient Creek modes? How
many were there of these?—Student, Broad
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
* a Our present-day scales can be positively
traced back to the ancient Greek Modes s_,
perhaps, also to the Persian and the Hindoos.
Pythagoras, about 530, B. C., is looked upon
as the first musical scientist. There 3 of
5 of t
tones: Lydian, Phrygian, Dorian, Hypo-Lydian, Hypo-Phrygian, Hpyo-Dorian, and Hy¬
per-Dorian or Mixo-Lydian. Our major scale
of C (C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C) is similar to the
Lydian mode ; and our oldest form of
the
scale (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, A) is similar
Hypo-Dorian mode (also termed the Aeolian
or Locrian mode).
Musi
1. What is meant by a Musical Phrase f
2. What is Form, and what arc the principal
forms t—Ralph B., Cincinnati, O.
A. 1 A musical period is a musical sen¬
tence, forming a complete rhythmical whole,
which may be subdivided regularly into halves,
quarters and eighths. Thus : a Period is di¬
vided into halves, called Sections; these are
divided into halves, called Phrases ; and these
again into halves, called Figures. Thus a
Period, consisting of eight-mon time, would contain tw--phrases, or eight figures. 2. Form refers to
the style of architecture in which the music
is constructed. As in architecture (and music
' as to be built) musical form is founded on
nity, Contrast and Symmetrical Balance.
— .—
, musical germ, or form, is
The primitl”---s built up into phra~~~ sections
-A complete period

Tone and Touch and
the Piano Action

A The g g is an
having been written s
by Lady Morgan. The music was composed
by Alexander Lee. The song is to be found
in "Irish Literature" by John D. Morris
(Philadelphia, Pa.) as well as in "Delaney’s
Song Book, No. 42.”
‘Pianist”—Glass “tinklers”—
Conservatory position in t
Q. Please give the correct p\
.'or “pianist?” (6) What is t
. _ _
_ that
_ are
__hung^
..
halls or
the
glass-tinklers
verandahs that, clinking together, give a
musical sound? (c) I hold a Teacher’s diplofar exnerience. having taught in my home
This i a very backposition in the 8

study sufficient.
'Conservatory
LiTd.V M., Quebec,

A. (a) The correct pronunck
’-ist (pronounce: pea-ann-ist). armin'
unce it pie’-an-lst, but this Is a vulgar
her pronunciations are heard occasional,.,.
named is the generally accepted
—. . (b) The
— name popularly given
’' ’’ — ’- “Chinese Chimes;”
to the “glass-tinklers’
_„ . ...
commercially as
“- '■
Wind-bells, (c) It is impossible to guage
your ability as a teacher or your “chances”
for a conservatory position anywhere without
hearing you and testing your powers of imparting your knowledge. Everything depends
upon musical attainments, teaching pro¬
ficiency and tact. A first-class teacher is
, _ ___
acceptable everywhere; a mediocre or inferior
variants and develop- teacher is a “drug on the market” and wanted
nowhere.

New Musical Books

GUIDE TO NEW TEACHERS ON
TEACHING THE PIANOFORTE
A booklet full of. helpful information for piano
start.'send a Postal °for
Now! * ****
Theodore Presser Co., Phila., Pa.

PERSONAL
STATIONERY
200 SHEETS and

$| .00

100 ENVELOPES

1—

Printed With Your
Name and Address
Clear, white bond paper, with
envelopes to match. Your name
and address printed in beautiful,
rich blue ink, on both paper and
envelopes, and sent to you post¬
paid, for only 31.00. (West of
Denver and outside of U. S.
$1.10.) If inconvenient to send
the money, we will ship C. O.D.
Write name and address plainly.
Money returned if you are not
more than satisfied.

Order Today!

ELITE STATIONERY CO.
5023 Main Street, Smethport, Pa.
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A DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION
REGARDING

New Music Works
AND OTHER MATTERS OF INTEREST
TO MUSIC BUYERS

NEW WORKS
Advance of Publication Offers
August, 1924

Sp'cP‘&;

Alt urn o f Scales for the Pianoforte.
Awakening, The—Christmas Cantata for
Treble Voices—Baines.
Basic Principles in Pianoforte Playing—
LhSvinne .
Cat Concert, The—Gilbert.
Fairies’ Revelry—Operatic Cantata for
Treble Voices—Kieserling .
Glee Club Songs for High School and
College—Dann and Wood.
Jolly Jingles for Little Fingers—Cramm.
Little Folks’ Music Story Book—Cooke.
Music Writing Book—Hamilton.
New Theory Book—Orem.
Nottumo—A Musical Romance—Schmidt
Pageant of Flowers—Operetta for Chil¬
dren—Kountz.
Pedal Studies for Organ—Sheppard.
Principles of Expression in Pianoforte
Playing—Christian! .
Promised Child, The—Christmas Can¬
tata for Mixed Voices—Stults...
Reflections for Music Students—Silber .
Reverie Album for the Pianoforte.
Rhythms for Young People—Steenman..
Six Studies for the Development of the
Wrist—Moter.
Studies for Violin—Fiorillo.
Ten Busy Fingers—M. M. Watson.
Tunes for Tiny Tots—Williams.
Vision of Deborah—Cantata—Kieserling.
What to Play—What to Teach—Harrietts

30

35
30
■|0
•?9
.20
.60
,8°
35
30
50
30
50
33
25
25
30
[30
•76

Teachers—Order Your
“On Sale” Music Now
1= the
L..C time to
w send w
Now is
in orders for a
fall supply of teaching material. Our adteachers, based upon many years
of experience, is to anticipate Ik.
the new season’s work by placing both “On Sale” and
regular orders as early as possible, preferably in July and certainly before the
middle of August. This insures having opreu with
witn the
me
portunity to become acquainted
music before the pupils are demanding
most of the teacher s time. The ability to
start the season smoothly and confidently
cannot exist if there has been a last minute
hurried selection of material.
We make special effort at all times to
give the most careful attention to individ11 ally specified needs, but “Early Orders”
give us opportunity to take special care,
If all teachers waited until the “last minute” to order “On Sale” music we would
have difficulty in making prompt shipments since we would not want to sacrifice
careful service for speed.
Teachers who are unfamiliar with the
“On Sale Plan” and its advantages are
cordially invited to write for information
and order blanks.
What to Play
and What to Teach
By Harriette Brower
Someone has said that the books that
answer (
world.
Miss Brower’s hook anwers two
very important, questions ami answers
them clearly and practically. Every day
the student is anxious to know what are
the best things to play, and every day the
teacher is trying to find out new pieces to
teach. Miss Brower has gone a step further, and has picked out the best pieces
from her years of experience in attending
recitals in New York City, has described
these pieces
ieces and arranged them !-—in program
form. Tht
The price
’ of Miss ”
Brower’s book, if
der —
it —in advance, is 75 cents,. *postyou order
—111 then
4-knn insure
Incuvo tmiivcplf
paid. You will
yourself Hint
that
you will get one of the very first copies
when the book is published.

The Value of Musical Books
In the Teacher’s Library
Many teachers and musicians overlook
the value of a library of musical literature; unlike other professionally engaged
specialists such as clergymen, physicians,
lawyers and engineers, the teacher of
music rarely has a representative collection of books dealing with the subjects of
..hich he or she is assumed to have acquired the mastery. Why this should be
so is a mystery in view of the fact that
there are many worthy and many necessary books on musical subjects that are
widely known and most of these are represented in the libraries of the more advanced teachers. Every teacher should
possess several such volumes. They serve
not only to broaden the teacher’s mind but
may be used to inspire and encourage pupils both in the studio and the home.
Familiarity with what has been written in
music, music teaching, musical history,
etc., inevitably increases a teacher’s earning capacity. It matters little what particular phase of musical activity may be of
direct interest to the teacher or student
of music; there are books shedding light
and giving inspiration.
The vacation period in particular offers
opportunities to delve into the field of
musical literature; it is a good time to
"brush up” and get new ideas for the
next season. We shall not here attempt to
give a list of
ot such
suen books,
dooks, but
11 u 1 we should
snuuiu
be happy to advise and assist those who
are interested in starting or extending
their libraries. Much help in this direction
mav be found in the advertising pages of
■“ ■
this
Tniiv Tindles
“UllyT
Little f ingers
jjy
jj. Cramm
By uvwu
Helen L.
Few composers for children have been
so hannv in their creations as the one to
whom this booklet is accredited. The way
0f the child student has been made a pleasant one by the publication of many such
sets of pieces, so that their studies are now
accomplished very largely through the
medium of little pieces which vanquish the
technical problems by “sugar-coating”
them for the childish taste for “sweets” so
that the desired end is accomplished by a
charming strategy. The catchy rhythms
and melodies of this collection make it
especially attractive. Give the little ones
a
nf i-f onrl
Will WfiTlt thp whfll^
a bite of it and they w.li want the whole
men^.
Special advance of publication price,
30c per copy, postpaid.
Tunes For Tiny Tots
By John M. Williams

The Etude
Cover
Design Contest
--„
, . ..
Elsewhere in this issue will be found tun
particulars regarding the Etude Cover
Design Contest, which closes September
1st, 1924. The prize is $250 for the best
design . Every month tire Etude endeavors
to present covers that will prove attractive
in the thousands of music rooms to which
our publication is destined. VVe realize
that the Etude on the keyboard of the
piano has the most conspicuous place in
the parlor, and we endeavor to have covers
that are strong, forceful, human, decorative, hut always musical and educational.
You may not be an artist, but you certainly
have some artist friends who would be very
glad to know of this contest, and we shall
thank you for giving them the information.

New Theory Book
By Preston Ware Orem
we
uuok
We connaenuy
confidently expert.
expect that this book
ready by September 1st, in plenty
„
for tbe coming teaching season.
tbe many wj,0 have asked for a book
fojjow Orem’s Harmony Hook for Re¬
.
wui state that this is it. But,
^
much more. The author
ceeds un(jer the assumption that one
P
bas stu(jied harmony for a year or
^ and [las acquired a knowledge of the
,emen(-s
tbe subject, should thereafter
make practiCal application of such knowl£ efforts jn composition, the idea
P to carry 0n the study of form and
com°ositionj hand in hand with more adyanced harmony, bringing the student up
tbe po;nt where the study of Counternt becomes of some real value. One

Ten Busy Fingers
Nine Melodious Studies
With Rhythmic Verses
Pianoforte
*°r J/1?
Wot«nn
By Mabel MadlSOn Watson
We take pleasure in announcing i
cellent set of elementary studies by
wep known writer. Miss Mabel Madison
Watson has many successful works to her
credit, in the line of easy teaching maferial. In this present set of studies, the
rhythms are enforced by means of appropriate verses for each study. The studies
are mainly in two-part harmony, but they
are nof contrapuntal. Miss Watson beijeves in what may be termed “Key-board
Geography.” The studies do not remain
in tbe middle of the key-board but they
work forward and backward. An opportunity is given for each hand, at some time
or otber, to play in either the treble or
bass clefs. Each of the studies has a
characteristic title; such as There Was
An old Woman> The Mill Wheel, Spring
Rain
.,
Our special introductory price m advance ofc publication := ok cents per copy,
postpa;d.
■
Six Study Pieces for the
Development of the Wrist
R p i x/fntpr
By Lari
MOter
...
,
,.
This work is one we can thoroughly
ommend. It is musical, melodic and not
at all difficult. A pupil who has finished
the second or third year would be able to
tnhe
take nr.
up these studies and will be benefited bv them. While it is called Studies
for the Wrist at the same time the work
will be excellent as a preparation for
Bravura study and also for expression,
Some of the numbers are extremely melodic. The work will be ready for delivery
during the present month and will be
withdrawn from special offer.
Our introductory price in advance of
publication is but 25 cents per copy, postpaid. This work will sell for more than
twice this amount when put on the market.
r|
rinh Sntnis fnr
Gle?
lor
High School and College
By Hollis Dann and W. L. Wood
This is B book which is just what its
name implies, a collection of glee songs for
schools and colleges by two well• ®
1
.
known musicians The work comes to us
from another publisher, and m this edition
ite a number of new songs have been
added and some of the old ones eliminated,
making this volume quite up-to-date. Since
the plates are all made, the special offer
win most likely be withdrawn after this

who
has studied-this
book
have
completed
the ordinarynew
course
in 7“
harmony,
including modulation, and will have a good
working knowledge of form and of the
practical application of harmony to com¬
position. This book is just as plain and
just as practical as the Harmony Book
for Beginners.
Our special introductory price in advance of* publication is 60 cents per copy,
postpai(b
jnns for
c
MUSIC otUGentS
By Sidney Silber
'phis is a work of inspiration for the
ser;ous student. It very often happens
thftt t!le enfire career of a person is
cbanged by a single maxim that has struck
root8 Tbis work will contain a fund of
wisd'om which should be broadcasted and
transiated into many languages. It will
be Qne of the most helpful volumes we
haye as yet published. The book will be
b
ht ',lut ;n a fine binding and with
_a printing. It
n is „„„
the best of,_
paper and
o
Qf those litt,e books that sbould be .
tbe sfu(ji0 table 0f every piano teacher
that the pupil can read it while waiting
for lessons.
Our introductory price in advance of
publication is but 50 cents per copy, post¬
paid.
Basic rrinciples in
Pianoforte Playing
g Josef Lhevinne
.
This is probably the last chance
have to order this notable collection ol
conferences by Josef Lhevinne at the
special advance price of 30 cents, postpaid,
The book is so near the publication point
ftat it should be out in a few' v ee sino.
Mr. LMvinne is one of the greatest authordies upon technic and interpretation ot
the present day.
Little Folks’
]y[ugic Story Book
Bv Tames Francis Cooke
«y James Francis LOOKe
This history, with little cut-out pictures
to be pasted m the book by tbe child, is
pr°bf'"ifto
W °f music ever l>rcPa^d' “ ‘s , "
f^deaof makinc every
DCCI1 WrittPIl lth ttlC lClCd Ol m&Klll^ C J
,
B reaL delight. Advance of publi_ ..
..
1
t,on pnce’ 50 cents* Postl,a>d.
,
‘ „
Principles Ot Expression
in Pianoforte Playing
By A. F. Christiani

Initiating the little ones pleasantly into
at tbe'V'
introductory^price &
the mysteries of their first music lessons “5T SU3ST X

This work is now on Press> and bef^C
“*■ *h"

beginners.
Success for the '
with this in mind, the author of this book
£at Concert
nas createa out OI ms experience, a most _
interesting and valuable little volume. “Y U-USSeil aniveiy killDert
With the kindergarten idea in mind he
This is a set of little teaching pieces that
has made the pages so attractive in their cannot fail to interest young students,
text and typography that the child of Each piece is characteristic of some fancibut a few years is beguiled into the game ful incident in connection with our houseof feeding on their contents. The little hold pets. The pieces are well constructed
studies and pieces, with their associated and easy to play; they are of course
rhymes, are stimulating to the imagination very tuneful. Being printed in a large
•* *li*
a—„,:n,
- spacing,
„—„s— they
-«.
of -*■““
youngsters, and
the *teacher
looking for sized note with generous
will
new materials should not fail to see this prove easy to read. The composer is a
book.
well known educator.
Thp
criPDinl
nf1vnTi/»A
nf
rmW?/*atinn
inflnr
cnppinl
inf-rnrliintnrvr
dvIoo
.,,1
The special advance of publication inOur special introductory price ,‘n
in adtroductory price is 30 cents per copy, vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.
postpaid.

advance of publication. It is a book that
should be in the library of every piano
player, as it contains instruction that can
be gjven on]y by tbe b;gb(,st authority,
This is proved by the reception that the
book has had in previous editions. It is
ranked as one of the most original works
on the art of piano placing; in fact, it is
considered an authority’ for the ambitious
student and the active professional. There
is no better book to be had than this one.
—
We strongly advise the purchase of at least
one copy while it is still on the special
offer ^
.
... , , .. . hen it is
. price w
.i
c O D Q
on the market.
Our introductory price in advance of
publication is $1.50 per copy, postpaid.
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Rhythms

for Young People
By Blanche Fox Steenman
Rhythms for Young People is a work
that can be used by the private teacher
or for demonstration in public schools. It
contains a number of the most useful pop¬
ular semi-classic piano selections used at
the present day, and gives an unusual
amount of material for the money. The
„rade of the book does not go beyond two
Ind one-half (2V2). The selections are
edited in a very happy manner with anno¬
tations, but, in the main, it is in the wealth
of the selections themselves that the work
will stand or fall. We have confidence in
this work, and look forward to a very suc¬
cessful career for it.
Our introductory price in advance of
publication is 50c per copy, postpaid.

Pageant of Flowers
Operetta for Children
By Richard Kountz
Pageants are in great demand for school
entertainments, and here is one that is
hound to make a tremendous appeal. The
music is sparkling, and the dialog and
lyrics by Elsie C. Baker are admirably
suited for the purpose intended. Full
directions are given in the book for pro¬
duction and whether presented by a large
or small company, the result is bound to
be satisfactory. Time for performance,
one-half hour.
We predict a large demand for this play
and will be glad to send a copy to anyone
interested at the special advance of publi¬
cation price, 35 cents, postpaid.

The Awakening
A Christmas Cantata
Reverie Album
For Treble Voices
For the Piano
A collection of drawing-room pieces of By William Baines
intermediate difficulty is always in de¬
In recommending this new Christmas
mand. Our new Reverie Album will be cantata by William Baines, we have had in
made up of pieces of just this nature. mind the great need of an easy, melodious
They are not flashy numbers however, but work for young singers, and we feel that
are of the quiet and more refined type, this cantata just fills the bill. It is scored
such pieces as might be used for Sunday for soprano and alto voices only, and is
playing or at religious meetings where a suitable for either Church or Sunday .i
piano is used. It will prove a delightful School presentation. The individual num¬
book for home playing also. Many of the bers are charming in their musical content,
best contemporary writers will be repre¬ and the text, written by Margaret M.
sented. These pieces are not to be found Trueman, tells the story of the Nativity
in other collections. This book will be in a truly devotional style, the finale being
ready very soon.
the grand old hymn, Adeste Fidelis. The
Our special introductory price in ad¬ solo parts are within the ability of the
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, average singer, but can be taken as unison
postpaid.
passages if desired. If you are looking
for something to interest the junior choir
for the coming season, try this cantata.
Album of Scales
This work will be off the press shortly, and
For the Pianoforte
This volume is number two in the ser¬ the price for a single copy, in advance of
ies entitled “Study Pieces for Special publication, is 25 cents, postpaid.
Purposes.” The Album of Scales will
soon be ready. Volume One of the ser¬ The Promised Child
ies, devoted to the trill which has been out Christmas Cantata
for some little time, has proven very suc¬ For Mixed Voices
cessful. The Album of Scales will tend to By R. M. Stults
relieve materially the tedium of scale prac¬
It seems superfluous to say much regard¬
tice. Thp scales are introduced either in
pieces or in studies which have the char¬ ing a new work hy Mr. Stults. Choirs that
acter of pieces. They appear in various have used his cantatas are perfectly willing
rhythms and in connection with interest¬ to accept a new work bearing his name
ing harmonies. This book may be classi¬ without question.
In this new cantata we have Mr. Stults
fied in tjie early Third Grade.
Our special introductory price in ad¬ at his best. From the organ pastorale,
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, with which the cantata opens, until the
finale
chorus—a splendid setting of
postpaid.
Luther’s hymn, All Praise to Thee, Eternal
Lord—there is not a dull page in this
Music Writing-Book
work. Time required for rendering, 40
By Anna Heuermann Hamilton minutes.
Choir directors and organists can secure
This book is now ready for the press
and we hope to have it out very soon. a copy of this work at the special advance
It is the best all-around writing-book that of publication price, 30 cents.
we have ever seen. It imparts in a pleas¬
ant yet practical mannei a wealth of Pedal Studies for Organ
necessary elementary knowledge. This By Ernest H. Sheppard
applies not only to notation itself but to
Every organ student should have a
other important rudimentary branches. thorough knowledge of the scales as ap¬
The writer, who is an educator of wide plied to the pedals. Many students seem
experience, knows just what is needed in | to think that all that is necessary is to
a book of this sort and it is all there. The j learn the use of the toes and heels and
advantages of a writing-book are many. apply this knowledge to such passages as
Nothing tends to impress a fact upon the * -—- The only way to really
memory more than having to write it.
Those who have not used writing-books in
their work are advised to give this one keys and in all parts of the pedal board.
a trial and watch for the results.
Mr. Sheppard’s new book presents just
Our special introductory price in ad¬ the right material. Each scale is given
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy, with the proper pedalling. It is then fol¬
postpaid.
lowed by an appropriate short study piece
in the same key.
The Fairies’ Revelry
Our special introductory price m ad¬
Operatic Cantata
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
For Treble Voices
postpaid.
By Richard Kieserling
Fiorillo’s Studies
For this spritely cantata of the denizens
of the air, Mr Kieserling has been his own For Violin
These studies have maintained their
librettist, and he has given us a lovely
place among the classics in violin literature
sj'lphic production.
With a few accessions, this work can be for over a hundred years; a genuine
properly staged and made an excellent evidence of their universal and continued
vehicle for acting and dancing by a cast acceptance as an essential part of the
°r young ladies, but its musical worth will violin student’s training. They may be
not suffer should it be presented simply as used with the Kreutzer studies, and their
mastery means that the student is well
' a cantata.
We recommend this work to seminaries along in the work of becoming a virtuoso.
and music clubs as worthy of their best Our edition of this work will soon be ready
f,®ort.s- The time for presentation is about and we are sure it will have a wide appeal
tkominutes- Be sure to secure a copy at to tbe serious student and teacher.
The introductory price in advance of
ne special advance of publication price,
publication is 85c a copy, postpaid.

I

Vision of Deborah
Cantata for Mixed Voices
By Richard Kieserling
Deborah, a prophetess and judge of
Israel, was instrumental in delivering her
people from the bondage of Jabin, King of
Canaan, and his captain, Sisera.
Mr.
Kieserling has taken the story of Deborah
for the subject of this cantata and has
given us a musical work of power and im¬
portance.
Its availability as a splendid “between
seasons” production will make it attractive
to choir directors who are looking for
novelties. The music is excellent, with an
exotic flavor, and the solo possibilities will
appeal to artists of ability.
We are confident this cantata will ap¬
pear upon the programs of churches
throughout the country. The special price
for one copy, in advance of publication, is
30 cents, postpaid.
Notturno—A Musical Romance
By Carl Schmidt
This very attractive novel on a musical
theme by a well-known teacher of New
York will be ready before the summer is
over. It will be a fine, cloth-bound book;
a very attractive work of fiction. Our
advance of publication price is only 80
cents per copy, postpaid.
Withdrawal of Advance of
Publication Offers
The special advance of publication
prices on the two works named below are
now withdrawn.
Holberg Suite for Piano by E. Grieg,
Opus 40. There are five splendid composi¬
tions by Grieg in this suite, and as these
numbers are continually gaining in popu¬
larity, we have issued this new edition in
the Presser Collection. The price of this
edition is 75 cents.
Organ Score Anthem Book No. 3. We
have taken over the publication of this vol¬
ume, which enjoyed an excellent sale with
the previous publisher. It contains num¬
bers suitable for volunteer choirs, there
being nothing difficult in the whole collec¬
tion, but all the material is melodious and
attractive. It is called Organ Score be¬
cause the anthems are given somewhat in
the same style that hymns are usually
printed instead of upon six staves as is
usually found in anthem publications. This
method of printing permits a greater
amount of music to be included in the
volume. Price, 75 cents.
Warning
Beware of swindlers posing as subscrip¬
tion solicitors.
The Theodore Presser
Company, publishers of the Etude Music
Magazine, cannot be responsible for money
paid to strangers claiming to represent
this company. All of our representatives
carry official receipt books of the Theodore
Presser Company. When money is paid
by a subscriber to one of our direct repre¬
sentatives and it is not turned over to us,
we will be responsible if our official receipt
showing the date when the order was taken
and the amount collected is sent to us. We
caution everyone to beware of swindlers.
Complaints come to us daily of our musical
friends being imposed upon by a glib
scoundrel with an emotional story.
Watch Expiration Date
On Your Etude Wrapper
If your wrapper shows the following:
August
1924
it means your paid for subscription expires
with the August, 1924, issue. Be sure to
send your renewal at once and avoid pos¬
sible disappointment. The price of a year’s
subscription, you will recall, is two dollars,
two years, $3.50. Please note the card in
tbe upper left-hand corner of the World
of Music page explaining our custom
regarding discontinuances
Changes
of Address
When returning to your city address
after your summer vacation, be sure to
advise us, giving both your summer ad¬
dress and your winter address, so that no
copies of the Etude will go astray.

Three Months’
Introductory Offer
There is still time enough for any music
lover to take advantage of our threemonths’ special introductory offer of Etude
Music Magazine for 35c, currency or
stamps. Why not give several of your
friends a musical treat by introducing
them to the world’s most widely demanded
musical magazine? The amount paid, 35c,
will be credited on the regular subscription
price, which is two dollars, provided order
is received immediately after the last copy
has been mailed.
Premium Time
Is All the Time
Note the following splendid premiums
for new Etude subscriptions. Make an
effort to secure one, two or three new sub¬
scriptions, select your reward and when
you receive it, you will oe surprised and
pleased with the wonderful value received
for such little effort on your part.
Berry Spoon—1 subscription.
Bread Tray—Either in oval or square
design—2 subscriptions.
Crumb Tray and Scraper—Finished in
hard white enamel, size of tray 9l/s x 6,
scraper 8V2 x3, one subscription.
Waterproof Apron—A neat and attrac¬
tive, but absolutely serviceable necessity
in every kitchen. Very attractive pattern.
One subscription.
Child’s Locket and Chaim.—with Pearl
setting, one subscription.
Bar Pin—solid gold, with safety catch,
two subscriptions.
Cuff Pins—Set of two, g old filled, chased,
1 subscription.
Friendship Pin—chased, solid gold, with
Safety catch, 2 subscriptions.
Friendship Pro—with four pearls, safety
catch, 2 subscriptions.

The World of Music
(Continued from page 511)
...
_ __ Australia.
Think of Dame Melba, at the age of sixty-five,
thrilling her audiences with the delicious
strains of Mimi, while the voices of many ot
our younger singers are spent at thirty-five
to forty! A difference in study and care,
evidently.
Dr. Hermann Kretzsclimar, one of the
most noted of musical scientists, died re¬
cently in Berlin, at the age ot seventy-six
His last position was as director of the Royal
High School of Music.
The Music Teachers’ National Asso¬
ciation, which is to hold its annual con¬
vention in St. Louis during the last three
days of December, is already busy in organ¬
izing an exceptionally interesting program
with speakers of international reputation tc
address the different conferences.
The Centenary of the Birth of Carl
Reinecke was celebrated June 23 at Leipsig, where he was so long a leading professor
of the Conservatorium.
The Gnilmant Organ School, organ¬
ized by Dr. William C. Carl in 1899, under
the presidency of M. Guilmant, of whom Dr.
Carl had long been a pupil, celebrated its
Silver Jubilee on June 2 with a special musi¬
cal program and festivities, with M. Jules
■Tusserand, Ambassador of France to the
United States, as a guest of honor. An hon¬
orary medal was presented to M. Jusserand.
In recognition of his services in introducing
French music and teaching methods to Amer¬
ica. Dr. Carl was on June 28 decorated by
the French Government as Chevalier of the
Legion of Honor.
A $430,000 Gnarantee Fund for the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra has been
raised in a whirlwind campaign, increasing
the number of guarantors to six hundred.

On Thursday evening, June twelfth, the
residents of the Presser Home for Retired
Music Teachers enjoyed the rare pleasure of
hearing a very delightful concert by the
Smith-Spring-Holmes Orchestral Quintet, of
Chicago, of which Clay Smith, the well-known
gong composer, is a member.
As the summer weather advances we find
our better enjoyment on the comfortable
verandahs and beautifully shaded lawns of the
home, so that we do not feel so much the
need of evening entertainment. With the
return of our professional friends of the city,
from their vacations, we shall again grate¬
fully welcome their courtesies which have
added so much to our past pleasures.
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Earn a Teacher’s Diploma
or

Bachelors Degree in Music

THE CURTIS
INSTITUTE OF MUSIC

In Your Spare Time at Home

A National Institution under the auspices of the Curtis Foundation
created by Mary Louise Curtis Bok

The teacher holding a Certificate today is tne one at the top of his profession.

Inaugurating its first season, 1924-1925, October 1st, 1924

A NEW SPIRIT IN MUSICAL EDUCATION
Out of many years of practical experience in musical
education has come the conviction that this country
needs, a school of the broadest scope quite unhampered
by commercial limitations.
The Curtis Institute of
Music is the result.

cian requires first of all a trained and understanding
mind—next a rigid training in the elements and the
technique of the musical art. Then, and then only, may
follow the full flowering of true musical expression—
the musician, as distinguished from the mere virtuoso.

Significant endorsement of its aims is to be found in
the membership of its faculty, which includes worldfamous musicians who have never before cared to con¬
nect themselves with any school. General cultural
training will be given by members of the faculty of the
University of Pennsylvania in languages, philosophy,
psychology and history. Special effort will be made
to afford intellectual and artistic stimulus to the student
through intimate personal contact with all members
of the faculty.

To widen and deepen our National musical apprecia¬
tion we must have more real musicians. Men and
women who, whether from the nation-wide vantage of
the concert platform or opera stage, or laboring quietly
within the confines of their own community, shall have
the scope, the vision, the completeness of full musicianship, to quicken the musical life of the whole country.

It is recognized that the development of a real musi¬

Voice: Perley Dunn Aldrich, Mme. Charles Cahier, Horatio
Connell, Marcella Sembrich, Mrs. Wood Stewart.
Opera: Andreas Dippel.
Viola: Louis Svecenski.
Violoncello: Horace Britt, Michael Penha.
Ensemble: Horace Britt, Louis Svecenski.

If not, what is the trouble ?

Get An Accredited Course
Many of our graduates hold good positions, as a result of our Extension Courses.
progress of these graduates.

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT
Lecturers to be announced later.
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT
Teachers a be announced in Catalogue.

diplomas

from your

Conservatory

have been recognized by the State Uni¬
I

have secured a position with an increase in
salary of $50.00 a month.”

Another one writes:
“I have just been selected as director of
the voice department in a Music College,
as a result of my lessons with you.”

Another graduate writes:
“I was elected assistant supervisor of the
grades and junior high.”

No longer is it necessary for the ambitious musical student to incur the expense of leaving home
to study at an expensive resident conservatory. By the University Extension System the masters’
methods are taught in the home by easily understood lessons sent by mail.
The Piano student has the marvelous teacher Sherwood to demonstrate just how he secured
his incomparable effects. The Cornetist studies with the master Weldon ; Crampton trains the voice
of the singer; Heft shows how to interpret the soul of music on the Violin; Rosenbecker and Protheroe take the pupil through every phase of the study of Harmony; Protheroe gives his author¬
itative instruction in Choral Conducting; Frances E. Clark gives the most practical methods in
Public School Music; Frederick J. Bacon, the great banjoist; Samuel Siegel, world-renowned mandolinist, and William Foden, famous guitarist, give their methods for mastering these instruments.
The History Course, including Analysis and Appreciation of Music by Glenn Dillard Gunn, and
Advanced Composition by Herbert J. Wrightson, are two advanced courses required for the Bach¬
elor’s Degree. The course in Ear Training and Sight Singing by F. B. Stiven, Director of Music
at the University of Illinois, is our latest course.
More than 200,000 ambitious men and women have gained proficiency in these various branches
of music by the University Extension Method. And to you we offer the same advantages which were
given to them.

This Is Your Opportunity—Mail the Coupon TODAY!

One studying in New York City states:
“I received full two-years’ credit for my
work with you.”

Dates of Enrolment:

Study in Your Own Home with the Best
Teachers in the Country

One graduate writes:
“My

Read of the

(Name and address furnished on request).

Orchestral Training: Michael Press, Leopold Stokowski.
DEPARTMENT OF MUSICIANSHIP
Rhythmic Training—Ear Training—Harmony: Under the direction
of George A. Wedge and Angela Diller.
Composition—Musical History: Rosario Scalero.
Oratorio and Repertoire: Nicholas Douty.

Are you getting

There are demands for teachers in schools and

colleges, and you have a chance to qualify for the best position.

versity and a life certificate issued me.
It is to the development of such musical leaders that
the full resources of The Curtis Institute of Music are
pledged.

THE FACULTY WILL COMPRISE
A DISTINGUISHED BODY OF INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS:
Violin: Carl Flesch, Frank Gittelson, Sacha Jacobinoff, Michael
Press, Emanuel Zetlin.
Piano: Berthe Bert, George F. Boyle, Austin Conradi, Josef
Hofmann, David Saperton, Isabelle Vengerova.

ahead in the music field ?

Fill in the coupon below—send it now for four lessons and our late catalog. We will give
you full details of our offer to teachers and students, and the offer calls for samples from one
of the courses. Get the catalog and lessons—then decide.

Preparatory Dept.: Week of Sept. 15. Conservatory Dept.: Week of Sept. 22 (Advanced Pupils).
Despite the unusual opportunities of this school, the tuition is moderate.

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

THE CURTIS INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
John Grolle, Director

The father of one of our Violin graduates says:

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. B-88

“My son recently completed your course and he is playing first violin

Langley Avenue and 41st Street, Chicago, Illinois

in a school orchestra and also in a 7 piece one led by his mother in

Please send me catalog, four sample lessons and full information
regarding course I have marked with an X below.

Church and Community Entertainments.

Advanced violin players are

congratulating him on his ability as a violinist.”

□Piano, Course for Students □Violin
□Piano, Normal Training
□Mandolin
Course for Teachers
[ Guitar
□Cornet, Amateur
□Banjo
□ Cornet, Professional
DOrgan (Reed)
□Ear Training and Sight Singing

University Extension Conservatory

Name-I- Age.

LANGLEY AVENUE and 41st STREET
DEPT. B-88

CHICAGO, ILL.

□History of Music
□Voice
□ Public School Music
□Harmony
□Choral Conducting
□Advanced Composition

Street No.____
City_ State____
when addressing our advertisers.

m
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NOTICE!
TEACHERS OF PIANOFORTE
Have you ever used any of the following books for beginners in piano playing written by

__

JOHN 1VI. WILLIAMS
n Mother Goose Land.” (Schirr
!S of Ten Little Fing
“NOTHING EASIER” or “Adveni
loInirroneTf MrthWUHams’ NORMAL CLASSES FOR TEACHERS
“TUNES FOR TINY TOTS” (Pr
joining one
MJEACHERS, TRAINING CLASSES FOR PIANO
“CHILD’S FID
FIRST
BOOK'
iTMUSIC
Tur
OF PIANOFUKTt AMD i
.
“FIRST YEAR AT
THE mm”
PIANO” ,pr„...r )
ErtadAtheT?plendid series of articles that appeared in “THE ETUDE” for Jan., Feb.,
STUDENTS WHO WISH TO BECOME TEACHERS,
and May issues entitled “WHAT TO TEACH AT THE VERY FIRST LESSONS?”
|

-

ITINERARY

-

APPLY NOW

-

EL PASO ..October 27 to
CHICAGO.June 16 to June 28.
SAN ANTONIO.November 10
LOS ANGELES.September 1 to September 13.
NEW YORK CITY ..June 30 to July 12.
DALLAS .November 24
SALT LAKE CITY.. September 15 to September 27
SEATTLE.July 21 to August 2.
HOUSTON .December 8 t
DENVER .September 29 to October 11.
SAN FRANCISCO ..August 4 to August 16.
NEW ORLEANS ....January 12 tc
TUCSON
.October
13
to
October
25.
SAN DIEGO .August 18 to August 30.
the size of classes will be limited.
lily
class
lessons
of
two
hours
each).
Early
enrollment
Each Class will be of two weeksj
Booklet describing the Course in detail sent upon request. Address
MArnDTC

POSITION AS TEACHER

. WILLIAMS SYSTEM OF FUNDAMENTAL TRAINING FOR TEACHERS OF PIANOFORTE
V YORK CITY

^AMERICAN INSTITUTE
,0F APPLIED MUSIC
k Metropolitan College of Music
THIRTY-NINTH YEAR

Piano
Pedagogy
Courses

FACULTY OF
SPECIALISTS
Lead to
teaching
Certificates and Diploma^
Music in
all its
Fall Term
branches
opens
October 1st

EASTMAN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Fall Session Begins September 15th

COURSES LEADING TO EASTMAN SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
MASTER COURSE IN MUSICAL PEDAGOGY
(ERNEST BLOCH)
MASTER CLASSES IN PIANO
(FREDERIC LAMOND)

Suite M 3.

Complete operas to be produced by advanced class in
Eastman Theatre
ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT OF MOTION PICTURESSuperior Equipment and Practical Experience in
Eastman Theatre
CLASS FOR ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTORS
(ALBERT COATES and EUGENE GOOSENS)

The Syracuse Symphony Orchestra Offers Fow
Scholarships in string instruments. For furthei
information address Dean H. L. Butler, College o!

THE ALVIENE ART THEATRE
students to New York Audiences, Managers ar
DIRECTORS Impresarios (graduating them ArAlan Dale
tists.)
Debuts and bringing
...... A.' Biady out performances arranged.
Henry Miller
inent faculty of Master Teachers,
Harvey

Write Secretary stating study desired.

OPERATIC TRAINING
(Direction VLADIMIR ROSING)

Syracuse University

VLADIMIR SHAVITCH
Master Class in Conducting

we shall open in Chicago this year
The.se pictures show a few of the
young men and women chosen from
our student body to fill positions as
Junior Teachers on our Chicago
Faculty while they are themselves
working for advanced credits.
Our
chain
of
Neighborhood
Branch Studios in Chicago makes
similar opportunities possible for a
greater number of young teacherstudents.
More than 1500 pupils are now
taught in these Chicago Branch
Studios.

The University of Rochester

College of Fine Arts^
MME. TINA LERNER
Piano Master Class
Six Weeks Beginning October 6th
Playing and Listening Students Admitted

Neighborhood Branch Studios

of

COURSES LEADING TO DEGREE BACHELOR OF MUSIC

SPECIAL COURSES FOR TEACHERS
For Catalogue and Circulars address '
KATE S. CHITTENDEN
Dean
212 W. 59th St, New York City

Sixteen Chicago

America’s wonderful music study
advantages are regularly announced
in “THE ETUDE” by the leading
schools and colleges of music.

ORCHESTRA AND ENSEMBLE TRAINING
Preparing for Professional Career.

43 West 72nd St., New York

During the past year we have
opened twelve new Chicago Branch
Studios, and have made provision
for opening sixteen more during the
school
year
1924-25.
Teachers
trained in our plan of teaching will
be needed in these Branch Studios.
These teachers will be selected
from the advanced students who
come to Chicago and register on or
before September 8, 1924 (the be¬
ginning of the Fall Term), in the
order in which they qualify.

Advanced students are prepared for these positiqns by the renowned peda¬
gogues of our Faculty, including

EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
TRINITY PRINCIPLE
PEDAGOGY

SIDNEY SILBER
well known to the readers of the Etude through his many authoritative articles

SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL
July 1st to September 1st
First Session, July 1st, 10 A. M.
Open to Visitors
MUSICIANSHIP

on musical subjects.

GEORGIA KOBER

COURSES

brilliant concert pianist and teacher of many successful professional musicians.
You can help to spread the musical messag<
of “THE ETUDE” at a profit to yourself.
Write for particulars
THE ETUDE—Subscription Dept.
1712 CHESTNUT STREET

For Information Address Secretary-Manager

EASTMAN

SCHOOL

OF

MUSIC

WALTER KELLER

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

internationally known for his Synchronous Prelude and Fugue.
And Many Other Celebrated Musical Pedagogues.

OOL

_ Newtngland ,

Conservatory

OF MUSIC sjirjXm.
BOSTON, MASS.

Located in the Music Center of America
organization and splendid equipment offer exceptionai facilities for students.

The Free Privileges

^

’t 1 th opportun’

audiences, and the daily associations are invaluable advantages to the music student.
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CarnegieUlffttyf, New York

VIRGIL

For Particulars, Address

SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL

For PIANISTS ACCOMPANISTS and
F. L. Willgoose, Mus. Bac. (Durham Univ.)
Long Island Shore Schools, Huntington, N.Y.

m

TEACHERS

Fine Arts Building

The SIGHT, TOUCH and HEARING
System of Teaching. Write for Booklet

PORTABLE

KEYBOARD
For Pianists and Piano Students
Invaluable to Traveling Pianists
and Indispensable to Pianists and

KriiiTRir"'
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BVUEfi
Cloverport, Ky.
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Chicago, Illinois
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Ithaca Conservatory of Music

CbNSEWArORYt5/9uSIC

and

PHILADELPHIA

,

FORTIETH YEAR

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

■SaS&£&£a.95££?E££?*
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DORMITORIES FOR WOMEN
advantages not afforded 'in any other school of Music. Daily Supervised Practice, Daily Classes in
Technic, Musical Science, Theory, Psychology, Chorus, Vocal and Instrumental Ememble.
SIX SPACIOUS BUILDINGS
A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Success.
Illustrated Year Book Free

"^8

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS,

Director ^^oacUndROTd’streem
Administration Building, 1331 So. Broad Street

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training School for Supervisors of Music
BOTH SEXES
Voice culture, sight-singing, ear-training, harmony
form, music-history, chorus-conducting, methods,
practice-teaching. Graduates hold ^ important p
53 MAIN ST.’

POTSDAM, NEW YORK

CONWAY.

NEW YORK SCHOOLo/MUSIC and ARTS
148-150 Riverside Drive

Ralfe Leech Sterner, Director

New York’s Oldest Music School
Many new and wonderful features planned for the coming season by this Institution.
Same celebrated faculty headed by Ralfe Leech Sterner,
Arthur Friedheim, Paul Stoeving, Frederick Riesberg
and other celebrated masters.
Individual instruction. Entrance at any time. SEVERAL FREE AND PAR¬
TIAL FREE SCHOLARSHIPS OPEN FOR COMPETITION. Dormitories in
School Building. A real home for music students.
Many Free Classes and Lectures. Diplomas and Teachers’ Certificates. Public
Concert every Thursday night. Vocal, Piano, Violin and all Instruments. Public
School Music Dept. Dramatic Art, Drawing and Painting, Dancing and Languages.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

Virgil Conservatory

MRS. BABCOCK

A Proven School for the Development of
THE HIGHEST TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

INTERPRETATION
given very special attention and perfected through
PUBLIC PERFORMANCE

Zeckwer

-

Hahn

PHILADELPHIA
MUSICAL ACADEMY
1617 Spruce Street
Directors:
Camille Zeckwer
Frederick Hahn
Charlton Murphy
PENNSYLVANIA’S LEADING
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
54th Season
low Open. Pupils may enter at any time

PM

FALL TERM
September 8
Faculty of 54. Special

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
120 Claremont Avenue, corner 122nd Street
FRANK DAMROSCH, Director
TWENTIETH SEASON

FIRST YEAR AT THE PIANO—by John M.Williams
A Progressive and Modern Beginners’ Book

Tpiano
HERE are many teachers who will welcome this noteworthy
method. Some of the features are: The introduction
of the bass clef from the beginning: the hands play in the five
finger position throughout the entire first part; little rhymes are
used to give the correct idea of phrasing, phrasing is taught as
the basis of piano playing and elementary scale work and pedal
work are covered with attractive study material. Price, $1.00
The author of this method is at present making a remarkable tour of
» fort

\ PHILA., PA.

AN ENDOWED SCHOOL

Provides a thorough and comprehensive Musical Education in all Branches
and is equipped to give highest advantages to exceptional talents.
Additional facilities available in new extension of building. Faculty composed
of artist teachers of international reputation.
Affiliation with Teachers College, Columbia University, to provide ideal
course for School Music Supervisors.
CATALOGUE SENT ON REQUEST, ADDRESS, DEPT. U

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSI
Founded by the late A. K. Virgil

Originator of the Virgil Method, Inventor of the Virgil Practice Clai

SPECIAL COURSES
For all particulars address: Mrs. A. K. VIRGIL, 510 West End Avenue, New York.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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DUNNING SYSTEM

of Improved Music Study
for Beginners

Endorsed by the Leading Musical Educators of the World
NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS:
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING, Originator. 8 West 40lh St., New York City, August let, 1924.
Mrs. Zells E. Andrews. Leonard Bldg., Spokane, Wash.
Allie E. Barcas, 1006 College Are., Ft. Worlh, Texas.
Elizette Reed Barlow, 48 George St., Now Bern, N. Car.
Mary E. Breckisen, 354 Ireing St., Toledo, Ohio.
Mrs. Jean Warren Carrfck, 160 E. 68th St., Portland, Oregon.
Dora A. Chase, Pouch Gallery, 345 Clinton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Luvenia Blailock Dickerson, 327 Herndon Are., Shreveport, La.
Adda C. Eddy, 136 W. Sandusky Are., Belleiontaine, Ohio, September 8th.
Mrs. Beatrice S. Eikel, Kidd-Key Cons., Sherman, Texas.
Miss Ida Gardner, 15 West 5th Street, Tulsa, Okla.
Gladys Marsalis Glenn, Box 1188, Amarillo, Texas.
Mrs. T. O. Glover, 1825 Gormpn St., Waco, Texas.
„ , _. , .
_
Mrs. Travis Sedberry Grimland, Memphis, Tenn. For iniormation address 5839 Pa o Pin o ve.,
Rubv Frances Jahn, Dallas Academy of Music, Dallas, Texas.
Maud Ellen Littlefield, Dunning School of Music. 3309 Troo.t Ave., Kansas C.ty. Mo
Carrie Monger Lung, 608 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago, III. Classes held monthly through the year.
Harriet Bacon MacDonald, 825 Orchestra Hall, Chicago, III.
Classes Chicago, 111., August.
Mrs. Kate Dell Marden, 61 N. 16th St., Portland, Oregon.
Mrs Wesley Porter Mason, 5011 Worth St., Dallas, Texas.
Virginia Ryan. 940 Park Ave., New York City.
Isobel M. Tone, 469 Grand View St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. S. L Van Nort, 2815 Helena St., Houston, Texas.
Mrs. H. R. Watkins, 124 East 11th St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
INFORMATION AND BOOKLET UPON REQUEST

RECENTLY PUBLISHED TEACHING HELPS
Many Piano Teachers Already Are Using These
Meritorious New Study Works With Excellent Results
ALBUM OF TRILLS

FIRST GRADE BOOK

Special Study Pieces—Vol. 1
Price, 75c
The trill is a valuable technical device in
>iano playing and in-place of coldly

By Mathilde Bilbro
Price, $1.00
A very attractive work for young beginners

jtilizing the trill hold
vhile effectively developi
Eighteen piec

for litth
:hing works are so very successful because
mghout they display a practical knowledge
low to interest and instruct young pupils.

them. Pupils
induced to ao
Such1 wit8h ath1s °excdl nt study help.

FIRST PIANO LESSONS AT HOME

FROM MY YOUTH
Twelve Character Pictures for Piano
By R. Krentzlin
Price, 75c
. Special attention is given in these pieces to

Musical Family Complaints
By Ethel V. Moyer
“Oh, dear, oh, my!” wailed the Quarter
Rest, sinking in a dejected heap in the
corner. “Why will the children neglect me
so?”
“What have you to complain about?”
demanded Mr. Whole Note. “Only last
evening when Ruth was practicing. she
gave me only half my value—just positively
refused to count me out! Then to-day when
she had her lesson her teacher had to tell
her all over again that I must have my full
value.”
“Huh, that’s nothing!” interposed little
Miss Staccato Dot. “There were a whole
row of my brothers and sisters dancing so
gaily on Edith’s page of music and she
went right on as merrily as you please,
never taking the least notice of us.”
“Well, well, my friends why be so upset
about such small matters,” said Mr. Major
Chord, “it was just yesterday that Hazel
said I was a Minor Chord, when her
teacher asked about me; but it did not
affect me in the least. I still am Major
Chord and will remain so till the end of my
life.”
“I guess you are,” cried Miss Minor
Chord, running in all out of breath, “they
call me Major Chord sometimes, but I
stamp my foot and look very sad about it
until ‘they get my name right.”

By Anna Heuenaann Hamilton
Book One, Price, $1.00 Book Two, Price, $1.00
a Work fo.i

At that moment little Triplet Eighth
Notes came dancing in with grace and
smoothness. “This seems to be the com¬
plaint bureau,”-said the first, with a smile,
“and each of you seem to think you are
treated worse than any one else. But What
do you think Henry did to us this morning?
You never could guess. He put the accent
on my sister next to me instead of giving
it to me. Then he finished us off with such
a funny little jerk that his teacher niade
him count us over and over again. After
he played us all nice and smoothly he said
he liked us very much and hoped he would
find us soon again in his piece. That made
us feel very happy and we quite forgave
him for playing us badly at first.”
“That doesn’t make up for the way I’m
neglected,” sighed Mr. Quarter Rest. “I
am sure I come in as often as any of you;
and it is shameful the way the children
slight me. I shall never get over it.”
“Cheer up, cheer up, my friend!” ex¬
claimed Mr. Major Chord. “The children
get us all badly mixed sometimes, hut they
really do not mean to do us any harm. They
are just forgetful and heedless at times;
but I heard every one of them promise to
work harder next week, so 1 am sure we
shall be treated with more consideration.”

YOUR SUMMER READING WILL DEMAND AT LEAST
ONE OR TWO OF THESE MAGAZINES!

GET THEM AT THE “ROCK BOTTOM” FIGURE TODAY!
ETUDE MUSIC
MAGAZINE...$2.00 J
w’therworfd.mU81C mag“,ne

1

American Magazine... $2.50[
you new slants on youf^l?
your family and your job.

'
/

America's greatest magazine
and mothers.

«pD

’

_

Remit
for
All

ETUDE MUSIC
MAGAZINE. ....$2.00 1

[

Modern Priscilla.... ....$2.00/
Beautiful and engraved needle
hints on housekeeping.

^

$4-35

Christian Herald... ....$2.00

SAVE
$1.00

Total Value.$6.00/

The magazine that disosvered
Polly a nna; realistic travel

Total Value.... ....$6.00/

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .$2.00'l
For Music Lovers.

McCall’s. . 1.00J|
America's greatest dollar magazine, sparkling fiction, si
with marvelously printed patterns.

Youth’s Companion. . 2.5o(
mine family weekly.

1

}

Total Value... .$5.50;|

Dear Juni
Dear Junior Etude :
I have been enjoying The EiunE fc
seven years. I have studied
y sister, enjoying them a
several wind instruments. Ar mg the instru- deal; but
v I have become interes
ments I play are E flat clarinet B flat clarinet: reading y
articles. A few even ini
live trombone.
„ I found tL. ...iinior Etude page and,
ukulele and violin, ____ .. ,in
; once tried the puzzle
ing
interested,
on the violin yet, but
I have found that si
my music and expect to try
the futui
playing are helping in

Remit
for
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For Music Lovers.

*£.00

Pictorial Review.$1.50L

Letter Box

practically alf necessary point*!' inch/din/the
The :
study and both clefs are used
Miss Bilbro’s elementary

A REAL SUMMER CHANCE
TO SAVE MAGAZINE MONEY!

Junior Etude—Continued|
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SAVE
$1.65

Remit
All

for

$4-75
^

SAVE 75c
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he only five or six friends.

Suppose you

oughly memorized and ready to play, and
some one asks you to play for them; try
SEND ALL ORDERS

Etude Music Magazine
Twelve Splendid Numbers
$2 00
Yearly
* Years
_
$3.50

THEO. PRESSER CO.

"S7^, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TO

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
THEODORE PRESSER CO.f Publishers

1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Quotations Furnished
Cheerfully on Any De¬
sired Combinations
of Magazines.

PAUL WHITEMAN
and His Orchestra

